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AUtHOR’S NOTE
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This book is about the relation between em
empire, republic, and the exercise of power in the next ten years. It is a more personal book than The
Next 100 Yearss because I am addressi
addressing my greatest concern, which is that
the powerr of the United States in the world will undermine the republic.
I am not someone who shuns
shu power. I understand that without power
there can be no republic.
republic But the question I raise is how the United
States should
in
ould behave
be
i the world while exercising its power, and preserve the republic
ublic aat the same time.
I invite readers to consider two themes. The ﬁrst is the concept of the
unintended empire. I argue that the United States has become an empire
not because it intended to, but because history has worked out that way.
The issue of whether the United States should be an empire is meaningless. It is an empire.
The second theme, therefore, is about managing the empire, and for
me the most important question behind that is whether the republic can
survive. The United States was founded against British imperialism. It is
ironic, and in many ways appalling, that what the founders gave us now
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faces this dilemma. There might have been exits from this fate, but these
exits were not likely. Nations become what they are through the constraints of history, and history has very little sentimentality when it
comes to ideology or preferences. We are what we are.
It is not clear to me whether the republic can withstand the pressure
of the empire, or whether America can survive a mismanaged empire.
Put differently, can the management of an empire be made compatible
with the requirements of a republic? This is genuinely unclear to me. I
know the United States will be a powerful force in the
he wor
world during this
next decade—and for this next century, for that
at matter—b
matter—but I don’t
know what sort of regime it will have.
I passionately favor a republic. Justice may not be what h
history cares
about, but it is what I care about. I have
ve spent a great deal of time
tim
ti thinking about the relationship between
n empire
pire and republ
republic, and the only
conclusion I have reached is that
survive, the single
hat if the republic is to ssu
institution that can save it is the presidency. That is an odd thing to say,
given that the presidencyy is in
most imperial of our instin many ways the
th mo
tutions (it is the single
gle institution embodied
embodie by a single person). Yet at
the same time itt is the most democratic,
democratic as the presidency is the only
ofﬁce for which
whole, select a single, powerful leader.
ich the people, as a who
whole
In order
I look at three presidents who
der to understand this ofﬁce
o
deﬁned
d American greatness. The
Th ﬁrst is Abraham Lincoln, who saved the
T
republic.
Roosevelt, who gave the United States
ic. The second is Franklin
Fra
the world’s’s ocean
oceans. The third is Ronald Reagan, who undermined the
Soviet Union and set
s the stage for empire. Each of them was a profoundly moral man . . . who was prepared to lie, violate the law, and
betray principle in order to achieve those ends. They embodied the paradox of what I call the Machiavellian presidency, an institution that, at
its best, reconciles duplicity and righteousness in order to redeem the
promise of America.
I do not think being just is a simple thing, nor that power is simply
the embodiment of good intention. The theme of this book, applied to
the regions of the world, is that justice comes from power, and power is
only possible from a degree of ruthlessness most of us can’t abide. The
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tragedy of political life is the conﬂict between the limit of good intentions and the necessity of power. At times this produces goodness. It did
in the case of Lincoln, Roosevelt, and Reagan, but there is no assurance
of this in the future. It requires greatness.
Geopolitics describes what happens to nations, but it says little about
the kinds of regimes nations will have. I am convinced that unless we
understand the nature of power, and master the art of ruling, we may not
be able to choose the direction of our regime. Therefore, there is nothing
contradictory in saying that the United States willl dominate
domin the next
dom
century yet may still lose the soul of its republic.
ic.
c. I hope not,
not as I have
children and now grandchildren—and I am not convinced that em
empire
lso certain that history
histo does
do not
is worth the price of the republic. I am also
care what I, or others, think.
This book, therefore, will look at thee issues, opportuniti
opportunities,
and inheropportu
ent challenges of the next ten
alliances will be formed,
n years. Surprise alliance
velop, and economic tti
unexpected tensions will develop,
tides will rise and fall.
Not surprisingly, how the
(particularly the American preshe United States (pa
(particu
ident) approaches these
hese events will guide th
the health, or deterioration, of
the republic. An
n interesting decade lies aahead.
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INTRODUCTION

O

O

Rebalancing America

century is about events. A decade iis about people.
I wrote
ote
te The Nex
Next 1000 Years to
t explore the impersonal forces
thatt shape
long run, but human beings don’t live
hape history in the lon
lo
in the long
shorter span in which our lives are
ng run. We live in the much
m
shaped
historical trends but by the speciﬁc decisions
ed
d not so much by vast hi
of speciﬁc
ciﬁc individ
individuals.
This book is about the short run of the next ten years: the speciﬁc
realities to bee faced
faced, and the speciﬁc decisions to be made, and the likely
consequences of those decisions. Most people think that the longer the
time frame, the more unpredictable the future. I take the opposite view.
Individual actions are the hardest thing to predict. In the course of a century, so many individual decisions are made that no single one of them is
ever critical. Each decision is lost in the torrent of judgments that make
up a century. But in the shorter time frame of a decade, individual decisions made by individual people, particularly those with political power,
can matter enormously. What I wrote in The Next 100 Years is the frame
for understanding this decade. But it is only the frame.
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Forecasting a century is the art of recognizing the impossible, then
eliminating from consideration all the events that, at least logically, aren’t
going to happen. The reason is, as Sherlock Holmes put it, “When you
have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however improbable,
must be the truth.”
It is always possible that a leader will do something unexpectedly
foolish or brilliant, which is why forecasting is best left to the long run,
the span over which individual decisions don’t carry so much weight.
But having forecast for the long run, you can reel back
ck you
your sscenario and
try to see how it plays out in, say, a decade. Whatt makes this time
ttim frame
interesting is that it is sufﬁciently long for the larger,
r, impersonal
imperso forces
forc to
ividual decisions of indi
be at play but short enough for the individual
individual
leaders to skew outcomes that otherwise
A
erwise
wise might seem inevitable.
ine
inev
decade is the point at which historyy and
meet, and a span
d statesmanship mee
in which policies still matter.
I am not normally someone
eone
one who gets involved in policy debates—
I’m more interested in what will happen than
tha in what I want to see happen. But within the span of a decade, event
events that may not matter in the
long run may stilllll affect us personally and deeply. They also can have real
meaning in deﬁning
ﬁning which path we
w take into the future. This book is
therefore both a forecast and a discussion
of the policies that ought to be
disc
dis
followed.
ed.
We begin with the Uni
United States for the same reason that a study of
Unit
1910 would
begin with Britain. Whatever the future might hold,
d have to beg
the global system
today pivots around the United States, just as Britain
tem tto
was the pivotal point in the years leading up to World War I. In The Next
100 Years, I wrote about the long-term power of the United States. In this
book, I have to write about American weaknesses, which, I think, are not
problems in the long run; time will take care of most of these. But
because you and I don’t live in the long run, for us these problems are
very real. Most are rooted in structural imbalances that require solutions.
Some are problems of leadership, because, as I said at the outset, a decade
is about people.
This discussion of problems and people is particularly urgent at this
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moment. In the ﬁrst decade after the United States became the sole
global power, the world was, compared to other eras, relatively tranquil.
In terms of genuine security issues for the United States, Baghdad and
the Balkans were nuisances, not threats. The United States had no need
for strategy in a world that appeared to have accepted American leadership without complaint. Ten years later, September 11 brought that illusion crashing to the ground. The world was more dangerous than we
imagined, but the options seemed fewer as well. The United States, did
not craft a global strategy in response. Instead, it developed
evelop a narrowly
focused politico-military strategy designed to defeat
feat terrorism
terrorism, aalmost to
the exclusion of all else.
Now that decade is coming to an end as well, and the search
sea is under
way for an exit from Iraq, from Afghanistan,
anistan,
istan, and indeed from the world
that began when those hijacked airliners
in New
irliners
rs smashed into buildings
buil
York and Washington. The impulse
is always to
mpulse of the United States
S
withdraw from the world, savoring the pleasures oof a secure homeland
protected by the buffer of wide oceans on eeither side. But the homeland
is not secure, eitherr from terrorists or fro
from the ambitions of nationstates that see the
and unpredictable.
hee United States as both dangerous
d
Under both
Obama, the United States
oth President Bush and President
P
has lost sight
that served it well for most of the
ight of the long-term strategy
stra
str
last century.
have gone off on ad hoc advenentury. Instead, recent presidents
p
tures. They have set unatta
unattainable goals because they have framed the issues
unattai
incorrectly,
y, as if they bbelieved their own rhetoric. As a result, the United
States has overextended
its ability to project its power around the world,
erexte
erexten
which has allowed even minor players to be the tail that wags the dog.
The overriding necessity for American policy in the decade to come is
a return to the balanced, global strategy that the United States learned
from the example of ancient Rome and from the Britain of a hundred
years ago. These old-school imperialists didn’t rule by main force.
Instead, they maintained their dominance by setting regional players
against each other and keeping these players in opposition to others who
might also instigate resistance. They maintained the balance of power,
using these opposing forces to cancel each other out while securing the
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broader interests of the empire. They also kept their client states bound
together by economic interest and diplomacy, which is not to say the
routine courtesies between nations but the subtle manipulation that
causes neighbors and fellow clients to distrust each other more than they
distrust the imperial powers: direct intervention relying on the empire’s
own troops was a distant, last resort.
Adhering to this strategy, the United States intervened in World
War I only when the standoff among European powers was failing, and
only when it appeared that the Germans, with Russia
in the
sia collapsing
collap
col
east, might actually overwhelm the English and
the west.
nd
d French in th
When the ﬁghting stopped, the United Statess helped
ed forge a peace treaty
t
that prevented France from dominating postwar
ostwar Europe.
During the early days of World Warr II, the United States stayed
out
s
of direct engagement as long as it could,
British in their
d, supporting th
the B
efforts to fend off the Germans in the west while encou
encouraging the Soviets
encour
to bleed the Germans in thee east. Afterward, the Un
United States devised a
balance-of-power strategy
Union from dominating
gy to prevent the Sov
Soviet U
Western Europe, thee Middle East, and ult
ultimately China. Throughout
ultim
the long span from
om
m the ﬁrst appearance oof the “Iron Curtain” to the end
of the Cold War,
r, this U.S. strategy of
o distraction and manipulation was
rational, coherent,
oherent, and effectively devious.
Following
llowing the collapse of
o the Soviet Union, however, the United
States shifted from a strategy
strateg focused on trying to contain major powers
strate
to an unfocused
ocused attempt
attemp to contain potential regional hegemons when
their behaviorr offended
American sensibilities. In the period from 1991
offen
offe
to 2001, the United States invaded or intervened in ﬁve countries—
Kuwait, Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, and Yugoslavia, which was an extraordinary tempo of military operations. At times, American strategy seemed
to be driven by humanitarian concerns, although the goal was not always
clear. In what sense, for example, was the 1994 invasion of Haiti in the
national interest?
But the United States had an enormous reservoir of power in the
1990s, which gave it ample room for maneuver, as well as room for
indulging its ideological whims. When you are overwhelmingly domi-
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nant, you don’t have to operate with a surgeon’s precision. Nor did the
United States, when dealing with potential regional hegemons, have to
win, in the sense of defeating an enemy army and occupying its homeland. From a military point of view, U.S. incursions during the 1990s
were spoiling attacks, the immediate goal being to plunge an aspiring
regional power into chaos, forcing it to deal with regional and internal
threats at a time and place of American choosing rather than allowing it
to develop and confront the United States on the smaller nation’s own
schedule.
After September 11, 2001, a United States newly
wly obsessed with
wi terrorw
ism became even more disoriented, losing sight
strategic
ght off its long-te
long-term str
u
principles altogether. As an alternative, it created a new but unatta
unattainable
strategic goal, which was the elimination
The
nation
tion of the terrorist threat.
th
t
principal source of that threat, al Qaeda,
a, had given itse
itself an unlikely but
not inconceivable objective, which
hich was to re-create the Islamic caliphate,
blished
lished by Muhammad in
i the seventh century
the theocracy that was established
and that persisted in one
the fall of the Ottoman
ne form
rm or another until
u
Empire at the end off World War I. Al Qaeda’s
Qaed
Qaeda strategy was to overthrow
Muslim governments
ments that it regarded as insufﬁciently Islamic, which it
sought to do byy fomenting popular u
uprisings in those countries. From al
Qaeda’s point of view, the reason
reaso
reas that the Islamic masses remained
downtrodden
ntrodden
trodden was fear of their
the governments, which was in turn based on
a sensee that the United States,
their governments’ patron, could not be
St
challenged.
d. To free
fr the masses from their intimidation, al Qaeda felt that
it had to demonstrate
that the United States was not as powerful as it
monst
monstr
appeared—that it was in fact vulnerable to even a small group of Muslims, provided that those Muslims were prepared to die.
In response to al Qaeda’s assaults, the United States slammed into the
Islamic world—particularly in Afghanistan and Iraq. The goal was to
demonstrate U.S. capability and reach, but these efforts were once again
spoiling attacks. Their purpose was not to defeat an army and occupy a
territory but merely to disrupt al Qaeda and create chaos in the Muslim
world. But creating chaos is a short-term tactic, not a long-term strategy.
The United States demonstrated that it is possible to destroy terrorist
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organizations and mitigate terrorism, but it did not achieve the goal that
it had articulated, which was to eliminate the threat altogether. Eliminating such a threat would require monitoring the private activities of
more than a billion people spread across the globe. Even attempting such
an effort would require overwhelming resources. And given that succeeding in such an effort is impossible, it is axiomatic that the United
States would exhaust itself and run out of resources in the process, as has
happened. Just because something like the elimination of terrorism is
desirable doesn’t mean that it is practical, or that thee price to
t be paid is
rational.
Recovering from the depletions and distractions
tractions
ons of this effort will
consume the United States over the next
xt ten years. The ﬁrst sstep—
returning to a policy of maintaining regional
power—must
gional balances of pow
begin in the main area of current U.S. military engageme
engagement, a theater
engag
stretching from the Mediterranean
Kush. For most of the
nean to the Hindu Kush
past half century there have been three native balanc
balances of power here: the
Arab-Israeli, the Indo-Pakistani,
Iranian-Iraqi.
Owing largely to
akistani,
ani, and the Iranian
Iran
recent U.S. policy, those
unstable or no longer exist. The
hose balances are unstab
unsta
Israelis are no longer
nger constrained by their neighbors and are now trying
to create a new
ground.
The Pakistanis have been badly
ew reality on the ground
grou
weakened
Afghanistan, and they are no longer an effective
d by the war in Afghanist
counterbalance
erbalance to India. An
And, most important, the Iraqi state has collapsed,, leaving the Iranians
Iranian as the most powerful military force in the
Persian Gulf
ulf area
area.
Restoring balance
balan to that region, and then to U.S. policy more genbalanc
erally, will require steps during the next decade that will be seen as controversial, to say the least. As I argue in the chapters that follow, the
United States must quietly distance itself from Israel. It must strengthen
(or at least put an end to weakening) Pakistan. And in the spirit of Roosevelt’s entente with the USSR during World War II, as well as Nixon’s
entente with China in the 1970s, the United States will be required to
make a distasteful accommodation with Iran, regardless of whether it
attacks Iran’s nuclear facilities. These steps will demand a more subtle
exercise of power than we have seen on the part of recent presidents. The
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nature of that subtlety is a second major theme of the decade to come,
and one that I will address further along.
While the Middle East is the starting point for America’s return to
balance, Eurasia as a whole will also require a rearrangement of relationships. For generations, keeping the technological sophistication of
Europe separated from the natural resources and manpower of Russia
has been one of the key aims of American foreign policy. In the early
1990s, when the United States stood supreme and Moscow lost control
over not only the former Soviet Union but the Russian
ian state
sta as well, that
goal was neglected. Almost immediately after September 11
11, 2001, the
unbalanced commitment of U.S. forces to the Me
MediterraneanMediterra
Himalayan theater created a window off opportunity for the Russian
R
security apparatus to regain its inﬂuence.
the Russians
uence.
nce. Under Putin, th
began to reassert themselves even prior to the war with Geo
Georgia, and they
G
have accelerated the process of their reemergence sin
since. Diverted and
tied down in Iraq and Afghanistan,
States has been unable to
hanistan,
anistan, the United Stat
hold back Moscow’s return
to make credible threats
urn to inﬂuence, or even
e
that would inhibit Russian ambitions. As a rresult, the United States now
faces a signiﬁcant
nt regional power with its
it own divergent agenda, which
includes a play
Europe.
ay for inﬂuence in Europ
Eur
The danger of Russia’s reemergence
and westward focus will become
reemer
more obvious as we examin
examine the other player in this second region of
concern,
Union. Once imagined as a supernation on the
rn, the European U
Un
order of the Un
States, the EU began to show its structural weakUnited St
nesses duringg the ﬁ
ﬁnancial crisis of 2008, which led to the follow-on crisis of southern European economies (Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Greece).
Once Germany, the EU’s greatest economic engine, faced the prospect of
underwriting the mistakes and excesses of its EU partners, it began to
reexamine its priorities. The emerging conclusion is that potentially Germany shared a greater community of interest with Russia than it did
with its European neighbors. However much Germany might beneﬁt
from economic alliances in Europe, it remains dependent on Russia for a
large amount of its natural gas. Russia in turn needs technology, which
Germany has in abundance. Similarly, Germany needs an infusion of
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manpower that isn’t going to create social stresses by immigrating to
Germany, and one obvious solution is to establish German factories in
Russia. Meanwhile, America’s request for increased German help in
Afghanistan and elsewhere has created friction with the United States
and aligned German interests most closely with Russia.
All of which helps to explain why the United States’ return to balance
will require a signiﬁcant effort over the next decade to block an accommodation between Germany and Russia. As we will see, the U.S.
approach will include cultivating a new relationship
ip
p with Poland, the
geographic monkey wrench that can be thrown into the gears oof a German-Russian entente.
China, of course, also demands attention.
preocon. Even so, the cur
current p
cupation with Chinese expansion willll diminish as that coun
country’s economic miracle comes of age. China’s
performance will slow to
a’s economic
onomic perform
performanc
that of a more mature economy—and,
my—and, we might add,
add a more mature
economy with over a billion
The focus of
n people living in abject poverty.
p
U.S. efforts will shift to the real
Asia: Japan, the third
eal power in northeast
northea
nor
largest economy in the world and the natio
nation with the most signiﬁcant
navy in the region.
n.
As this brief
ief overview already suggests,
sug
sugge the next ten years will be enormously complex,
moving parts and many unpredictable eleomplex, with many mov
movi
ments.. The presidents in th
the decade to come will have to reconcile
American
principles with realities that most Amercan traditions and moral
m
icans ﬁnd it more comfortable
to avoid. This will require the execution
comf
of demandingg man
maneuvers, including allying with enemies, while holding
mane
together a public that believes—and wants to believe—that foreign policy and values simply coincide. The president will have to pursue virtue
as all of our great presidents have done: with suitable duplicity.
But all the cleverness in the world can’t compensate for profound
weakness. The United States possesses what I call “deep power,” and
deep power must be ﬁrst and foremost balanced power. This means economic, military, and political power in appropriate and mutually supporting amounts. It is deep in a second sense, which is that it rests on a
foundation of cultural and ethical norms that deﬁne how that power is
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to be used and that provides a framework for individual action. Europe,
for example, has economic power, but it is militarily weak and rests on a
very shallow foundation. There is little consensus in Europe politically,
particularly about the framework of obligations imposed on its members.
Power that is both deeply rooted and well balanced is rare, and I will
try to show that in the next decade, the United States is uniquely situated to consolidate and exercise both. More important, it will have little
choice in the matter. There is an idea, both on the left
eft an
and on the right,
that the United States has the option of withdrawing
wing from the
th complexc
ities of managing global power. It’s the belief
ef that
at if the U
United States
rld, the world woul
would no longer
ceased to meddle in the affairs of the world,
hate and fear it, and Americans could
without fear
d enjoy their pleasures w
wi
of attack. This belief is nostalgia for a time
United States purime when the Unit
U
sued its own interests at home
me and left the world tto follow its own
course.
There was indeed a timee when Thomas Jefferson
could warn against
Jeffe
entangling alliances,
time when the United States
s,, but this was not a tim
ti
annually produced
wealth of the world. That output
ced 25 percent of the we
alone entangles
world. What the United States congles it in the affairs of th
the w
sumes and
nd
d produces shapes the llives of people around the world. The
economic
omic policies pursued by
b the United States shape the economic realities of the world. The U.S.
U Navy’s control of the seas guarantees the
United States
tates economic
econom access to the world and gives it the potential
ec
power to deny
ny tha
that access to other countries. Even if the United States
wanted to shrink its economy to a less intrusive size, it is not clear how
that would be done, let alone that Americans would pay the price when
the bill was presented.
But this does not mean that the United States is at ease with its
power. Things have moved too far too fast. That is why bringing U.S.
policy back into balance will also require bringing the United States to
terms with its actual place in the world. We have already noted that the
fall of the Soviet Union left the United States without a rival for global
dominance. What needs to be faced squarely now is that whether we like
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it or not, and whether it was intentional or not, the United States
emerged from the Cold War not only as the global hegemon but as a
global empire.
The reality is that the American people have no desire for an empire.
This is not to say that they don’t want the beneﬁts, both economic and
strategic. It simply means that they don’t want to pay the price. Economically, Americans want the growth potential of open markets but
not the pains. Politically, they want to have enormous inﬂuence but not
the resentment of the world. Militarily, they want too be protected
from
pro
p
dangers but not to bear the burdens of a long-term
rm
m strategy.
Empires are rarely planned or premeditated,
ated, and those
thos that have
been, such as Napoleon’s and Hitler’s, tend
d not to last. Those that eendure
grow organically, and their imperial status
unnoticed until it
tatus
tus often goes unnotice
unnotic
has become overwhelming. This was the
Rome and for
he case both for
fo R
Britain, yet they succeeded because
cause once they achieved imperial status,
they not only owned up to it,
manage it.
t, they learned to manag
mana
Unlike the Roman or British Empire, the American structure of
dominance is informal,
mal,
al, but that makes it no less real. The United States
controls the oceans,
accounts for more than a quarter of
ans,
ns, and its economy acco
everything produced
adopt the iPod or a new
roduced
duced in the world. IIf Americans
A
food fad, factories and farms in C
China and Latin America reorganize to
serve the new mandate. Th
This is how the European powers governed
China in the nineteenth century—never
formally, but by shaping and
c
exploiting it to the
th degree
degr that the distinction between formal and informal hardly mattered.
attere
attered
A fact that the American people have trouble assimilating is that the
size and power of the American empire is inherently disruptive and
intrusive, which means that the United States can rarely take a step without threatening some nation or beneﬁting another. While such power
confers enormous economic advantages, it naturally engenders hostility.
The United States is a commercial republic, which means that it lives on
trade. Its tremendous prosperity derives from its own assets and virtues,
but it cannot maintain this prosperity and be isolated from the world.
Therefore, if the United States intends to retain its size, wealth, and
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power, the only option is to learn how to manage its disruptive inﬂuence
maturely.
Until the empire is recognized for what it is, it is difﬁcult to have a
coherent public discussion of its usefulness, its painfulness, and, above
all, its inevitability. Unrivaled power is dangerous enough, but unrivaled
power that is oblivious is like a rampaging elephant.
I will argue, then, that the next decade must be one in which the
United States moves from willful ignorance of reality to its acceptance,
however reluctant. With that acceptance will comee the bbe
beginning of a
more sophisticated foreign policy. There will be no proclamation
of
proclam
procla
empire, only more effective management based
sed on
n the unde
underlying truth
of the situation.
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THE UNINTENDED EMPIRE

he American
n president is the most im
important political leader in
the world.
d. The reason is simple: he governs a nation whose economicc and military policies shape the lives of people in every
country on every continent. The president
can and does order invasions,
p
embargos,
argos,
rgos, and sanctions. The
Th economic policies he shapes will resonate
in billions
perhaps over many generations. During the next
lions of lives, perha
decade, who the presi
president is and what he (or she) chooses to do will
often affect the
lives
he live
liv of non-Americans more than the decisions of their
own governments.
This was driven home to me on the night of the most recent U.S.
presidential election, when I tried to phone one of my staff in Brussels
and reached her at a bar ﬁlled with Belgians celebrating Barack Obama’s
victory. I later found that such Obama parties had taken place in dozens
of cities around the world. People everywhere seemed to feel that the
outcome of the American election mattered greatly to them, and many
appeared personally moved by Obama’s rise to power.
Before the end of Obama’s ﬁrst year in ofﬁce, ﬁve Norwegian politi-
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cians awarded him the Nobel Peace Prize, to the consternation of many
who thought that he had not yet done anything to earn it. But according
to the committee’s chair, Obama had immediately and dramatically
changed the world’s perception of the United States, and this change
alone merited the prize. George W. Bush had been hated because he was
seen as an imperialist bully. Obama was being celebrated because he signaled that he would not be an imperialist bully.
From the Nobel Prize committee to the bars of Singapore
and São
g
Paolo, what was being unintentionally acknowledged
ged
ed wa
was the uniqueness of the American presidency itself, as well as a new reality tha
tthat Americans are reluctant to admit. The new American
so
erican
n regime mattered
mattere
m
much to the Norwegians and to the Belgians
ans and to the Poles and to the
Chileans and to the billions of other people
because the
eople
ple around the globe bbe
American president is now in the sometimes
ometimes
imes awkward (and
(a never explicitly stated) role of global emperor,
world—and the presor, a reality that the wor
worl
ident—will struggle with in
n the decade to come.

PR

the
he american emperor
e

The American
erican
rican president’s unique status and inﬂuence are not derived
from conquest, design, or di
divine ordination but ipso facto are the result
divi
of the United States being the only global military power in the world.
The U.S. economy
econom is also more than three times the size of the next
largest sovereign
economy. These realities give the United States power
ign ec
eco
that is disproportionate to its population, to its size, or, for that matter,
to what many might consider just or prudent. But the United States
didn’t intend to become an empire. This unintentional arrangement was
a consequence of events, few of them under American control.
Certainly there was talk of empire before this. Between Manifest
Destiny and the Spanish American War, the nineteenth century was
ﬁlled with visions of empire that were remarkably modest compared to
what has emerged. The empire I am talking about has little to do with
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those earlier thoughts. Indeed, my argument is that the latest version
emerged without planning or intention.
From World War II through the end of the Cold War, the United
States inched toward this preeminence, but preeminence did not arrive
until 1991, when the Soviet Union collapsed, leaving the U.S. alone as a
colossus without a counterweight.
In 1796, Wsashington made his farewell address and announced this
principle: “The great rule of conduct for us in regard to foreign nations
is in extending our commercial relations, to havee with th
them as little
political connection as possible.” The United States
tates had the ooption of
standing apart from the world at that time. It was
as a small country
ccountry, geographically isolated. Today, no matter how
ow much the rest oof the world
might wish us to be less intrusive or how
prospect might
ow tempting the pros
prosp
seem to Americans, it is simply impossible
whose economy
mpossible
ible for a nation wh
is so vast to have commercial relations without politi
political entanglements
politic
or consequences. Washington’s
impulse beﬁtted the antigton’s
on’s anit-political impu
imperialist founder of the Republic. Ironically,
Ironica tthe extraordinary success
of that Republic made
impossible.
ade this vision impossibl
impossible
The American
drawing everything into
an economy is like a whirlpool,
whi
its vortex, with
h imperceptible eddi
eddies that can devastate small countries
or enrich
h them. When the U.S. eeconomy is doing well, it is the engine
driving
when it sputters, the entire machine can
ng the whole machine
machine; w
break down. There is no ssi
single economy that affects the world as deeply
or ties it together as eff
effectively.
When wee look at the world from the standpoint of exports and
imports, it is striking how many countries depend on the United States
for 5 or even 10 percent of their Gross Domestic Product, a tremendous
amount of interdependence. While there are bilateral economic relations
and even multilateral ones that do not include the United States, there
are none that are unaffected by the United States. Everyone watches and
waits to see what the United States will do. Everyone tries to shape
American behavior, at least a little bit, in order to gain some advantage or
avoid some disadvantage.

Major American Trade Relations
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Historically, this degree of interdependence has bred friction and
even war. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, France and
Germany feared each other’s power, so each tried to shape the other’s
behavior. The result was that the two countries went to war with each
other three times in seventy years. Prior to World War I, the English
journalist (later a member of Parliament) Norman Angell wrote a widely
read book called The Great Illusion, in which he demonstrated the high
degree of economic interdependence in Europe and asserted that this
made war impossible. Obviously, the two World Wars pr
proved that that
prov
wasn’t the case. Advocates for free trade continue
argument.
ue to use this ar
Yet, as we will see, a high degree of global interdependence,
with the
rdependen wit
United States at the center, actually increases—rather
diminishes—
ases—rather than d
dimini
the danger of war.
That the world is no longer ﬁlled
lled with relatively eq
equal powers easily
tempted into military adventures
ures mitigates this dange
danger somewhat. Certainly the dominance of American
merican military power is such that no one
country can hope to use
fundamentally redeﬁne its relase main
ain force to fun
fundam
tionship with the United States. At the same
sam time, however, we can see
that resistance too American power is sub
substantial and that wars have been
subs
frequent since
1991.
ce 1991
991..
Whilee America’s imperial pow
power might degrade, power of this magnitude does not collapse quickly
quickl except through war. German, Japanese,
quic
French,
h, and British powe
power declined not because of debt but because of
wars that devastated
those countries’ economies, producing debt as one
devasta th
of war’s many
by-products.
The Great Depression, which swept the
ny by
byworld in the 1920s and 1930s, had its roots in the devastation of the German economy as a result of World War I and the disruption of trade and
ﬁnancial relations that ultimately spread to encompass the world. Conversely, the great prosperity of the American alliance after 1950 resulted
from the economic power that the United States built up—undamaged—during World War II.
Absent a major, devastating war, any realignment of international
inﬂuence based on economics will be a process that takes generations, if
it happens at all. China is said to be the coming power. Perhaps so. But
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the U.S. economy is 3.3 times larger than China’s. China must sustain an
extraordinarily high growth rate for a long time in order to close its gap
with the United States. In 2009, the United States accounted for 22.5
percent of all foreign direct investment in the world, which, according to
the United Nations Council on Trade and Development, makes it the
world’s single largest source of investment. China, by comparison,
accounted for 4.4 percent.
The United States also may well be the largest borrower in the world,
but that indebtedness does not reduce its ability too affec
affect the international system. Whether it stops borrowing, increases
borrowing, or
ncreases borr
borrow
decreases it, the American economy constantly
ly shapes
apes global markets.
marke It
is the power to shape that is important.. Of course, it sho
should aalso be
remembered that every dollar the United
others lend. If
ited
d States borrows, othe
the market is to be trusted, it is saying
United States,
ying that
hat lending to the
th U
even at currently low interest rates,
ates, is a good move.
Many countries have impacts
countries. What makes the
mpacts
pacts on other countri
United States an empiree is the
countries
it affects, the intenhe number of count
co
sity of the impact, and
nd the number of peopl
people in those countries affected
by these economic
decisions.
ic processes and decision
In recent years,
Americans had a rising appetite for
ears, for instance, A
Am
shrimp. This ripple in the U.S.
U.S market caused ﬁsh farmers in the
Mekong
their production to meet the new demand.
ng Delta to adjust th
thei
When the American eco
economy declined in 2008, luxury foods like
econ
shrimp were
ere the ﬁrst to be cut back, a retrenchment that was felt as far
away as those ﬁsh fa
farms in the Mekong Delta. Following a similar pattern, the computer maker Dell built a large facility in Ireland, but when
labor costs rose there, Dell shifted operations to Poland, even at a time
when Ireland was under severe economic pressure. The United States is
similarly shaped by other countries, as were Britain and Rome. But the
United States is at the center of the web, not on the periphery, and its
economy is augmented by its military. Add to that the technological
advantage and we can see the structure of America’s deep power.
Empires can be formal, with a clear structure of authority, but some
can be more subtle and complex. The British controlled Egypt, but
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Britain’s formal power was less than clear. The United States has the
global reach to shape the course of many other countries, but because it
refuses to think of itself as an imperial power, it has not created a formal,
rational structure for managing the power that it clearly has.
The fact that the United States has faced reverses in the Middle East
in no way undermines the argument that it is an empire, albeit an immature one. Failure and empire are not incompatible, and in the course of
imperial growth and expansion, disasters are not infrequent. Britain lost
most of its North American colonies to rebellion a cent
century before the
centur
empire reached its apex. The Romans faced civil wars in recurring
recurrin cycles.
recur
While the core of U.S. power is economic—battered
might
c—battered
attered tho
though it m
seem at the moment—standing behind that
hat economic power
powe is its
it military might. The purpose of the American
prevent any
merican
rican military is to pr
p
nation aggrieved by U.S. economic
coalition of such
mic inﬂuence,
ﬂuence, or any coa
nations, from using force to redress
that put it (or them)
edress the conditions tha
at a disadvantage. Like Rome’s
ome’s
me’s legions, American troops are deployed
preemptively around the
he world,
orld, simply because
beca the most efﬁcient way to
use military power iss to disrupt emerging powers
pow before they can become
po
even marginally threatening.
threatening
The map below,
substantially understates the American milielow, in fact, substanti
substan
tary presence.
track U.S. Special Operations
ence. It does not, for instance,
in
teamss operating covertly in many
regions, notably Africa. Nor does it
m
include
missions, technical support, and similar functions.
de training mission
missions
Some U.S.
S. troop
troops are ﬁghting wars, some are interdicting drugs, some
are protectingg thei
their host countries from potential attacks, and some are
using their host countries as staging areas in case American troops are
needed in another country nearby. In some cases these troops help support Americans who are involved in governing the country, directly or
indirectly. In other cases, the troops are simply present, without controlling anything. Troops based in the United States are here not to protect
the homeland as much as to be available for what the military calls power
projection. This means that they are ready to serve anywhere the president sees ﬁt to deploy them.
As beﬁts a global empire, the United States aligns its economic sys-

Sources: Department of Defense, International Institute of Strategic Studies, STRATFOR).

Countries with a U.S. Military Presence (as of December 31, 2007, does not include clandestine deployments.
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tem and its military system to stand as the guarantor of the global economy. The United States simultaneously provides technologies and other
goods and services to buy, an enormous market into which to sell, and
armed forces to keep the sea-lanes open. If need be, it moves in to police
unruly areas, but it does this not for the beneﬁt of other countries but for
itself. Ultimately, the power of the American economy and the distribution of American military force make alignment with the United States a
necessity for many countries. It is this necessity that binds countries to
the United States more tightly than any formal imperial
mperial ssystem could
hope to accomplish.
Empires, the unintended consequence of power
accumulated
ower accu
accumulate for
ends far removed from dreams of empire,
recognized long
re, are usually reco
recognize
after they have emerged. As they become
come self-aware, they use their
momentum to consciously expand,
d, adding
ding an ideology of iimperialism—
think of Pax Romana or the British “white man’s bur
burden”—to empire’s
burd
reality. An empire gets writers
ters
rs like Virgil and poets like Rudyard Kipling
after it is well established,
d, not
ot before. And, as
a in both Rome and Britain,
the celebrants of American
with those who are appalled
merican empire coexist w
by it and who yearn
earn for the earlier, more authentic days.
Rome and
d Britain were trapped in the world of empire but learned to
celebrate the trap. The United St
States is still at the point where it refuses
to seee the empire that it has become,
and whenever it senses the trappings
bbe
of empire,
But the time has come to acknowledge that the
pire, it is repelled. B
president of the Unite
United States manages an empire of unprecedented
power and inﬂuence,
ﬂuen even while it may be informal and undocumented.
ﬂuenc
Only then can we formulate policies over the next decade that will allow
us to properly manage the world we ﬁnd ourselves in charge of.

managing the imperial reality
Over the past twenty years, the United States has struggled to come to
grips with the reverberations of being “last man standing” after the fall of
the Soviet Union. The task of the president in the next decade is to move
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from being reactive to having a systematic method of managing the
world that he dominates, a method that faces honestly and without
ﬂinching the realities of how the world operates. This means turning the
American empire from undocumented disorder into an orderly system, a
Pax Americana—not because this is the president’s free choice, but precisely because he has no choice.
Bringing order to empire is a necessity because even though the
United States is overwhelmingly powerful, it is far from omnipotent,
and having singular power creates singular dangers.. The United
States
U
was attacked on September 11, 2001 for example,, precisely becau
because of its
bec
unique power. The president’s task is to manage
age that
hat kind of power in a
way that acknowledges the risks as well ass the opportunities, then minimizes the risks and maximizes the beneﬁts.
eﬁts.
ﬁts.
For those who are made squeamish
mish by any talk of empire,
em
empi much less
talk of bringing order to imperial
erial control, I would point
po out that the
p
realities of geopolitics do not
ot give presidents the luxury of exercising
virtue in the way we think
ink of it when applie
applied to ordinary citizens. Two
presidents who attempted
mpted to pursue virtue directly, Jimmy Carter and
George W. Bush,, failed spectacularly. Conversely,
other presidents, such
Co
as Richard Nixon
Kennedy, who were much more ruthless,
ixon
on and John F. Kenned
Kenn
failed because
not directed at and uniﬁed by any overause their actions were n
riding moral purpose.
purpo
In bringing order to empire,
I propose that future presidents follow
em
the example
ple of three
th of our most strikingly effective leaders, men who
managed to bee utte
utterly ruthless in executing a strategy that was nonetheutter
less guided by moral principle. In these cases, moral ends did in fact justify means that were not only immoral but unconstitutional.
Abraham Lincoln preserved the Union and abolished slavery by initiating a concerted program of deception and by trampling on civil liberties. To maintain the loyalty of the border states, he never owned up to
his intention to abolish slavery made clear in the great debates of 1858.
Instead he dissembled, claiming that while he opposed the spread of
slavery beyond the South, he had no intention of abolishing the right to
own slaves in states where owning them was already legal.
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But Lincoln did more than prevaricate. He suspended the right to
habeas corpus throughout the country and authorized the arrest of prosecession legislators in Maryland. He made no attempt to justify these
actions, except to say that if Maryland and the other border states
seceded, the war would be lost and the nation would be dismembered,
leaving the Constitution meaningless.
Seventy-ﬁve years later, in the midst of another grave crisis for the
nation, Franklin Roosevelt also did what needed to be done while lying
to hide his actions from a public that was not yet ready
follow his lead.
dy to ffol
In the late 1930s, Congress and the public wanted
strict neud to maintain st
trality as Europe prepared for war, but Roosevelt
that the
osevelt
lt understo
understood tha
survival of democracy itself was at stake. He secretly arranged for the
t sale
of arms to the French and made a commitment
to
mmitment
mitment to Winston Churchill
Ch
C
use the U.S. Navy to protect merchant
chant ships tak
taking supplies to
England—a clear violation of neutrality.
Like Lincoln, Roosevelt
moral purpose, which
ltt was motivated by m
meant a moral vision for
or global
obal strategy. He
H was
wa offended by Nazi Germany, and he was dedicated
edicated to the concept oof democracy. Yet to preserve
American interests
sts and institutions, he fformed an alliance with Stalin’s
Soviet Union,
n, a regime that in mor
moral terms was every bit as depraved as
the Nazis.
s. At home he deﬁed a Supreme Court ruling and authorized
wiretapping
apping without warrants
warran as well as the interception and opening of
mail. Yet his most egregious
egregiou violation of civil liberties was to approve the
detention
n and relocation
relocatio of ethnic Japanese, regardless of their citizenre
ship status. Roosevelt
Roosev had no illusions about what he was doing. He was
Rooseve
ruthlessly violating rules of decency in pursuit of moral necessity. with
citizens whose own sons were ﬁghting in the U.S. armed services.
Ronald Reagan also pursued a ruthless path toward a moral purpose.
His goal was destruction of what he called the evil empire of the Soviet
Union, and he pursued it—in part by ramping up the arms race, which
he knew the Soviets could not afford. He then went to elaborate and
devious lengths to block Soviet support for national liberation movements in the Third World. He invaded Grenada in 1983 and supported
insurgents ﬁghting the Marxist government of Nicaragua. This led to the
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elaborate ruse of engaging Israel to sell arms to Iran in its war with Iraq
and then funneling the proﬁts to the Nicaraguan insurgents, as a way of
bypassing a law speciﬁcally designed to prevent such intervention. We
should also remember Reagan’s active support for Muslim jihadists in
Afghanistan ﬁghting the Soviets. As with Roosevelt and Stalin, a future
enemy can be useful to defeat a current one.
The decade ahead will not be a time of great moral crusades. Instead,
it will be an era of process, a time in which the realities of the world as
presented by facts on the ground will be incorporated
more formally
rated
ated m
mo
into our institutions.
During the past decade, the United States
tes has
as waged a passionate
passio
crusade against terrorism. In the next decade,
ecade,
cade, the need will be for
f less
passion and for more meticulous adjustments
stments
ments in relations with countries
such as Israel and Iran. The time also
so calls
ls for the creatio
creation oof alliance systems to include nations such as Poland and Turkey that have newly
deﬁned relations with the United States. This is th
the hard and detailed
work of imperial strategy.
cannot afford the illusion
gy. Yet the president
presiden can
that the world will simply
imply accept the reality of overwhelming American
hegemony, any more than he can afford to abandon the power. He can
never forget that
status, he is president of one
at despite his quasi-imperial
quasi-imp
quasi-im
country and
nd not of the wo
world.
That
hat
at is why the one word
wo he must never use is empire. The antiimperial
al ethos of America’s
America’ founding continues to undergird the country’s political
Moreover,
the pretense that power is distributed
ical
cal culture.
cul
M
more evenly is use
useful, not just for other countries but for the United
usef
States as well. Even so, in the decade ahead, the informal reality of America’s global empire must start to take on coherent form.
Because a president must not force the public to confront directly
realities that it isn’t ready to confront, he must become a master at managing illusions. Slavery could not have survived much beyond the 1860s,
no matter how much the South wanted it to. World War II could not
have been avoided, regardless of public leanings toward isolationism.
Confrontation with the Soviet Union had to take place, even if the public was frightened by those crises. In each case, a strong president created
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a fabric of illusions to enable him to do what was necessary without causing a huge revolt from the public. In Reagan’s case, when his weaponsdealing machinations came to light as “the Iran-contra affair,” complete
with congressional hearings and indictments and convictions for many
of the participants, his well-maintained persona as a simpleminded fellow shielded his power and his image from the fallout. The goings-on in
Israel, Iran, and Nicaragua were so complex that even his critics had
trouble believing that he could have been responsible.
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America’s fundamental interests are thee physical security of tthe United
led international
ternational economic
econ
econom system. As
States and a relatively untrammeled
we will see when we turn to the
world economy, this
he current state of the wo
by no means implies a free trade
rade regime in the sense that free-market ideologues might think off it. Itt simply means an iinternational system that
permits the vast American
interact with most, if not all, of
merican economy to int
inte
the world. Whatever
regime might be, the United States
tever the regulatory regi
regim
needs to buyy and
borrow,
be invested in and invest, with a
nd sell, lend and borro
bor
global reach.
ach.
One
world’s economy can’t ﬂourish in isolation, nor
ne quarter of the worl
world’
can the
interaction be conﬁned to pure economics. The
he consequences of in
American
on technological and organizational innovan economy
econo is built
b
tion, up to and in
including what the economist Joseph A. Schumpeter
called “creative destruction”: the process by which the economy continually destroys and rebuilds itself, largely through the advance of disruptive technologies.
When American economic culture touches other countries, those
affected have the choice of adapting or being submerged. Computers,
for example, along with the companies organized around them, have had
profoundly disruptive consequences on cultural life throughout the
world, from Bangalore to Ireland. American culture is comfortable with
this kind of ﬂux, whereas other cultures may not be. China has taken on
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the additional burden of trying to adapt to a market economy while
retaining the political institutions of a Communist state. Germany and
France have struggled to limit the American impact, to insulate themselves from what they call “Anglo-Saxon economics.” The Russians
reeled from their ﬁrst unbuffered exposure to this force in the 1990s and
sought to ﬁnd their balance in the following decade.
In response to the American whirlpool, the world’s attitude, not surprisingly, is often sullen and resistant, as countries try to take advantage
of or evade the consequences. President Obama sensed
this resistance
ensed
nsed tth
and capitalized on it. Domestically, he addressed
d the America
American need to
be admired and liked, while overseas he addressed
for the
ddressed
ssed the need
n
fo
United States to be more conciliatory and
d less overbearing.
While Obama identiﬁed the problem
lem
m and tried to manage it, resistance to imperial power remains a problem
permanent solublem without a perm
tion. This is because ultimately
the policies of the
ly it derives not from th
United States but from the inherent
nherent nature of imperial
imper
impe power.
The United States has
as been
en in this position
positio of
o near hegemonic power
for only twenty years.
s.. The ﬁrst decade of this imperial period was a giddy
fantasy in which the end of the Cold War was assumed to mean the end
of war itself—a
—a delusion that surfaces
surface at the end of every major conﬂict.
The ﬁrst years of the new century were the decade in which the American people
this was still a dangerous planet and the
eople discovered that th
American
can president led a ffrantic effort to produce an ad hoc response.
The years from 2011 tto 2021 will be the decade in which the United
States begins to lea
learn how to manage the world’s hostility.
lear
Presidents in the coming decade must craft a strategy that acknowledges that the threats that resurfaced in the past ten years were not an
aberration. Al Qaeda and terrorism was one such threat, but it was actually not the most serious threat that the United States faced. The president can and should speak of foreseeing an era in which these threats
don’t exist, but he must not believe his own rhetoric. To the contrary, he
must gradually ease the country away from the idea that threats to imperial power will ever subside, then lead it to an understanding that these
threats are the price Americans pay for the wealth and power they hold.
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All the same, he must plan and execute the strategy without necessarily
admitting that it is there.
Facing no rival for global hegemony, the president must think of the
world in terms of distinct regions, and in doing so set about creating
regional balances of power, along with coalition partners and contingency plans for intervention. The strategic goal must be to prevent the
emergence of any power that can challenge the United States in any
given corner of the world.
Whereas Roosevelt and Reagan had the luxuryy of pl
playing a single
play
integrated global hand—vast but unitary—presidents
residents
esidents in the
tth decade
ahead will be playing multiple hands at a highly
ighly fragmented
fragmente table.
table The
time when everything revolved around one
ne or a few global th
threats is over.
The balance of power in Europe is nott intimately connected to that of
Asia and is distinct from the balance
maintains the peace
nce off power that maint
ma
in Latin America. So even if the
dangerous
to the United
he world isn’t as dangero
danger
States as it was during World
rld
d War II or the Cold War,
Wa it is far more comW
plicated.
American foreign
fragmented regionally, of course,
n policy has already frag
fragm
as reﬂected in the
commands under which our military
hee series of regional comm
forces are organized.
necessary to openly recognize the same
rganized.
nized. Now it is neces
nec
fragmentation
thinking and deal with it accordingly. We
tation
ation in our strategic thi
must recognize that there iis no global alliance supporting the United
States and that the U.S. has
ha no special historical relationships with anyh
one. Another
from
Washington’s farewell address is useful here:
ther quote
qu
fr
“The nation which
whic indulges towards another a habitual hatred or a
habitual fondness is in some degree a slave. It is a slave to its animosity or
to its affection, either of which is sufﬁcient to lead it astray from its duty
and its interest.” This means that NATO no longer has unique meaning
for the United States outside of the European context and that Europe
cannot be regarded as more important than any other part of the world.
Nostalgia for “the special relationship” notwithstanding, the simple reality today is that Europe is not more important.
Even so, President Obama ran a campaign focused on the Europeans.
His travels before the 2008 election symbolized that what he meant by
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multilateralism was recommitting the United States to Europe, consulting Europe on U.S. actions abroad, and accepting Europe’s cautions
(now that they have lost their empires, Europeans always speak in terms
of caution). Obama’s gestures succeeded. The Europeans were wildly
enthusiastic, and many Americans were pleased to be liked again. Of
course, the enthusiasm dissipated rapidly as the Europeans discovered
that Obama was an American president after all, pursuing American
ends.
All of which brings us to the president’s challenge
enge iin the decade
ahead: to conduct a ruthless, unsentimental foreign
eign policy in a nation
that still has unreasonable fantasies of being loved,
being left
oved, or at least of bein
mentality while mo
moving policy
alone. He must play to the public’s sentimentality
beyond it.
An unsentimental foreign policy
coming decade,
cy means
eans that in the com
the president must identify with
h a clear and cold eye the
th most dangerous
tions
ons to manage them. This unsentimental
enemies, then create coalitions
approach means breaking
ng free
ee of the entire C
Cold War system of alliances
and institutions, including
International Monetary Fund,
cluding NATO, the Int
Inte
and the United Nations. These Cold War relics are all insufﬁciently ﬂexible to deal with
today’s world, which redeﬁned itself in
h the diversity of toda
tod
1991, making
king the old institutions obsolete. Some may have continuing
value, but only in the cont
context of new institutions that must emerge.
contex
These need to be regional,
regional serving the strategic interests of the United
States under
der the following
ffollowi three principles:
1. To the extent possible, to enable the balance of power in the
world and in each region to consume energies and divert
threats from the United States.
2. To create alliances in which the United States maneuvers other
countries into bearing the major burden of confrontation or
conﬂict, supporting these countries with economic beneﬁts,
military technology, and promises of military intervention if
required.
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3. To use military intervention only as a last resort, when the balance of power breaks down and allies can no longer cope with
the problem.
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At the height of the British Empire, Lord Palmerston said, “It is a
narrow policy to suppose that this country or that is to be marked out as
the eternal ally or the perpetual enemy of England. We have no eternal
allies, and we have no perpetual enemies. Our interests are eternal and
perpetual, and those interests it is our duty to follow.”
w.” Thi
This iis the kind of
policy the president will need to institutionalizee in the comi
coming decade.
rate resentment or hos
Recognizing that the United States will generate
hostility,
he must harbor no illusions that he can simply
imply
mply persuade othe
other nat
nations to
think better of us without surrendering
essential to the
ngg interests that are esse
essen
United States. He must try to seduce
much as possible
duce these
hese nations as mu
acce
with glittering promises, but in the end he must acc
accept that efforts at
seduction will eventually fail.
ail.l. Where he cannot fail
fai is in his responsibility to guide the United States
world.
es in a hostile world
w
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REPUBLIC, EMPIRE, AND THE
M A C H I AV E L L I A N P R E S I D E N T

he greatest challenge
allenge to managing an eempire over the next decade
will be thee same challenge that R
Rome faced: having become an
empire,
e, how can the republic be preserved? The founders of the
United States
tates
ates were anti-imperialists
anti-imperialis by moral conviction. They pledged
their lives,
ives, fortunes, and sacr
sacred honor to defeat the British Empire and
found a republic based on the principles of national self-determination
and natural
ral rights.
righ An
A imperial relationship with other countries,
whether intended
nded oor not, poses a challenge to those foundational principles.
If you believe that universal principles have meaning, it follows that
an anti-imperial republic can’t be an empire and retain its moral character. This has been an argument made in the United States as far back as
the 1840s and the Mexican-American war. Today both ends of the political spectrum make the argument against foreign adventures. On the
left, there is a long tradition of anti-imperialism. But if you look at some
of the rhetoric emanating from the right, from libertarians as well as
from some in the Tea Party, you see the same opposition to military
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involvement in other countries. The fear is linked to Dwight Eisenhower’s warning to beware of the “military-industrial complex.” If a
career military ofﬁcer and war hero such as Ike could voice this fear, you
can see how deeply embedded it is in American political culture. I suspect that this will become a powerful strand in American politics over
the next ten years, in a country where, across the political spectrum, the
citizenry is weary of foreign involvement.
The fear of imperial ambition is completely justiﬁed. The Roman
Republic was overwhelmed by empire. Empire created
ated an aambition for
money and power that devastated the republican
an virtues that
tha were the
greatest pride of Roman citizenship. Even if that pride wasn’t
wasn fully justiﬁed, there is no question but that the Republic
public was destroyed not just by
military rivalries that led to a coup d’état
of
état but by the vast amounts
aam
money ﬂowing into the imperial capitall from citizens and
trya foreigners
f
ing to buy favor.
The same danger exists for
global power
or the United States. American
A
Am
generates constant threats
temptations. It has been
eats and ever greater
greate te
observed that ever since
ince World War II, the United States has created a
national securityy apparatus so shrouded in ofﬁcial secrecy that it cannot
be easily overseen
understood. This hugely expensive and cumrseen
een or even understo
understoo
bersome apparatus, along with the
t vast amounts of foreign economic
activity—from
ty—from immense trade
tr
trad to the foreign investments that drive
globall markets—creates a system that is not readily managed by democratic institutions
titutions and that is not always easily reconciled with American
titution
moral principles.
ples. IIt is not unimaginable that together these forces could
render American democracy meaningless.
The problem is that like Rome in the time of Caesar, the United
States has reached a point where it doesn’t have a choice as to whether to
have an empire or not. The vastness of the American economy, its entanglement in countries around the world, the power and worldwide presence of the American military, are in effect imperial in scope.
Disentangling the United States from this global system is almost impossible, and if it were attempted, it would destabilize not only the American
economy but the global system as well. When the price of anti-imperial-
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ism was understood, there would be scant support for it. Indeed, many
foreign countries are less opposed to the American presence than they
are to the way in which that presence is felt. They accept American
power; they simply want it to serve their own national interests.
The dangers of imperial power are substantial, and these dangers will
become increasingly contentious issues in American politics, just as they
are already hotly debated around the world. In retrospect, the noninterventionism of the republic the founders created was rooted in the
fact that it was weak, not that it was virtuous. The United
of thirnited States
S
teen former colonies could not engage in foreign entanglements
entanglemen without
being crushed. The United States of 300 million
cannot avoid
illion
n people ca
a
foreign entanglements.
Managing the unintended empire while retaining the virtues
virtu of the
virt
republic will be a permanent feature
for a very long
re of the United States
State fo
time, but certainly, in the wakee of the jihadist wars, it will
w be a particularly intense challenge. Most
stt of the discussion will be wishful thinking.
There is no going back, and there are no neat
solutions. The paradox is
ne so
that the best chance of retaining the republic is not institutional but personal, and it will depend on a deﬁnition oof virtue that violates our common notions off what virtue is. I do
don’t look to the balance of power to
don
save the republic,
epublic, but to the cunning
cunn and wisdom of the president. The
president
ent certainly has a vast bbureaucracy that he controls, and that controls him,
im, but in the end it
i is the Lincolns, Roosevelts, and Reagans we
remember,
or senators or justices. The reason is simple.
r,, not bureaucrats
bu
bureauc
Along with power,
presidents exercise leadership. That leadership can be
ower, p
decisive, in the context of a decade or less.
Individual personalities would seem to be a thin reed on which to
base a country’s future. At the same time, the founders created the ofﬁce
of the president for a reason, and at the heart of that reason was leadership. The presidency is unique in that it is the only structure in which an
institution and an individual are identical. Congress and the Supreme
Court are aggregations of people who will rarely speak with a single
voice. The presidency is the president alone, the only ofﬁcial elected by
representatives of all the people. That is why we need to consider him
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as the primary agent managing the relationship between empire and
republic.
Let’s begin by considering the character of presidents in general. Presidents differ from many other people in that they, by deﬁnition, take
pleasure in power. They place its acquisition and use before other things,
and they devote a good portion of their lives to its pursuit. A president’s
knowledge and instincts are so ﬁnely honed toward power that he understands it in ways that those of us who have never truly had it could not
appreciate. The worst president is closer by nature too the best
bbes than either
is to anyone who has not gone through what it requires
become presequires to be
beco
ident.
The degree and scope of the power that
presidents
at modern America
American pre
achieve inevitably make them see the world differently, even iin comparison with other heads of state. No other leader must confro
confront so much of
con
the world in so many different
democracy, the president
nt ways. In our democr
democra
must achieve this position while pretending to be indistinguishable
from
in
his fellow citizens, a thought
oughtt both impossibl
impossible to imagine and frightening
if true. The danger iss that as the challenges oof empire become greater and
the potential threats
reats more real, leaders will
w emerge who will need and
demand a degree
egree
ee of power that slips
slip beyond the constraints imposed by
the Constitution.
titution.
itution
It is both fortunate and iro
ironic that in creating an anti-imperial government,
provided a possible road map for imperial leaderent, the founders pro
ship with republican
constraints.
They created the American presidency
republ
co
as an alternative
ive both
bo to dictatorship and to aristocracy, an executive that
is weak at home but immensely powerful outside the United States. In
domestic affairs, the Constitution dictates an executive that is hemmed
in by an inherently unmanageable Congress and by a Supreme Court
that is fairly inscrutable. The economy is in the hands of investors, managers, and consumers, as well as those of the Federal Reserve Bank (if not
by the Constitution, then certainly by legislation and practice). The
states hold substantial power, and much of civil society—religion, the
press, pop culture, the arts—is beyond the president’s control. This is
exactly what the founders wanted: someone to preside over the country
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but not to rule it. Yet when the United States faces the world through its
foreign policy, there is no more powerful individual than the occupant of
the White House.
Article Two, Section Two of the Constitution states, “The President
shall be Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United
States, and of the Militia of the several States, when called into the actual
Service of the United States.” This is the only power given to the president that he does not share with Congress. Treaties, appointments,
the
pp
p
budget, and the actual declaration of war require congressional
ngression
gressio approval,
but the command of the military is the president’s
t’s’s alone.
alone
Yet over the years, the constitutional limitations
mitations
ons that reined
re
in the
diplomatic prerogatives of earlier presidents
wayside.
nts have fallen by th
the wa
Treaties require the approval of the Senate,
are rare and
nate,
te, but today treaties ar
foreign policy is conducted with agreements
understandings, many
greements
ments and under
understan
arrived at secretly. Thus the conduct
nduct of foreign policy aas a whole is now,
effectively in the hands of the
he president. Similarly, while Congress has
declared war only ﬁve times,
sent U.S. forces into conimes,, presidents have
hav sen
ﬂicts around the world
orld
rld many more times th
tthan that. The reality of the
American regimee in the second decade of the twenty-ﬁrst century is that
the president’s
t’s power on the world sstage is almost beyond checks and
balances, limited only by his skill in
i exercising that power.
When
to bomb Yugoslavia in 1999 and
hen President Clinton decided
d
when President Reagan decided
to invade Grenada in 1983, Congress
de
d
could not stop th
had it wished to. American presidents impose sancthem ha
tions on nations
ons and
an shape economic relations throughout the world. In
practical terms, this means that an American president has the power to
devastate a country that displeases him or reward a country that he
favors. Legislation on war powers has been passed, but many presidents
have claimed that they have the inherent right as commander in chief to
wage war regardless of it. In practice, they have brought Congress along
to support their policies. That is unlikely to change in the next decade.
It is in the exercise of foreign policy that the American president most
resembles Machiavelli’s prince, which isn’t that surprising when you consider that the founders were students of modern political philosophy and
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that Machiavelli was its originator. Just as we must acknowledge the existence of an American empire, we must acknowledge the value his
insights and advice for our own situation. That the president’s main concern is foreign policy and the exercise of power conforms to Machiavelli’s
teaching:
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A prince, therefore, must not have any other object or any
other thought, nor must he adopt anything as his art but war, its
institutions and its discipline; because that is the only art
a beﬁtting
one who commands. This discipline is of such
that not
uch efﬁcacy ttha
rn princes
inces but iit enabl
only does it maintain those who were born
enables
men of private station on many occasions
ions to rise to that positi
position.
On the other hand, it is evident that
hat when princes have
hav given
more thought to delicate reﬁnements
nements
nts than to milit
military concerns,
rea
they have lost their state. The most important re
reason why you
lose it is by neglecting this
his art, while the way to acquire it is to be
well versed in this art.
t.

PR

The fundamental
ental distinction in U.S. foreign policy, and in the exercise of power
presidents—the distinction discussed by Machier by U.S. presidents—th
presidents—
avelli—is between idealism and rrealism, a distinction embedded in the
tion
ion of U.S. foreign polic
po
tradition
policy.
The United States was founded on the
principle
self-determination, which assumes a democratic
ple of national selfprocess for
leaders, reﬂected in the Constitution. It was also
or selec
selecting le
built on principles
nciple of human freedom, enshrined in the Bill of Rights.
nciples
Imperialism would seem to undermine the principle of self-determination, whether formally or informally. Moreover, the conduct of foreign
policy supports regimes that are in the national interest but that don’t
practice or admire American principles of human rights. Reconciling
American foreign policy with American principles is difﬁcult, and represents a threat to the moral foundations of the regime.
The idealist position argues that the United States must act on the
moral principles derived from the founders’ elegantly stated intentions.
The United States is seen as a moral project stemming from the Enlight-
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enment ideals of John Locke and others, and the goal of American foreign policy should be to apply these moral principles to American
actions and, more important, American ends. Following from this, the
United States should support only those regimes that embrace American
values, and it should oppose regimes that oppose those values.
The realist school argues that the United States is a nation like any
other, and that as such it must protect its national interests. These interests include the security of the United States, the pursuit of its economic
advantage, and support for regimes that are useful too those eends, regardless of those regimes’ moral character. Under thiss theory, Am
American forAmeri
eign policy should be no more and no less moral than the p
policy oof any
other nation.
The idealists argue that to deny American’s
merican’s uniquely moral
mor
mora imperative not only betrays American ideals
entire vision of
deals but betrays the en
American history. The realists argue that we live in a dangerous world
ral
al goals we will divert attention
at
and that by focusing on moral
from pursuit
of our genuine interests,
the very existence of the
s, thereby
ereby endangering
endangeri th
republic that is the embodiment of Americ
American ideals. It is important to
America
bear in mind that
at idealism as a basis for
fo American politics transcends
ideologies. The
he left-wing variant is bbuilt around human rights and the
prevention
n of war. The right-wing version is built around a neoconservative desire to spread Americ
American values and democracies. What these two
visionss have in common is the idea that American foreign policy should
be primarily
ily focused
focu on moral principles.
In my view,
w, the debate between realism and idealism fundamentally
misstates the problem, and this misstatement will play a critical role in
the next decade. Either it will be resolved or the imbalance within U.S.
foreign policy will become ever more evident. The idealist argument
constantly founders on a prior debate between the right of national selfdetermination and human rights. The American Revolution was built
on both principles, but now, more than two centuries later, what do you
do when a country such as Germany determines through constitutional
processes to abrogate human rights? Which takes precedence, the right
to national self-determination or human rights? What do you do with
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regimes that do not hold elections like those in the United States but
that clearly embody the will of the people based on long-standing cultural practice? Saudi Arabia is a prime example. How can the United
States espouse multiculturalism and then demand that other people
select their leaders the way people do in Iowa?
The realist position is equally contradictory. It assumes that the
national interest of a twenty-ﬁrst-century empire is as obvious as that of
a small eighteenth-century republic clinging to the eastern seaboard of
North America. Small, weak nations have clear-cut
deﬁnitions of the
ut deﬁ
deﬁn
national interest—which is primarily to survive with as much safety
and
s
prosperity as possible. But for a country as safe and prosperous
prosp
aas the
ted imperial reach—the
reach— deﬁniUnited States—and with an unprecedented
tion of the national interest is much more
ore complicated. The rrealist theory assumes that there is less room
term than there
m for choice in the nea
near te
is, and that the danger is always
of realism
ays equally great. The concept
cco
cannot be argued with as an abstract proposition
proposition—who wants to be
unrealistic? Coming up
of what reality consists
p with
h a precise deﬁnition
deﬁn
of is a much more complex
century, Machiavelli
omplex matter. In the sixteenth
ssix
wrote, “The main
every state, new states as well as
ain foundations of ever
ancient or composite
omposite
mposite ones, are goo
good laws and good arms. You cannot
have good
arms, and where there are good arms, good
d laws without good arm
laws inevitably follow.” Th
This is a better deﬁnition of realism than the
realistss have given us.
I believe
debate between realists and idealists is in fact a naive
ve that the de
reading of the
he world
wor that has held too much sway in recent decades.
wo
Ideals and reality are different sides of the same thing: power. Power as an
end in itself is a monstrosity that does not achieve anything lasting and
will inevitably deform the American regime. Ideals without power are
simply words—they can come alive only when reinforced by the capacity to act. Reality is understanding how to wield power, but by itself it
doesn’t guide you toward the ends to which your power should be put.
Realism devoid of an understanding of the ends of power is frequently
another word for thugishness, which is ultimately unrealistic. Similarly,
idealism is frequently another word for self-righteousness, a disease that
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can be corrected only by a profound understanding of power in its complete sense, while realism uncoupled from principle is frequently incompetence masquerading as tough-mindedness. Realism and idealism are
not alternatives but necessary complements. Neither can serve as a principle for foreign policy by itself.
Idealism and realism resolve themselves into contests of power, and
contests of power turn into war. To turn once again to Machiavelli: “War
should be the only study of a prince. He should consider peace only as a
breathing-time, which gives him leisure to contrive,
an
ve,
e, and furnishes
f
ability to execute, military plans.”
In the twentieth century, the United States
war 17
ates was engaged
engage in w
percent of the time—and these were not minor intervention
interventions but major
wars, involving hundreds of thousands
cends of men. In the twenty-ﬁrst
twenty
tury, we have been engaged in warr almost
ost 100
1 percent
ent of tthe time. The
founders made the president commander
ommander in chief for a reason: they had
read Machiavelli carefully and
nd they knew that, as he
h wrote, “there is no
avoiding war; it can onlyy be postponed to th
advantage of others.”
the ad
The greatest virtue
ue a president can have iis to understand power. Presidents are not philosophers,
exercise of power is an applied, not
hilosophers,
ilosophers, and the exerc
an abstract, art.
rt. Trying to be virtuous
virtuou will
w bring not only the president to
grief but the country as well. During
war, understanding power means
Dur
Du
that crushing
and thoroughly is kinder than either
rushing the enemy quickly
quic
qu
extending
ding
ing the war through scruples or losing the war through sentimentality. Thiss is why conventional
virtue, the virtue of what we might call
conv
the good person,
in a president. Again as Machiavelli put
on, is unacceptable
u
it, “The fact is that a man who wants to act virtuously in every way necessarily comes to grief among so many who are not virtuous.”
Machiavelli introduces a new deﬁnition of virtue, which instead of
personal goodness consists of being cunning. For princes, virtue is the
ability to overcome fortune. The world is what it is, and as such, it is
unpredictable and ﬁckle, and the prince must use his powers to overcome the surprises the world will present. His task is to protect the
republic from a world full of people who are not virtuous in any conventional sense.
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Presidents may run for ofﬁce on ideological platforms and promised
policies, but their presidency is actually deﬁned by the encounter
between fortune and virtue, between the improbable and the unexpected—the thing that neither their ideology nor their proposals prepared them for—and their response. The president’s job is to anticipate
what will happen, minimize the unpredictability, then respond to the
unexpected with cunning and power.
From Machiavelli’s point of view, ideology is trivial and character is
everything. The president’s virtue, his insight, his quickness
uickne of mind, his
uickness
cunning, his ruthlessness, and his understandingg of the conseq
consequences are
consequ
what matters. Ultimately, his legacy will be determined
his instincts,
mined by h
inst
which in turn reﬂect his character.
The great presidents never forget the
and
he principles of the republic
rep
re
seek to preserve and enhance them—in
run—without underm—in
n the long run—w
run—
mining the needs of the moment.
ent. Bad presidents simpl
simply do what is expedient, heedless of principles.
presidents are those who
les.
es. But the worst presi
adhere to principles regardless
fortunes of the moment
egardless
dless of what the
th fo
demand.
The United States cannot make its way in the world by shunning
nations with
regimes that are brutal, all the while
h different
ifferent values and rreg
carrying out exclusively noble actions. The pursuit of moral ends
requires
with the devil.
res a willingness to sup w
I began
egan this chapter by speaking of the tension between the American
republic and empire
in the decade ahead. Whatever moral scruples we
em
might have about
bout bbeing an empire, this is the role history has cast us in.
If the danger in becoming an empire is that we lose the republic, certainly the realist view of foreign policy would take us there, if not intentionally, then simply through indifference to moral issues. At the same
time, idealists would bring down the republic by endangering the
nation, not through intent but through hostility or indifference to
power. Of course, the fall of the republic won’t occur in the next decade.
But the decisions made during the next decade will profoundly effect the
long-term outcome.
Over the next decade, the president won’t have the luxury of ignoring
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either ideals or reality. Instead he must choose the uncomfortable synthesis of the two that Machiavelli recommended. The president must
focus not only on the accumulation and use of power but on its limits. A
good regime backed by power and leaders who understand the virtue
both of the regime and of power is what is required. This is not a neat
ideological package that explains and reduces everything to simplistic
formulas. Rather, it is an existential stance toward politics that afﬁrms
moral truths in politics without becoming their simpleminded prisoner,
and that uses power without worshipping it.
In preventing the unintended empire from destroying the rrepublic,
the critical factor will not be the balance of power
branches of
ower among the branch
that con
government, but rather a president who is committed to th
constitutional balance, yet willing to wield power
werr in his own right. In oorder to do
this, the president must grasp the insufﬁciency
fﬁciency of both the
th idealist and
the realist positions. The idealists,
or the
sts, whether of the neoconservative
neoco
and
nd that it is necessary to master the nature of
liberal ﬂavor, don’t understand
power in order to act according
principles. The realists don’t
ding to moral p
princ
understand the futility
moral core.
ity
ty of power without a m
Machiavelli writes that “the one who adapts his policy to the times
prospers, and
d likewise that the one
o whose policy clashes with the
demands of the times does not.” Morality in foreign policy might be
eternal,
al,l, but it must also be app
aapplied to the times. Applying it to the next
decadee will be particularly difﬁcult, as the next decade poses the challenge of the
he unin
unintended empire.
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THE FINANCIAL CRISIS
A N D T H E R E S U R G E N T S TAT E

wo global events
ents frame the next deca
decad
decade: President Bush’s response
to September
mber 11
1 and the ﬁnancial panic of 2008. Understanding
what happened
both cases ampliﬁes our sense of what
ppened and why in bbo
it means to be an empire and what
wh its price is, especially when we consider how these interrelated ev
events, which began as domestic American
concerns,
rns, came to engulf tthe entire world. Let’s begin with the ﬁnancial
crisis.
Every business
siness
iness ccycle ends in a crash, and one sector usually leads the
way. The Clinton boom ended in 2000, when the dot-coms crashed; the
Reagan boom of the 1980s ended in spectacular fashion with the collapse
of the savings-and-loans. From this perspective, there was nothing at all
extraordinary about what happened in 2008.
The reason for such booms and busts is fairly simple. As the economy
grows, it generates money, more than the economy can readily consume.
When there is a surplus of money chasing assets such as homes, stocks,
or bonds, prices rise and interest rates fall. Eventually prices reach irra-
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tional levels, and then they collapse. Money becomes scarce, and inefﬁcient businesses are forced to shut down. Efﬁcient businesses survive,
and the cycle starts again. This has been repeated over and over since
modern capitalism arose.
Sometimes the state interferes with this cycle by keeping money
cheap in order to avoid the crash and the recession that inevitably follows. Money is, after all, an artiﬁce invented by the state. The Federal
Reserve Bank can print as much money as it wants, and it can purchase
government debt with it. That’s what the Federal Reserve
Reser did in the
aftermath of September 11. The Bush administration
ion didn’t want
wan to raise
wa
taxes to pay for the war on terror, and the Fed
ﬁnancing
ed cooperated
operated by
b ﬁnan
he government. The
Th result
resu was
the war by, essentially, lending money to the
that no one felt the war’s economic impact—at
mpact—at
act—at least, not right away.
Bush’s reasons were derived both
partisan
th from
m geopolitics an
and from
f
domestic politics. He was at war
ar with the jihadists, and he did not want
ilitary interventions. Instead,
In
to raise taxes to pay for his military
he wanted the
total revenue from taxes to rise
stimulated economy. The these by way of a st
stimul
ory was that the combination
tax cuts, and low
mbination of military spending,
sp
interest rates would
uld allow the economy to surge, increasing tax revenues
enough to pay
supply-side gambit didn’t work, Bush
ay for the war. If this sup
su
reasoned, he would still have the beneﬁt of not undermining political
support
the 2004 elections. He also assumed
rt through tax hikes bbefore
bef
that hee could deal with the
th economic imbalances after the election, as
the war wound
His
ound down.
d
H problem was that the war didn’t wind down,
and he grosslyy und
underestimated how long and intense it would become.
unde
As a result, he and the Fed never got around to cooling off the economy,
and the war and this economic policy continue to deﬁne his presidency.
Another element that led to the collapse of 2008 was the cheap
money pouring into one particular segment of the economy, the residential housing market. In part this was an economic calculation. Housing
prices tend to rise over time, which gives real estate the appearance of a
conservative investment. Government programs also encouraged individuals to buy homes, and during this era that encouragement extended
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U.S. Home Price
Prices

PR

to a wider segment
gment
ment of the population
populatio than ever before. The perception of
safety, combined
mbined with government
governmen policy, brought extraordinary amounts
oney into the market, alo
of money
along with speculators and millions of lowme buyers who in ord
income
ordinary times never would have qualiﬁed for the
mortgagess they took
on.
t
on
The price of homes
hom had risen for the past generation, but as this chart
ho
above shows, that story of steady growth is a bit deceptive. If you adjust
home prices for inﬂation, they have ﬂuctuated in a narrow band between
1970 and 2000. But mortgages don’t rise with inﬂation. So if you borrowed $20,000 to buy a $25,000 house in 1970, by 2000 that house
would be worth around $125,000 and you’d have paid off your mortgage.
But $125,000 was not much more than $25,000 in real terms. You felt
richer because the numbers were higher and because you had paid off
your debt, but the truth was that home ownership was not a great way to
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create actual gains. On the other hand, the record showed that you were
not likely to lose money either, and that gave lenders conﬁdence. If
worse came to worst, they could always seize the house and sell it, thus
getting their money back.
With cheap money enabling more people to buy houses, demand
rose, which meant that housing prices took off like a rocket in 2001, then
accelerated further after 2004. Lenders kept looking for more and more
borrowers for their cheap money, which meant lendingg to people who
were less and less likely to repay these now “subprime”
e” loan
loans. The climax
came with the invention of the ﬁve-year variable-rate
mortgage, which
e-rate mortga
mortgage
enabled people to buy houses for monthlyy payments
yments that
tha were frequently lower than rent on an apartment. These rates exploded
explod after
aft ﬁve
years, but if a buyer could not meett the new payments and
an lost the
house, at least he would have enjoyed
and was simply
oyed some
ome good years an
back where he started. If housing
using prices stayed steady,
stead he could reﬁnance, so all in all, he didn’tt seem to be taking much of a risk.
Nor did the lenders appear
ear to be risking much,
mu especially given that
they made their money
ney on closing costs and other transaction fees, then
sold the mortgages
ges
es (and passed along the risk) to secondary investors in
what becamee known
nown as bundles. In packaging these loans for the secondary market,
arket, lenders emphasized
emphasize
emphasiz the lifetime income stream, which
made the subprime loans appear
app to be the perfect conservative investap
ment.
Everyone
making money and no one could get hurt—it was the
ne was makin
oldest story in
n the bbook. And most people didn’t care or didn’t want to
believe that the bubble could burst.
However, reality began to intrude. New homeowners who never
would have qualiﬁed for an ordinary loan in ordinary times began to
default, and as properties came on the market from forced sale or foreclosure, prices that had been counted on to keep going up began to fall.
During the run-up, small investors had bought multiple houses, ﬁxed
them up a bit, and resold them for a quick proﬁt. But as boom turned to
bust and speculators were unable to “ﬂip” at proﬁt the houses, they
rushed to unload them at whatever price they could, which drove prices
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further down. By 2007, the mild decline that had begun in 2005 became
a rout. In truth, all that happened was that prices returned to the highest
level within their prior historic range; the froth was disappearing, but the
basic value was still there. Nonetheless, many of the people who had put
money into these houses were devastated.
With the collapse of the housing market, the mortgages that had
been bundled and sold to investors no longer had a clear value. Because
these investors had believed that prices would never fall, they had never
looked at what was actually inside their bundles. The more
mo aggressive
m
investors in bundled mortgages, investment banks
nks such as Bear
Bea Stearns
B
and Lehman Brothers, had leveraged their positions
ions many times over,
and by the time the loan payments were due, the value of the und
underlying
assets was so murky that no one would
the
ld buy them, or even reﬁnance
re
reﬁ
loans. Unable to cover their bets, these big players wen
went bbankrupt. And
since many of the people who had bought these supposedly
conservative
suppos
suppo
issue by the banks, were
investments, including thee commercial paper issued
in other countries, the entiree global system went
wen down.
The story of the collapse often focuses on
o the United States, but the
damage was truly
uly worldwide. Residents
Resident of eastern Europe—Poland,
Residen
Hungary, Romania,
in normal times had
omania,
mania, and other countries—who
co
coun
never been
house had bought in. Austrian and Italian
en able to afford a hous
bankss in particular, backed with
w
wi European and Arab money, had wanted
to provide
ovide mortgages, but interest rates in eastern Europe were high. So
the bankss offered these new, eager, and unsophisticated buyers loans at
much lower rates, oonly denominated in euros, Swiss francs, and even yen.
The problem was that homeowners weren’t paid in these currencies
but in zlotys or forints. A Polish homeowner essentially paid for his
mortgage by ﬁrst buying yen, then paying the bank. The fewer yen a
zloty bought, the more zlotys the homeowner had to spend and the more
expensive his monthly payment became. If these zlotys rose against the
yen or the Swiss franc, there were no problems. But if the zlotys fell
against the yen or the Swiss franc, there were huge problems. Every
month, more and more eastern Europeans were buying Euros and other
currencies. As the ﬁnancial crisis deepened, there was a ﬂight to safety;
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and eastern European currencies plunged. Homeowners were squeezed
and broken.
Major expansions always end in ﬁnancial irrationality, and this irrationality was global. If the Americans went to the limit with subprime
mortgages, the Europeans went a step further by enticing homeowners
to gamble on global currency markets.
There is a constant refrain that we have not seen such a catastrophic
economic event since the Great Depression. That is triply untrue,
because similar collapses have happened three otherr time
times ssince World
War II. This is a crucial fact in understanding thee next decade, because
if
b
the ﬁnancial crisis could be compared onlyy to the
Depression,
he Great Depres
then my argument about American power
er might be difﬁcu
difﬁcult to make.
But if this kind of crisis has been relatively
World War II,
ively
ely common since Wor
then its signiﬁcance declines, and it is more difﬁcult to
t aargue that the
2008 panic represents a huge blow
low to the United States.
States
The fact is that such events
nts are common. In the 1970s, for instance,
there was a signiﬁcant threat
eat to the municipal
mun
municipa bond market. Bonds
issued by states and local governments are eespecially attractive because
they are not subject
ect to federal tax. Such bbonds are also considered all but
risk-free, thee assumption
that government entities will never
ssumption being th
tha
default on
n their debts so long as they
th have the power to tax. In the 1970s,
however,
couldn’t meet debt payments and couldn’t or
ver, New York City cou
coul
wouldn’t
n’t raise taxes. If New York defaulted, the entire ﬁnancing system
for state and
government would devolve into chaos, so the federal
nd local
loca gove
government bailed oout New York, making it clear that Washington was
prepared to guarantee the market.
During that same period there was a surge of investment in the Third
World, primarily to fund the development of natural resources such as
oil and copper. Mineral prices were rising along with everything else in
the 1970s, and investors assumed that because minerals are ﬁnite and
irreplaceable, the prices would never fall. Investors also assumed that
loans to the Third World governments that usually controlled these
resources were safe, given the perception that sovereign countries never
defaulted on debt.
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In the mid-1980s, the belief in rising prices and stable governments,
like most comfortable assumptions, turned out to be misguided. Mineral and energy prices plunged, and the extraction industries predicated
on high prices collapsed. The money invested—much of it injected as
loans—was lost. Third World countries, forced to choose between
defaulting and raising taxes (which would further impoverish their citizens and trigger uprisings), opted to default, which threatened to swamp
the global ﬁnancial system. This prompted a U.S.-led multinational
bailout of Third World debt. Under George Bush, Sr., Se
Secretary of the
Sec
Treasury Nicholas Brady created a system of guarantees,
issuing what
uarantees, iss
issu
were called “Brady bonds” to create stability.
And then came the savings-and-loan crisis. Savings-and-loan
instituSavings-and-l
i
tions, which had been created to take
and generate
ke consumer deposits an
home loans—think Jimmy Stewart
given
rt in It’s a Wonderful Life—were
Life
the right to invest in other assets,
sets, which led them into
int the commercial
real estate market. This appeared
peared
eared to be only a small step
s beyond their traditional residential market,
expansion carried
the same “convenrket, and the expansio
c
tional wisdom” guarantee
arantee that prices would
wou never fall. In a growing
economy, or so it was thought, the price of commercial real estate, from
ofﬁce buildings
ngss to malls, could only ggo up.
Once again, the unimaginable
unimaginab happened. Commercial real estate
pricess dropped, and many oof the loans made by the S and Ls went into
default.
problem was vast and cut two ways. First, indilt. The size of the pr
vidual depositor
positor money was at risk on a large scale. Second, the failure of
an entire segment
ment of the ﬁnancial industry, which had resold its commercial mortgages into the broader market, was poised for catastrophe.
The federal government intervened by taking control of failed S and
Ls—meaning most S and Ls—and assuming their liabilities. Mortgages
in default were foreclosed, and the underlying property was taken over
by a newly created institution called the Resolution Trust Corporation.
Rather than try to sell all this real estate at once, thereby destroying the
market for the next decade, the RTC, backed by federal guarantees that
potentially could have risen to about $650 billion, took control of the
real estate of failed savings-and-loans.
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The crisis of 2008 was based on the same desire for low risk, and on
the same assumption that a certain class of assets was indeed low-risk
because its price couldn’t fall. It was met with a similar federal government intervention to bail out the system, and, just as before, everyone
thought it was the end of capitalism. What is important to note is the
consistent pattern, including the overstatement of the consequences. To
some extent, this is a psychological phenomenon. With pain comes
panic, and the management of panic is a question of leadership. Consider how it was managed in the past.
Both Franklin Roosevelt and Ronald Reagan
n came to power
pow amid
po
economic crises. Roosevelt, of course, faced the Great Depr
Depression. Rea11970s—high
s—
gan faced the stagﬂation that overtook thee economy in the 1970
unemployment combined with high inﬂation
interest rates.
nﬂation and high inte
The economic problems both presidents
identss encountered w
were part of global
economic dislocations, and both
th posed a profound crisis
cri of conﬁdence
cr
sis
is in the
t 1930
930ss prompte
prompted Roosevelt’s famous
in the United States. The crisis
1930s
line, “We have nothing to fear
ar but fear itself
itself.”
Roosevelt and Reagan
the psychological element in
eagan both understood th
ﬁnancial crises. The anticipation of econo
economic hardship causes people to
rein in their buying
protect themselves. The more they cut
ying in order to pro
prote
back, the worse the economic pro
problems become. As an economic crisis
deepens,
question the integrity and leadership of elites,
ns, it calls into quest
questio
which can create political instability and destabilize society itself. That
social uncertainty
ertainty can in turn make it impossible for a country to act
decisively in the
world. Roosevelt faced the rise of fascism; Reagan came
he wo
to power facing what was generally believed to be the growing power of
the Soviet Union. Neither could afford the destabilizing consequences of
a severe economic crisis, yet neither knew with any certainty how to
solve the problem through economic policy. Both attacked the psychology of the problem, trying to create the sense that, most of all, something was being done.
In retrospect, Roosevelt’s frantic one hundred days of legislation had
little effect on the Depression, which was ended by World War II rather
than by his economic policies. Reagan also promised actions, although
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in the end the solution rested not with the president but with the Federal
Reserve. Nonetheless, describing the times as being “Morning in America,” a phrase that was part of his 1984 campaign. Reagan, like Roosevelt
before him, tried to change the expectations of the public, stabilizing the
political situation and buying time for the economy to heal without
weakening the state.
Both Roosevelt and Reagan understood that the real threat of an economic crisis would be its political impact, with the misery that piled up
wrecking the entire system. They understood that their
heir jo
job as leader was
not to solve the problem—the president really has
as little control
contr over the
economy—but to convince the public not only that he ha
plan but
has a pla
that he is altogether conﬁdent of that plan’s
n’s success, and that only a cynic
or someone indifferent to the public’s well-being would dare tto question
him on the details. This is not an easy thing to pull off;
off it takes a master
politician, which is to say a master
aster of illusion. Roosevelt
Rooseve
Roosev certainly saved
the country from serious instability
nstability
stability and, in spite of
o the lack of recovery,
positioned it to ﬁght World
d War II. Reagan saved
sav the country from the
sense of malaise thatt the Carter administration
was known for and set
administra
the stage for the reversal of fortunes with the Soviets.
Rooseveltt and
nd Reagan did one oth
oother thing that was in their power to
deal with
h the crisis. They shifted the boundary between public and private, state and the market. R
Roosevelt dramatically increased the power of
Roo
the federal
decreased it. The problem they were
deral government. Reagan
R
addressingg wasn’t
crisis itself, but a fundamental political
wasn’ the economic
e
crisis. In the 1929 d
depression, the ﬁnancial elite had lost the conﬁdence
of the public. They appeared not so much corrupt as incompetent.
Under Hoover, they were permitted to play out their hand, but then the
situation got worse. Roosevelt intervened, shifting some of the power
that had been in the hands of the ﬁnancial elite to the political elite. Had
he not done so, the sense that all the country’s elites had failed might
have prevailed, a sentiment that led to fascism in places such as Italy and
Germany.
The reverse happened under Reagan. In the 1980s, the political elite
was perceived to be behind the economic crisis, and the public blamed
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the structure of “big government” left behind by Roosevelt. Reagan
shifted the balance between the state and the market back the other way,
weakening the state to strengthen the market.
Part of rebuilding conﬁdence has to do with understanding which
part of the elite—political, corporate, ﬁnancial, media—is held responsible for the crisis. By essentially putting one set of elites or another into
receivership, transferring their authority in many ways to other elites,
Reagan and Roosevelt gave the public the sense that the president was
acting decisively and taking power away from those who ha
had failed. This
eased the sense that everyone was helpless, and indeed cleare
cleared the way
for at least some reforms that didn’t hurt, might have helped,
helpe and certainly were needed symbolically. In the end,
worked out
nd, the crises worke
ou both
because of the underlying power of thee United States and beca
because of the
resilience of the modern state and corporation,
oration, which cannot
ccann live apart,
yet have trouble living together.
Neither Bush nor Obama
the national psyche as
maa was able to manage th
Roosevelt and Reagan had. Bush lost contro
control of the war and was blindsided by the ﬁnancial
the
all crisis. He fell behind th
t curve after Iraq and never
caught up. Obama
he could not fulﬁll, then failed
ma created expectations h
to create the illusion
fulﬁlling them. But of course Reagan
usion that he was fu
fulﬁ
ran into similar
The issue that is unknown but that will
imilar
milar problems at ﬁrst. T
affect the next decade deeply
deepl is whether Obama can recover and lead.
Can hee understand that w
when Roosevelt spoke about fearing fear, he
meant thatt the president’s
presiden job is to appear to be effective whether or not
pr
he is? If Obama
learn that, the nation will survive. Presidents
ma doesn’t
do
d
come and go, but this is a fragile time, with the legitimacy of the presidency and the country itself caught between the demands of republic
and empire.
When we talk about shifting the boundaries between corporate and
political elites and between the state and the market, this inevitably
raises ideological issues. For the left, strengthening the corporate elite
and the market threatens democracy and equality. For the right,
strengthening the political elite and the state threatens individual freedom and property rights. It is an interesting debate to watch, save that
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the problem is not moral or philosophical but simply practical. The great
distinction that prompts such heated ideological debate just isn’t there.
The modern free market is an invention of the state, and its rules are
not naturally ordained but simply the outcome of political arrangements. The reason I say this is that the practical foundation of the modern economy is the corporation, and the corporation is a contrivance
made possible by the modern state. The corporation is an extraordinary
invention. It creates an entity that the law says is liable for the debts of a
business. The individuals who own the business, whether
hether a sole proprietorship or a huge publicly held entity, are not held
those debts
eld liable for th
personally. Their exposure can be no greater
invester than
an their initial
in
in
ment. In this way, the law and the state shift
to
hift the risk from the
th debtors
deb
the creditors. If the business fails, thee creditors are left holdin
holding the bag.
Nothing like this existed before thee birth
companies”
in the
h of “chartered com
c
seventeenth century. Before that
you were
at time, if you owned a business,
b
liable for all of it. Without this
his innovation, there would
wo be no stock market as we know it, no investment
little entrepreneurship.
nvestment
ment in start-up
start-ups, li
But this apportionment
decision. There is nothonment of risk is a political
polit
poli
ing natural in the
he idea that the boundaries
boundar of individual risk are drawn
where they are.. Indeed, over time, these
th boundaries shift. The corporation exists
created it. The political decision to create
tss only because the law cr
corporations
orations
rations also means that ccorporate law, not the law of nature, deﬁnes
the precise
recise boundaries of risk and liability. There may theoretically be
some sortt of natu
market, but a market dominated by limited liability
natural m
corporations,, from the Fortune 500 to the local plumber, is inherently
political.
Since 1933 and the New Deal, the issue of corporate risk has been
bound up with the issue of social stability. The structure of risk has been
built around the social requirements. During the Roosevelt administration, the boundaries of state control expanded. Under Reagan, they contracted.
What the 2008 crisis did around the world was redeﬁne the boundaries between corporations and the state, increasing state power and the
power of politicians, reducing market autonomy and the power of the
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ﬁnancial elite. This had minimal impact on China and Russia, where
the system was already tilted toward the state. It had some effect on
Europe, where state power has always been greater than in the United
States. It had substantial effect on the United States, where the market
and the ﬁnancial elite had dominated since Reagan. It also kicked off a
political brawl between left and right over whether this shift was justiﬁed. In the United States in particular, the boundaries are always shifting
and the argument is always couched in moral terms. In spite of variations, the strengthening of the state will be one of the de
deﬁning characdeﬁn
teristics of the next decade globally.
Along with the boundary between state and
presind corporate
rporate control,
co
p
dents and other politicians manage the appearance
largely by
ppearance of things
things, larg
manipulating fear and hope. What made
Reagan great
ade Roosevelt and Rea
was not only that they readjusted the boundary of state
stat and
a market to
suit the needs of their historic era, but that they create
created the atmosphere
in which this appeared to bee not just a technical operation
but a moral
op
necessity. Whether theyy believed
ieved this or not
no is less important than the
fact that they caused
d others to believe, and tthrough that belief enabled
the technical realignment
lignment
ignment to take place.
The mostt signiﬁcant
gniﬁcant effect of the
th crisis of 2008 on the next decade
will be geopolitical
eopolitical
opolitical and political, not economic. The ﬁnancial crisis of
2008 drove home the import
importance of national sovereignty. A country that
importan
did nott control its own ﬁnancial
system or currency was deeply vulneraﬁna
ﬁn
ble to the actions
action of other
oth countries. This awareness made entities such
as the European
no longer seem as benign as they had been. In
ean Union
Un
U
the next decade, the trend will turn away from limiting economic sovereignty and toward increasing economic nationalism.
A similar effect will take place on the political level. An enormous
struggle that we can see in China, Russia, Europe, the United States, and
elsewhere has broken out between economic and political elites. Because
the failure of the market and the ﬁnancial elite cost the latter credibility,
the ﬁrst round clearly went to the state and political elites. In some countries, this shift is going to last for a long while. In the United States, the
truce that has existed since the Reagan years has broken down and the
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battle will continue to rage. Rage is the proper word, since that has been
the tone of the debate. But American politics have always been operatic,
with visions of doom a constant undertone. Still, the world ﬁnds political uncertainty on such fundamental issues in the United States more
than a little unsettling.
Oddly enough, it is on the economic level that the pain of 2008 will
have the least enduring effects. It is absurd to compare this downturn to
the Great Depression. The GDP fell by almost 50 percent during the
Depression. Between 2007 and 2009, the GDP fell by only
on 4.1 percent.
This is not even the worst recession since World War II. That ho
honor goes
to the recessions of the 1970s and early 1980s,, when
triple hit:
n we saw tthe trip
unemployment and inﬂation over 10 percent
cent and interest rat
rates on mortgages over 20 percent.
While the current economic crisis
risis iss nothing like that,
th it is still painful, and Americans have a low
w tolerance for economic
economi pain. There are
econom
even bigger issues on the horizon, beyond this d
decade, when demographics shift, labor becomes
mes scarce, and the immigration issue will
become the dominant
United States. But that is still a
ant matter facing the Un
ways off, and it will not be affecting the ccoming decade. This decade will
not be an exuberant
uberant
erant one, and it wil
will strain both individual lives and the
political system. But it will not change the fundamental world order
much,
h,, and the United States will
w remain the dominant power. Ironically,
one measure of U.S. dom
dominance is how much a miscalculation by the
American
elite can impact the world, and how much American
n ﬁnanc
ﬁnancial elit
mistakes can inﬂict
inﬂic pain on everyone else.
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F I N D I N G T H E B A L A N C E O F P OW E R

he attack by al Qaeda on September 11 forced the United States
into a response
ponse that escalated into a two-theater war, lesser combat in a host of other countries,
countries and the threat of war with Iran. It
countrie
deﬁned the
managing it will be the focus of at least the
he past decade, and man
mana
ﬁrst part
come.
art of the decade to com
come
Thee United States obv
obviously wants to destroy al Qaeda and other
jihadist groups
roups in order
orde to protect the homeland from attack. At the
same time, thee other
othe major American interest in this context is the prooth
tection of the Arabian Peninsula and its oil—oil that the United States
does not want to see in the hands of a single regional power. For as long
as the United States has had inﬂuence in the region, it has preferred to
see Arabian oil in the hands of the Saudi royal family and other
sheikhdoms that were relatively dependent on the United States. That
will continue to be a strategic imperative.
The corollary that frames U.S. options is that only two countries in
the region have been potentially large and powerful enough to dominate
the Arabian Peninsula: Iran and Iraq. Rather than occupy Arabia to pro-
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tect the ﬂow of oil, the United States has followed the classic strategy of
empire, encouraging the rivalry between Iran and Iraq, playing off one
against the other to balance and thus effectively neutralize the power of
each. This strategy preceded the fall of the shah of Iran in 1979, when the
United States encouraged a conﬂict between Iran and Iraq, then negotiated a settlement between them that maintained the tension.
After the fall of the shah, the Iraqi government of Saddam Hussein,
largely secular but ethnically Sunni, attacked the Islamist and largely
Shiite nation of Iran. Throughout the 1980s, the United
States
shifted its
ited
ted Sta
St
weight between the sides, trying to prolong the war by makin
making sure that
neither side collapsed. About two years after the war, which Iraq w
won by
a narrow margin, Saddam tried to claim
beginm the Arabian Peninsula,
Penin
ning with invading Kuwait. At this point
overoint
nt the United States applied
ap
app
whelming force, but only long enough
invade, Iraq. The
ough to evict, but not inv
United States once again madee certain that the regional
regiona balance of power
maintained itself, thereby protecting the ﬂow of ooil from the Arabian
Peninsula—America’s core
ore interest—without
interest—witho the
th need for an American
occupation.
This was the status quo when Osama bin Laden tried to redeﬁne the
geopolitical reality
East and South Asia on September 11,
ality of the Middle E
Eas
2001. With
ith
th the attacks on New York
Y and Washington he inﬂicted pain
and suffering,
profound effect of his action was to entice an
uffering, but the most p
pr
American
ican president to aabandon America’s successful, long-standing
strategy. In
Laden succeeded in getting an American president
n effect
effect, Bin L
to take the bait.
ait.
In the long term, Bin Laden’s goal was to recreate the caliphate, the
centralized rule of Islam that had been instituted in the seventh century
and that had dominated the Middle East until the fall of the Ottoman
Empire. Bin Laden understood that even to begin to achieve this return
to religious geopolitical unity, nation-states in the Islamic world would
have to undergo revolutions to unseat their current governments, then
replace them with Islamist regimes that shared his vision and beliefs. In
2001, the only nation-state that shared his vision fully was Afghanistan.
Isolated and backward, it could serve as a base of operations, but only
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temporarily. It might be a springboard to more important nations like
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt, but it was too isolated and primitive
ever to be more than that.
Bin Laden’s analysis was that many in the Muslim world shared his
beliefs in some sense, but that given the realities of power, that support
would only be tepid support and insufﬁcient to its ends. To begin moving his project forward, he had to trigger an uprising in at least one and
preferably several of the more important Islamic countries. Doing that
was impossible as long as the Muslim masses viewed
d their ggovernments
as overwhelmingly powerful and immovable ﬁxtures.
ures.
As Bin Laden saw it, this problem was primarily
perception,
rimarily
rily one of percep
because the governments in the region were in fact weaker than they
appeared. The apparent military and economic
onomic power of Pakistan,
Pakis
Pakist Saudi
Arabia, and Egypt derived from the
he relationship
ationship of thes
these ccountries with
the Christian world (as he thought
ught of it), and particularly
particular with the leadparticula
ing Christian power, the United
Laden surmised that
nited States. But Bin L
even with their borrowed
governments were still vulnerable.
d power,
wer, these govern
governme
His task was to demonstrate
monstrate
onstrate this weakness tto the Muslim masses, then
set in motion a series of uprisings that would
transform the politics of
w
the Islamic world.
orld.
ld. He failed in this, but
bbu his followers have continued this
strategy, and
the politics of the Islamic world,
nd their attempts to reshape
resh
res
which have been under way si
since the nineteenth century, will continue
to be a signiﬁcant geopolit
geopolitical theme of the decade to come.
geopoliti
The short-term
ort-term goal of the September 11 attacks was to accelerate this
process by attacking
tackin prominent American targets at the heart of the
imperial power structure. Bin Laden’s hope was that by exposing the vulnerability of even the United States, he could diminish Muslim perceptions that their own governments were invulnerable.
The attacks of September 11 were only marginally about the United
States, and the exact nature of the American response to Bin Laden’s
gambit mattered little, because any response could be used to his advantage. If the Americans did nothing, this would conﬁrm their weakness. If
the Americans responded aggressively, this would conﬁrm that they were
indeed the enemies of Islam.
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But while the attacks were aimed primarily at the Muslim psyche, the
psychological impact on Americans turned out to be hugely important.
The unexpectedness of the attacks, the fact that they were mounted
using a ﬁxture of everyday life—commercial airliners—and the fact that
casualties were substantial created a sense of panic. How many other
teams were in place? Where would al Qaeda strike next? Did al Qaeda
possess weapons of mass destruction? Even more than in the wake of
p
Pearl Harbor, Americans emerged from the shock of September
11 with a
sense of personal dread. The possibility that they and their
thei loved ones
th
might be killed next was very real to them. This was a pervasiv
pervasive and profound sense of unease that the government had too address by
appearing
b appe
to take decisive action.
The psychological alarms that went
American people
nt off among the Americ
Ameri
served to compound the strategic problem
U.S.
lem facing the U
U.S government.
Al Qaeda by itself—unless it did possess weapons of m
mass destruction—
ategic
tegic threat. It could n
no shatter the United
did not pose a genuine strategic
not
States. However, if the disruption
ption it initiated had the desired effect in the
Islamic world and regimes
egimes that were linked to the United States started
to fall, ultimately
huge impact on American strategy.
lyy that would have a hug
If the Egyptian
overthrown, for example, the position
ian government were oove
of Israel would change and an American
anchor in the region would be
Am
threatened.
was endangered, the ﬂow of oil
tened. If the Saudi government
gove
go
from the region might be interrupted. The strategic danger was not the
destruction
on of America’s
America population centers, economic infrastructure, or
A
military might
ht but
bu simply al Qaeda’s potential political success in the
region—and that quite apart from Bin Laden’s distant dream of the
caliphate.
The United States as well as al Qaeda identiﬁed the strategic battleﬁeld clearly: the hearts and minds of Muslims. But for the president it
was American hearts and minds that ﬁrst needed to be calmed and reassured that actions were being taken to protect the homeland. The FBI
moved aggressively to track down anyone even remotely suspected of
being associated with al Qaeda, and security was revamped at airports,
but neither effort was particularly effective at the time. In many ways,
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the United States continues to operate under the doctrine of putting
enormous resources into security measures of limited effectiveness in
order to calm the American public’s legitimate fears. Reconciling
resources with operational reality and public perception will be a critical
task for the next decade.
The assault on America’s sense of well-being also demanded that al
Qaeda’s leaders be captured or killed. In strategic terms this was a questionable priority, but a president must satisfy not onlyy the desire for
reassurance but also the desire for revenge. Here the challeng
challenge was comchalle
pounded by the fact that al Qaeda is a sparse network
work spread out
o around
the globe, operating without a central headquarters
quarters
ters or a conventional
convent
c
st
o on
chain of command. Al Qaeda encouragess sympathizers to strike
out
their own and innovate. So while it is possible
ossible to carry out acts
act
ac of retribution against these terrorists, it is impossible
destroy al
mpossible to actually
actual
ac
Qaeda, because it isn’t an organization
sense.
rganization in any conventional
con
ucture
cture and no chain of command,
cco
Because there is no infrastructure
there is no
real head to be decapitated.
ted.
What did make strategic
infusion of force to distrategic sense was a minimal
mini
min
rupt al Qaeda’s planning,
command capabilities. Al
lanning, training, and limited
lim
Qaeda considered
operating out of Afghanistan, a landdered
ed itself safe while oope
locked country
untry with no ports of entry.
een Bin Laden and his colleagues had
some familiarity with Americ
American operations, both from observing Operation Desert Storm in 19
1991 and from training with Americans in
Afghanistan
an durin
during the Soviet-Afghan war of the 1980s. Desert Storm in
particular had
d showed
show al Qaeda that even when ports were available,
sho
Americans planned obsessively, and planning took time. With winter
approaching, al Qaeda’s rational estimate was that even if the United
States chose to go looking for them in Afghanistan, no action was possible before the spring. The Pakistani port of Karachi would be essential
for an invasion, and negotiations for its use might delay an assault even
longer.
The Bush administration, however, calculated that it couldn’t wait
until spring. The president really did want to decapitate or at least disrupt al Qaeda, but politically he had to respond to demands for an
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immediate and highly visible response. The attacks had shaken conﬁdence in America’s defenses, and the president had to rebuild that conﬁdence while also building a political base for what could be an extended
war. He could ill afford a crisis in conﬁdence about American prosperity
at this juncture, so it was in this atmosphere that the war on terror began
to affect economic decisions as well. If it took six months to launch
American counteraction, the already tenuous political situation would
deteriorate, and the president would lose support for the effort even
before it was launched. Bush’s decision to go ahead
ad was oone of those
individual judgments that can and do affect the lives
ives of millio
millions over the
span of a decade, and certainly the fallout from that decisi
decision will cone.
tinue to color much of the decade to come.
There was also a legitimate strategic
tegic
gic reason for haste: the
t United
States wanted to make certain thatt regimes
mes in the Middle
Midd East
E didn’t fall,
or even begin to recalculate their interests. While tthe United States
d as a great power, it also was seen as a power
might have been perceived
that was unprepared too riskk a great deal in the region. Ronald Reagan’s
decision to withdraw
of the Marine barw from Beirut after the bombing
b
racks, George H.. W. Bush’s decision not to go on to Baghdad after liberating Kuwait,
to withdraw from Somalia,
t, and Bill Clinton’s decision
de
d
followed by his rather anemic res
response to prior al Qaeda attacks, all creresp
ated an image of a country unwilling to take risks and suffer losses.
Meanwhile,
governments saw the very real possibility of being
while, Muslim gove
gover
toppled by polit
political un
unrest fomented by al Qaeda’s capable and ruthless
covert force, particu
particularly if they collaborated with the United States.
partic
These governments were not about to become jihadists, but neither
were they prepared to expose themselves on behalf of the United States.
They expected the United States to continue its policy of limited risk
taking, so for them, cooperation with the U.S. appeared to pose serious
risks with few advantages. The Americans demanded intelligence sharing on al Qaeda, for instance, but these governments, which did not
expect the United States to stand by them for the long haul, were reluctant to participate. The longer the United States failed to act, the lower
the Muslim countries’ propensity to assist.
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Al Qaeda miscalculated by focusing too much on the consequences
of the attack for the Islamic world and not enough on the political and
strategic pressures September 11 created for Bush. There was no doubt
that the United States would act aggressively, and for the reasons cited
above, sooner rather than later. The target had to be al Qaeda, which
meant that the area of operations had to be Afghanistan.
In mid-September 2001, the United States sent in CIA operatives to
make deals with local Afghan warlords. At the same time, the United
States dispatched Special Operations Forces and paramilitary
ramilitar
amilit CIA units
to ﬁght alongside anti-Taliban Afghans and to target
rget
get American air
a strikes
on Taliban positions. In particular, the United
ed States
ates made a deal with
the Northern Alliance, a Russian-backed group of anti-Taliban
anti-Taliba organizaorg
tions. Having been defeated by the Taliban
iban
an in their civil war in the 1990s,
the Northern Alliance now welcomed
omed the opportunity to strike back,
and the Russians had no objection.
tion. Other warlords were
wer simply bought.
The United States also had the
he active cooperation of
o Iran.
Afghanistan provided
invasion,
but what really hapd the illusion of an invasi
in
pened was the resumption
mption of a civil war, backed
back by American air power.
bac
The ﬁghting thatt began a month after Se
September 11 was done primarily
by Afghans, supported
pported by air strikes ffrom carriers and bombers based in
the Persian
But rather than massing in front
n Gulf and the Indian Ocean.
O
of the major cities and becoming
becomin targets to be bombed by B-52s, the Talbecom
iban, in classic insurgent fashion, dispersed, then regrouped later to
resume thee battle
battle.
As a result,
was never actually defeated, but the United
t, the Taliban
T
States did achieve three of its goals. First, it reassured the American public that it was able to protect them by mounting military action anywhere in the world. This wasn’t altogether true, but it was true enough to
be comforting. Second, it signaled to the Islamic world that the United
States was absolutely committed to the conﬂict. More sophisticated than
the American public, Muslim leaders noted that the major American
contribution was air power, while the heavy lifting was done by the
Afghans. This was not deﬁnitive evidence of American commitment; it
was, however, better than no action. Third, the action inﬂicted damage
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on al Qaeda. Bin Laden and others escaped, but their command-andcontrol structure was disrupted, which forced the leaders to become
fugitives. As a result, they became increasingly isolated and largely irrelevant.
Afghanistan was in some ways a sleight of hand, but it achieved what
could be achieved. The United States had launched a disruptive spoiling
attack—a classic American maneuver. The Bush administration installed
and protected a government, knowing that most of Afghanistan was outside its reach and that creating a democracy there was not
no in the cards.
Nine years later, Afghanistan is still far from resolved,
esolved, and it will certainly be the problem that has to be solved in
n order
er to move ahead in the
next decade.
From al Qaeda’s point of view, however,
wever,
ever, U.S. actions in Afghanistan
A
and elsewhere in the Middle East served
evidence for Muslims
ed as clear evide
that the United States was theirr enemy. The jihadists waited
for uprisings
wa
w
and toppled regimes—an upheaval that never cam
came. The regimes survived, partly because the
he Islamic
lamic street, as it was
wa called, feared that the
security apparatus off their regimes was still brutally
effective, and partly
b
because these regimes
hedge their bets. They read the U.S.
gimes continued to hedg
spoiling attack
ack for what it was and held
h back their own commitment.
Both Saudi
udi
di Arabia’s and Pakistan’
Pakistan’s intelligence sharing remained limited,
as neither
ther wanted to comm
commit itself to the United States without clear
signs of how far the U.S. was prepared to go. As it became clearer that
there would
al Qaeda became more aggressive in the
uld be no uprisings,
up
region.

the iraq gambit
The next venture in the U.S. war on terror was the assault on Iraq in
2003. It is easy to argue today that the invasion was an unqualiﬁed mistake, but it is important to recall the context in which the decision to
invade was made. In February 2002, the Saudis ordered American forces
off their soil. The Pakistanis, in spite of heavy pressure from both India
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and the United States, made only modest gestures of commitment in
support of the American effort. The general perception was that the
United States had done what it was going to do in Afghanistan and was
now hoping that other nations would carry the burden for it, both in
intelligence and in operations.
Without the full cooperation of the Saudis and Pakistanis, the United
States had limited options. It could conduct an intelligence war against
al Qaeda, as the Israelis had done with Black September in Europe in the
1970s, but without contributing partners in the region,
on, th
the U.S. intelligence capability against al Qaeda was extremely constrained.
A second option was for the United States
purely
ates too move into
in a p
defensive mode, relying on Homeland Security
that the
ecurity while hopi
hoping th
Afghan operation had disrupted al Qaeda’s
structure
aeda’s
da’s command structur
structu enough
to prevent new attacks. Theoretically,
ally, the FBI could roun
rround up sleeper
cells while the borders were protected from inﬁltrat
inﬁltration and airports
inﬁltrati
secured against terrorists. Attractive
plan was impossible in
ttractive
ractive on paper, this pl
practice. The FBI could never
that there
er guarantee tha
the were no more sleeper
cells in the country,, and points of entry into
in the United States could
never be completely
illusion of safety this effort gave the
etely
tely secured. Any illusio
American public,
blic,
c, and any support it might buy the president for a job
well done,, would last only until th
the next terrorist attack, the timing and
naturee of which were complete
completely unknown. When such an attack came,
comple
the question
uestion of America’s willingness to assert itself and take risks in
the Muslim
surface again, with no clear answer. After
m world
wor would
wo
Afghanistan, what?
The Bush administration tried to craft a strategy that forced the
Saudis and Pakistanis to be more aggressive in intelligence gathering and
sharing and that placed the United States in a dominant position in the
Middle East, from which it could project power.
These were the underlying reasons for the invasion of Iraq. The military action had the immediate result of creating a new strategic reality. It
intimidated Saudi Arabia in particular, placing U.S. armor a few days’
drive from Saudi oil ﬁelds. It also gave the United States control of the
most strategic country in the region, Iraq, which borders on Kuwait,
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Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Syria, Turkey, and Iran. So controlling Iraq
achieved the short-term goals of the war on terror, but it violated the
principle that the United States does not become a permanent player in
any region. The Bush administration had wagered that it could sacriﬁce
this part of U.S. strategy—maintaining regional balances of power
through surrogates while holding U.S. forces in reserve—in return for
other beneﬁts. It was a bad choice on a menu of worse choices, a point
that has to be remembered when we consider the nature of imperial
power: it may feel compelled to act even when all options
are ﬂawed.
ptions ar
Obtaining those beneﬁts, however, required the
States to suche United Stat
St
ceed not just in invading but in pacifying Iraq.
succeeded,
aq. The
he invasion succe
dly increased their cooperation
coope
without a doubt, and the Saudis markedly
on intelligence. But dominating the most
ost strategic country in the region
turned out to be impossible. U.S.
S. forces,
ces, having roll
rolled into Baghdad
with ease, found themselves quickly tied down in an insurgency that
heir force inward, when the intent had been
required them to focus all their
to use Iraq as a base from
outward.
m which
hich to project force
f
This failure of the
he occupation transformed
transform the war. Iraq became an
end in itself, and
became not the creation of a new
nd
d the ultimate goal bec
strategic reality
the withdrawal of U.S. forces
lityy in the region but simply
sim
s
within a reasonable time frame. The
T best hope was to leave behind a neutral government;
overnment; at worst, th
the end result of the invasion would be chaos.
Iraq
aq became decoupled from America’s broader strategy and became
a case study
between morality, strategy, and leaderudy in the
t relationship
rel
ship. From a purely
pure moral point of view, eliminating the Saddam Hussein regime could hardly have been faulted. He was a monster and his
regime was monstrous. But that was not the moral imperative to which
Bush had committed his presidency. His stated moral imperative was to
wage a war on terror, and the occupation of Iraq made sense to the
American people only to the extent that it served that goal.
In deciding to invade in 2003, George W. Bush placed his moral
obsession above the fundamental principle of American strategy: maintaining a balance in each region without committing substantial numbers of troops. There are many regions, and if the United States began
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deploying occupation forces in each of these, the burden would quickly
outstrip American capacity. Moreover, U.S. forces had supplanted Iraq’s
own forces as the counterweight to Iran, now the largest indigenous
power in the region. If at some point the United States simply withdrew
from Iraq, Iran would by default dominate the entire Persian Gulf.
Whatever the invasion contributed to the war against al Qaeda, the
strategic costs of Iraq became too high.
For the invasion of Iraq to be aligned with America’s long-standing
strategic principles, U.S. forces would have had to occupy IIraq quickly
and efﬁciently and without signiﬁcant resistance. Then the Un
United States
Unite
would have had to rapidly construct a viablee regime
me in Bag
Baghdad, ccomplete with a substantial military force, to take over the role oof bala
balancing
its historical enemy, Iran. If this could have been done in, say, ﬁve years,
Bush would have achieved both his
goal. He would
is moral
ral and strategic go
have delivered the necessary shock
world, intimidated the
ock to the Muslim world
Saudis, and been able to usee Iraq’s strategic location to pressure countries
like in the region. The United
withdrawn, leaving
d States could have
h then
t
regional players to balance
more.
alance each other once m
The Bush strategy
rategy
ategy failed because the premise was faulty: there was
resistance that
suppressed. The greatest intelligence
at could not be readily su
failure off the war did not concern
conce weapons of mass destruction but
rather the failure to understand
understan that insurgency had long been Saddam
understa
Hussein’s
with an invasion. It also involved a failin’s default plan for dealing
d
ure to understand
derstand that by trying to destroy Saddam’s Sunni-dominated
Baathist Party,
States effectively drove the Sunnis out of govy, the United
U
ernment and turned power over to their religious and cultural rivals, the
Shiites. Terriﬁed of a Shiite government (which, incidentally, would have
some afﬁnity with the Shiite majority that dominated Iran), the Sunnis
in Iraq were put in a position where they had nothing to lose and
embraced random shootings and roadside bombs.
But Bush’s miscalculation ran deeper. He counted on the support of
the Shiites in opposing the Sunni establishment, but discounted the
degree to which the Iraqi Shiites were intertwined with the heavily Shiite
Iranians. The Iranians had no interest in seeing Iraq resurrected under a
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pro-American government that would once again threaten Iran, so the
United States wound up trapped from two directions. The Sunnis went
to war against the occupation, and the Shiites, inﬂuenced by Iran, did
everything they could to avoid the kind of cooperation that would turn
them into an American dependency.
Bush violated strategic principles, hoping to return to the main path
later, but he got trapped in the local realities, which he could not manage. As the situation deteriorated, his credibility with the American public declined. He could have survived the fact that his
is initi
initial justiﬁcation
for the war, the existence of weapons of mass destruction,
truction, proved
prov untrue.
But he could not survive being trapped in a multisided
no end
isided war with n
in sight.
There were other errors that undermined
dermined
rmined this president’
president’s ability to
lead. His second justiﬁcation for the invasion
need to create a
nvasion was the ne
democratic Iraq. This did not resonate with the American
Americ public, which
Ameri
uch an effort. This nation-building
nat
saw no pressing reason for such
motivation was in fact a lie. Ass we noted in the case
cas of Lincoln, Roosevelt, and
Reagan, great presidents
dents often have to lie to serve their greater moral
purpose. But Bush
his clearly stated moral
ush failed to convince because
b
imperative—defeating
—defeating
efeating terrorism—had
terrorism—ha
terrorism—h diverged from strategic reality to
such an extent that his entire foreign
policy appeared convoluted and
fo
chaotic,
incompetent. There were too many
tic,
ic, which made him appear
ap
a
separate
ate explanations, too many cases of special pleading. The failure to
align moral
with strategic goals, and both with a coherent
ral objectives
obje
myth for popular
pular cconsumption, crushed him.
In 2007, too late to save his presidency, Bush instituted the surge.
This effort had less to do with military strategy than it did with using
military force to set the stage for a negotiated settlement with the Sunnis.
Once that was put in place, the Shiites, afraid of an American-backed
Sunni force, became somewhat more cooperative, and the violence died
down.
With Iraq no longer an effective counterweight, the balance of power
with Iran broke down completely. An American withdrawal of forces
would leave Iran the dominant force in the region, with no local power
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to block it—a prospect that completely unnerved the Arabian powers, as
well as Israel and the United States. It is this imbalance that sets the stage
for the regional problems that will continue to face the American president in the decade to come.
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egan,
gan, tthe dual probAs the second decade of the twenty-ﬁrst century began,
i forces
lem facing the United States in this region was withdrawing its
without leaving Iran unchecked by a countervailing
ervailing
ing power. Given that
there were no other candidates for the job of blocking Iranian amb
ambitions,
it appeared that the United States could
ld not withdraw from Iraq
Ir
Ira until it
had created a government in Baghdad
restore balance.
dad strong
trong enough to res
The Iranians had clearly welcomed
Long before
elcomed the invasion of Iraq.
I
September 11, they had done
nee everything possible to
t induce the United
States to step in and eliminate
iminate
ate Saddam Hussein.
Hussein Indeed, much of the
Hu
intelligence forecasting
ing
ng that American troops
troop would not encounter resistance had come from
rom Iranian sources.
Once American
merican
ican boots were on the
th ground, Iran began to threaten
U.S. interests
deeply involved with various
rests
ests in Iraq directly by becoming
b
Shiite factions, then by sup
supplying weapons to the Sunnis to keep the
suppl
conﬂict
ct going. Iran had also supported Taliban forces in western
Afghanistan,
Hezbollah in Lebanon.
an, as w
well as H
The Iranians
ans had
ha expected the United States to create an Iraqi government that marginalized the Sunnis and emerged as primarily Shiite.
They anticipated that once the United States withdrew, such a government would become an Iranian satellite. They expected the Americans to
lean on Iran’s Shiite allies to govern Iraq, but the United States threw
them a curve by attempting to govern Iraq directly through various institutions and individuals. Nonetheless, given the protracted difﬁculty of
forming a government and the eventual withdrawal of the Americans,
the outcome is likely still to leave Iran in a favorable position.
But these factors, which seemed like gifts, are exactly what has proved
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so dangerous to the government in Tehran. Trapped between trying to
govern a rebellious country directly and turning over responsibility to a
government penetrated by Iranian agents and sympathizers and then
withdrawing, the United States had to consider a more radical possibility: an attack that would overthrow Iranian president Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad and the regime that his presidency was based on.
With its 70 million people inside mountainous borders, Iran is by
virtue of topography an effective fortress. Given that the terrain makes a
direct invasion impossible, the Americans have tried
multiple times to
ed mu
multi
generate a revolution similar to the ones that toppled
governments in the
pled governm
governmen
former Soviet Union. Over the years, these attempts
mpts have aalways ffailed.
But after the failures in Iraq, and to thee extent that the United
States
U
could neither revive the balance of power
wer nor leave Iran the dominant
power in the Persian Gulf region,
for the
n, it would be natural
natura enough
en
Americans to consider some kind of attack to oust the
th Iranian government. The fact that this regime
gime
ime is split between old clerics who came to
power with Ayatollah Khomeini
nonclerical leaders such as
meini and young
younger, n
Ahmadinejad adds to Iranian worries. But the
t leaders’ primary concern
is that they havee seen other U.S.-sponso
U.S.-sponsored uprisings succeed, particularly in the former
mer Soviet Union, and
aan they cannot take the chance that
the United
ed States won’t get lucky again.
The
in which North Korea had managed
he Iranians noted the manner
ma
m
a similar
when its government feared that the collar problem in the 1990s,
1
lapse of Soviet communism
would lead to its own collapse. Trying to
ccommu
portray themselves
mselves as more dangerous and psychologically unstable than
they were, the Koreans launched a nuclear weapons program. To convince people that they might actually use those weapons, they made
statements that appeared quite mad. As a result, everyone feared a
regime collapse that might lead to unpredictable results. Thus the North
Koreans managed to create a situation in which powers such as the
United States, China, Russia, Japan, and South Korea tried to coax them
to the table with aid. The North Koreans were so successful that they had
the great powers negotiating to entice them to negotiate. It was an
extraordinary performance.
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Playing to America’s nuclear phobia, the Iranians have been working
on nuclear technology for a decade, a program that has included crafting
themselves in the image of North Korea, as unpredictable and dangerous. Like the North Koreans, they managed to maneuver themselves
into a position where the permanent members of the UN Security
Council, plus Germany, was trying to negotiate with them over the issue
of whether or not they would negotiate.
The collapse of Iraq had left the United States in an extremely difﬁcult situation with limited options. An air strike against
Iranian nuclear
ainst
inst Iran
Ir
targets would most likely spur a patriotic resurgence
would only
rgence
gence that w
wou
strengthen the regime. And Iran had substantial
including the
tial counters,
ounters, in
includin
ability to further destabilize Iraq and to some extent Afghan
Afghanistan. Iran
Afghanistan
could also unleash Hezbollah, a far more
organization
re capable terrorist or
org
than al Qaeda. Or it could mine the Strait of Hormuz,
Hormu creating economic chaos by blocking the ﬂow
Persian Gulf.
ow of oil from the Persia
Thus the violation of American’s
policy of regional balmerican’s
erican’s long-standing p
ances and limited engagement
geopolitical worst-case scenario.
gement
nt led to a geop
geopolit
Iran was now the dominant
ominant native power in the Persian Gulf, and only
the United Statess had the means to coun
counterbalance it, which would further violate America’s
merica’s basic strategic
strateg principles. Moreover, the unbalanced focus
us on this one region left
lef the United States weak in other parts
of the world, trapped off-bal
off-balance, with no clear counter in sight.
off-balan
This
problem that President Obama
is is the deﬁning geopolitical
g
inherited and tha
that he aand all other presidents of the next decade will
have to deal with. Ir
Iran has become the pivot on which the Middle East
will turn. In many ways, it was always the pivot. But before the United
States could deal with Iran, it had to do something deﬁnitive about
Islamic terror. It devoted its resources to wars it saw as directed against
terrorism, which effectively insulated Iran from the threat of American
intervention and even enhanced its position in the region.
The economic and geopolitical events of the past decade were intertwined. They created a crisis of conﬁdence in the American public as
well as drawing American strategic thinking into a series of short-term,
tactical solutions. The Iran question is tied up with fears that rising oil
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price rises will crush the economic recovery, as well as with the impact of
action on the jihadist war. September 11 and the events of 2008 have
combined to create a trap for American strategic thinking. As the United
States moves forward into the next decade, it must escape the trap. The
economic problem will resolve itself in time. The geopolitical challenge
of terrorism requires decisions.
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THE TERROR TRAP

resident George
ge W. Bush called his response to the al Qaeda
attacks of September 11 thee Global War on Terror. If he had called
the response
he would have alienated allies
ponse
nse a war on radical Islam,
Isl
in the Islamic
United States badly needed. If he had called
mic world that the Unite
it a war
ar on al Qaeda, he would
wou have precluded attacking terrorists who
were not part of that spec
speciﬁc group. Bush tried to ﬁnesse this problem
speci
with a semantic
mantic ssleight of hand, but this left him open to political and
strategic confusion.
usion
usion.
President Obama dropped the term war on terror, and rightly so. Terrorism is not an enemy but a type of warfare that may or may not be
adopted by an enemy. Imagine if, after Pearl Harbor, an attack that relied
on aircraft carriers. President Roosevelt had declared a global war on
naval aviation. By focusing on terrorism instead of al Qaeda or radical
Islam, Bush elevated a speciﬁc kind of assault to a position that shaped
American global strategy, which left the United States strategically offbalance.
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Obama may have clariﬁed the nomenclature, but he left in place a
signiﬁcant portion of the imbalance, which is an obsession with the
threat of terrorist attacks. As we consider presidential options in the
coming decade, it appears imperative that we clear up just how much of
a threat terrorism actually presents and what that threat means for U.S.
policy.
According to the Prussian military theorist Carl von Clausewitz, war
is a continuation of politics by other means. Victory in World War II did
not consist of compelling Japan to stop using aircraft
carriers. Victory
raft ca
carr
meant destroying Japan’s ability to wage war, then
hen imposing American
A
will—a political end. If a president is to lead
d a nation
ation into war,
w he must
crisply designate both the enemy and the end being sought. If terr
terror was
the enemy after September 11, then everyone
eryone who could use terror was
the enemy, which is an awfully long
a presiong list.
st. If for political
politica reasons
re
dent cannot clearly identify who
why, then he must
ho is to be fought and w
carefully reexamine whether
thus whether or not he
herr he can win, and thu
should engage. If the cost of naming the ene
enemy is diplomatically or
politically unacceptable,
able, then the war is no
not likely to go well.
Despite Bush’s
h’s decision to focus the war on terrorism, the Islamic
world knew that
being targeted was radical Islam. This
at the real enemy bein
be
was the ground
round that al Qaeda had sprung from, and Bush was not going
to fool
ol anyone into thinkin
thinking otherwise. When he could not truthfully
and coherently
oherently explain his reason for invading Iraq, the strategy began to
unravel.
Bush’s semantic
manti and strategic confusion intensiﬁed when his war on
mantic
terror expanded to include the effort to unseat the Iraqi government.
Saddam Hussein, targeted by that effort, was a secular militarist rather
than a religious Islamist, and he was no friend of al Qaeda. He had not
been involved in al Qaeda terrorism prior to the invasion of Iraq, but he
and al Qaeda did share a common enemy: the United States. For this
reason, Bush felt that he could not discount the danger of an alliance of
convenience between the state of Iraq, and the stateless radicals, al
Qaeda. His solution was to make a preemptive attack. Bush and his
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advisers reasoned that destroying Saddam’s regime and occupying Iraq
would deny al Qaeda a potential base while gaining the United States a
strategic base of operations of its own.
Nonetheless, inasmuch as the larger strategy had been identiﬁed as a
war on terror and inasmuch as Saddam had not recently engaged in terrorism, the invasion of Iraq appeared unjustiﬁed. If the war had been
more clearly focused on al Qaeda as the enemy, then the invasion would
have appeared much more plausible, because a war against
a speciﬁc
g
group would have included hostility toward that group’s
allies and even
oup’s aalli
potential allies, which Saddam certainly was.
In a democracy, the foundation of public support
picture of
ort is a clear
clea pictu
the enemy’s threat and of your own purpose
ose in confronting that tthreat.
Such clarity not only mobilizes the public,
ublic,
lic, it provides a coherent
cohere
coher framework for communicating with that
presidency never
at public.
blic. Truman’s pres
p
recovered from his use of the term
erm police action to refer
refe to the Korean
ref
War, a conﬂict in which more
thousand Americans died.
ore than thirty thousa
Roosevelt’s war against Germany,
Italy, on the other hand,
many, Japan, an
and It
survived endless subterfuges,
terfuges, attacks on the iinnocent, and alliances with
the truly evil, because
cause Roosevelt made it clear who the enemy was and
why we had to ﬁght and defeat it.

the signiﬁcance
of terror
s
Terrorism is an act of violence whose primary purpose is to create fear
and, through that, a political result. The bombing of London by Germany in World War II was a terror attack, in that the goal was not to
cripple the British ability to wage war, but to generate a psychological
and political atmosphere that might split the public from the government and force the government into negotiations. Palestinian terrorism
in the 1970s and 1980s, from assassination to hijacking aircraft, was
designed to draw attention to their cause and maximize the appearance
of Palenstinian power. As I’ve tried to show, al Qaeda’s terrorism was also
designed for a political end. The issue is simple: how much effort should
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be devoted to stopping terror and its consequences compared to other
strategic tasks.
Terrorism is normally undertaken in lieu of more effective action.
Had the Germans been able to destroy the British navy or the Palestinians been able to destroy the Israeli army, they would have done so. It
would have been a more efﬁcient and direct route to their ends. Terrorism derives from weakness, focusing on the psyche in order to make the
terrorist appear more powerful than he is. The terrorist’s goal is to be
treated as a signiﬁcant threat when in fact he isn’t’tt one. A
As the name
implies, the terrorist is creating a state of mind. His ultimate goal
ggoa is to be
taken as an enormous, indeed singular threat.
foundaat. This
his creates the fou
tion for the political process the terrorist wants to initiate. SSome merely
want to be taken seriously. Al Qaeda
da wanted to convince tthe Islamic
world that it was so powerful it was
as thee most important
importan thing
th on American minds.
Al Qaeda in fact achieved
ed
d that goal.
By declaring a warr on terror, the United
States signaled that it
Un
regarded this singlee threat as transcending
transcendin all others. Protecting the
United States against
became the central thrust of American
gainst
ainst terrorist acts becam
global strategy,
enormous energy and resources. But terrorgy, consuming enormo
enormou
ism as practiced
acticed by al Qaeda does not represent a strategic danger to the
United
will kill perhaps thousands of Ameried
d States. It can and at times
ti
cans, and it will cause pain
pai and generate fear. But terrorism in and of
pa
itself cannot
the material basis of the American republic.
not destroy
dest th
Because terrorism—even
including nuclear terrorism—does not reperrori
erroris
resent an existential threat to the United States, a foreign policy focused
singularly on terrorism is fundamentally unbalanced. The lack of balance consists of devoting all available resources to one threat among
many entirely real peril while failing to control other threats that are of
equal on greater signiﬁcance and danger. This is not an argument to
ignore terrorism, but rather an argument that terrorism needs to be considered within the context of national strategy. This is where George W.
Bush got trapped, and his successors run the risk of falling into the same
snare.
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Like Lincoln, Roosevelt, and Reagan, Bush had to manage the psychology of the country while pursuing his strategic end, but two phenomena proved to be his undoing. First, the more successful he was at
blocking al Qaeda, the more the psychological trauma faded. Some of
the public moved from demanding the most extreme measures to being
shocked at the measures being taken. Bush should have anticipated this,
but by regarding the war on terror as an end in itself, he lost his sense of
its place in the broader strategic and political context. Second, he was
not able to shift his focus in keeping with the changee in pu
public opinion,
pub
because he did not understand the purpose of hiss own global w
war on terwa
ror. That purpose was not to defeat terrorism
psychom but to satisfy the psy
inued
nued at full bore lo
long aft
logical needs of the public. Yet Bush continued
after the
country no longer felt at risk.
In being ﬁxated on terrorism as a freestanding strateg
strategic goal, Bush
stra
devoted huge resources to battles
tles he couldn’t win and to theaters that
ted
ed to terrorism. In ﬁgh
ﬁght
were not obviously connected
ﬁghting a global war on
terror, he not only lost perspective,
manage the full range of
ective, he forgot to m
other U.S. strategic interests.
obsessed with the Islamic world,
nterests. He was so obses
obse
for example, thatt he didn’t devote the att
attention and resources necessary
to deal with the reemergence of Russia.
Russi
Rus
The issue
from a complete focus on tersue therefore is how to transition
tr
rorism
m and the Islamic worl
world to a more balanced strategy. Part of the
problem
m is public opinion
opinion. Dealing with the Islamic world is a passionate subjectt in th
United States, one that divides the country. Many
the Uni
regard the Islamic
as not only the prime issue but the only issue on
amic world
w
the American agenda. It is the president’s job to align with public opinion and to tack with it while quietly pursuing his own moral and strategic ends. The problem that President Obama and other presidents will
face in the next decade is to place terrorism and al Qaeda in perspective
while redeﬁning American interests in the Islamic world. This needs to
be done in such a way that the public doesn’t turn on the president, particularly when the inevitable terrorist attacks do occur. He must satisfy
public opinion both when it is terriﬁed and outraged by attacks and
when it turns complacent about terrorism and is shocked at the things
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that have been done to battle it. Above all, the president must deal with
the Islamic world as it is, without allowing public passion to inﬂuence
his ultimate intentions.
This is not an argument for complacency. For example, even though
the likelihood is small, the consequences of an attack with weapons of
mass destruction would be enormous. Appropriate resources must be
devoted to the threat. That does indeed mean war, covert or overt, and
war potentially involves costs and commitments that run the risk of outstripping the threat. The president’s task is to align threat,
hreat, consequences,
co
and effort with otherc hallenges, and shape them
coherent stratm into a coh
coher
egy. The United States has many threats and interests and ca
cannot
respond to only one. Fear alone cannot drive strategy.
The president must, as we have said,
nerves of the
aid,
d, always soothe the ne
public, and must always show his commitment
mitment to stopp
stopping terrorism. At
the same time, he must resistt the temptation to try the
t impossible or
undertake actions that have
ve disproportionate costs relative to effect. He
can lie to the public, but
himself. Above all, he must
ut he must never lie tto him
understand the real threats to the country aan
and act against those.
Apart from the
he killings at Fort Hood in 2009, September 11 was the
only successful
during ten years of war. Those
ful attack in the United States
S
coordinated
ted attacks on New York
Yor and Washington were the result of a
multiyear,
operation that cost al Qaeda nineteen of its
year, intercontinental op
most committed and capable
operatives. Two major ofﬁce buildings
cap
were destroyed
royed iin New York, and in Washington the Pentagon suffered
extensive damage.
mage Three thousand Americans were killed. But for a
mage.
nation of 300 million people, the material consequences of the attack
were in fact minimal.
This is not meant to trivialize the deaths or to dismiss the horror that
Americans experienced on that day. My point is merely to emphasize
that while you and I are allowed the luxury of our pain, a president isn’t.
A president must take into account how his citizens feel and he must
manage them and lead them, but he must not succumb to personal feelings. His job is to maintain a ruthless sense of proportion while keeping
the coldness of his calculation to himself. If he succumbs to sentiment,
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he will make decisions that run counter to the long-term interests of his
country. A president has to accept casualties and move on. When the
Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, Roosevelt called for vengeance but privately decided to focus on Germany and not Japan. He understood that
a president could not allow himself to craft strategy out of emotion.
The purpose of war, according to von Clausewitz, is to impose your
will on another nation by rendering that other nation incapable of resisting. The primary means for doing this is to destroy the nation’s military,
or to undermine the population’s will to resist. Instilling
nstillin terror can
destroy an army; for example, the Mongols paralyzed
enemies with
yzed their ene
enem
the knowledge of their relentless and ruthless
ss cruelty.
uelty. The Greek citystates would ﬁght their wars to the bitter end, spurred on by fear of the
slavery that awaited them if they were conquered.
effect of teronquered. So the net ef
eff
ror is hard to predict.
During World War II, neither
her the Germans nor the British made any
bones about the purpose off what the British ca
called “nighttime area
cal
bombing.” The targeting
ng off civilians was a tactic
tact designed to generate
terror among the public,
ublic,
blic, in the hope that the
th civilians would at the very
least become lesss effective in running the wartime economy, and at the
extreme possibly
iblyy rise up against thei
their own regimes. In Japan, the Americans pursued
using incendiary devices, taking advanued the same ends by u
us
tage off the fact that most Japanese
buildings were made of wood. In
JJap
three days of conventional
conventiona bombing over Tokyo, U.S. air forces killed
100,000 Japanese
apanese civilians,
civilia more than were killed at Hiroshima. Yet until
the introduction
ion of the atomic bomb, the terror strategy failed, just as it
had failed in both Germany and Britain. Rather than destroying faith in
the government, the bombing of civilian areas rallied the public to support the war effort. The attacks inspired outrage while making it easy for
the targeted governments to portray the consequences of defeat as being
too horrible even to contemplate. If the enemy was willing to go to such
lengths to divert resources during a war simply to kill civilians, imagine
what they would do when the war was over. Terror made it easy to demonize the enemy and made surrender unthinkable.
In conventional warfare, terror is delivered by massed force. But ter-
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ror also can be delivered through a covert operation by a very small number of individuals: a commando attack. These operations were once generally conﬁned to assassinations, but after the invention of high
explosives—and force multipliers for high explosives, such as airliners—
commando terrorism focused on civilian targets with the goal of producing casualties as an end in itself.
It is important here to distinguish carefully between commandos
whose goals are military and those whose targets are civilian and whose
purpose is terror. The French Resistance in 1944 attacked
transcked German
G
port facilities in an attempt to undermine their invader’s ability
abil to wage
war directly. The terror commando’s goal, however,
ver, is not to harm the
enemy’s military but to undermine enemy
a sense
my morale by generating
genera
of vulnerability. Sometimes the audience
target country
ience
nce isn’t even the targ
targe
but public opinion elsewhere, as with the
11.
he attacks of September
Septem
Sep
By generating fear, helplessness,
sness, and rage, terrorism transforms public opinion, which then demands
government provide protecemands
mands that the governm
tion from terrorists and
d punish
nish such people for their actions. The more
effective the terrorist
frightened the population is,
st attack is, the more ffr
and the more compelled
ompelled the government
governmen is to respond aggressively and
visibly. Oncee again,
the president must convince the
gain, in the face of terror,
terr
te
public that
while taking actions that appear to
hat
at he shares their sentiments
sentime
sentim
satisfyy their cravings both for
fo security and for revenge.
One
action taken since September 11 has been
ne such largely symbolic
symb
the attempt
the
pt to bolster
bo
t airport security system. Despite billions of dollars and untold
of passenger frustration, a terrorist with trainold measures
me
m
ing can still devise any number of ways to get explosives or other devices
through the system. Some terrorists might be deterred, and the system
will ﬁnd others. But while increased airport security can decrease the
threat, it cannot stop it.
There is simply no security system that is both granular enough to
detect terrorists reliably and efﬁcient enough to allow the air transport
system to function. El Al, Israel’s airline, is frequently held up as an
example, but El Al has thirty-ﬁve planes. According to the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics, the combined American air ﬂeet has nearly
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eight thousand planes and over twenty-six thousand takeoffs per day.
The Transportation Security Administration says it screened 1.8 million
passengers per day on average in 2009. These are staggering numbers.
What the limitations of airport screening tell us is that if al Qaeda
failed to strike the United States again during the ﬁrst decade of the
twenty-ﬁrst century, it was not because of security precautions per se. It
is even doubtful that the people who design the airport security system
expect it to work. Their real objective is to calm the public by ostentatiously demonstrating that steps are being taken. The
greater the ostenhe grea
greate
tation and inconvenience, the more comforting the
appears.
he system appe
ap
But the increasing sophistication of explosives
possible to
osivess makes it possib
kill dozens of people with a device carried
d by an individual, hundreds
h
hundr of
people with a device hidden in a car or truck, and thousands of people
with an aircraft that acts as an explosive.
in such
xplosive.
ve. The world iis awash
aw
explosives, and the borders of the continental United States are about
nine thousand miles long. The United States is also
als a trading country,
and ships and planes and trucks arrive daily.
Any
da
A one of those conveyances could contain
ain people and explosive
explosives prepared to kill other people. It is also truee that among 300 million Americans, there could be any
number of homegrown
preparing to strike at any time.
omegrown
megrown terrorists pre
prep
For these
homeland security in a country like the
hese reasons, true hom
home
United
and the task will remain impossible in the
d States is impossible, an
next decade.
bullets. Eliminating Islamist terrorism is
ecade. There are no silver
s
similarly impossible.
mpossible. It is possible to reduce the threat, but the greater
mpossi
the reduction we h
hope to achieve, the greater the cost. Given unlimited
ho
possibilities and limited resources, it is safe to say that there will continue
to be terrorist attacks on the United States, regardless of the efforts being
made.
The president of the United States must know this with crystal clarity, and he must always act on the basis of what he knows, but he must
never admit these limits to the public. He must constantly demonstrate
that he is doing all he can to destroy the enemy and to protect the homeland, and he must always convey a sense that the elimination of Islamist
terrorism is possible, all the while knowing that it is not.
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As we embark on the policy decisions of the next decade, the larger
point is that turning all American resources to an end that is unobtainable, against a threat that can and will have to be endured, is not only
pointless but something that can create windows of opportunity for
other enemies and other assaults.
While terrorism can kill Americans and can create a profound sense
of insecurity, the obsessive desire to destroy terrorism can undermine—
g
as it already has undermined—the United States strategically.
This is an
important point for the leaders of the next decadee to co
consider. This is
cons
why even though thousands of Americans mightt be killed by ter
tterrorists—
myself and my loved ones among them—terrorism
errorism
ism should not bbe eleA all times,
vated to the status of an issue towering above all others. At
strategy must remain proportional to the
he threat.
th

O

terror and weapons
eapons of mass des
dest
destruction

PR

ov
o the next ten years, which
Another unpleasantt reality that will loom over
needs to be considered
weapons of mass destruction. The
sidered separately, is wea
existence of such
prompt severe responses
uch weapons will occasionally
oc
occ
from the presidents who lead us. T
The damage that a nuclear device might
ould
uld dwarf that of conventional
con
conv
do would
terrorism. Whereas conventional
terrorism
strategic, weapons of mass destruction can have a proism is rarely strategic
found effect
material condition of the country.
ect on tthe ma
To turn our at
attention back to Bush, there was in fact more to his
att
response to September 11 than simply stopping conventional terrorism.
After that day, the Bush administration received intelligence that a
nuclear device—a Soviet-era suitcase bomb, to be speciﬁc—had been
stolen and might be in the hands of al Qaeda. Thus the specter that
haunted the administration in the closing months of 2001 was that at
any moment an American city might be destroyed by a nuclear weapon.
It was this threat that deﬁned the Bush administration’s initial efforts.
The president and vice president were never in the same city at the same
time, and all intelligence and security services were directed to ﬁnd the
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weapon. It would appear that they never found it, or it may never have
existed. After years of mishandling, it may have malfunctioned, or it may
have been intercepted and the government chose not to reveal its existence.
Regardless, weapons of mass destruction, particularly nuclear devices,
represent a class of threat that cannot be tolerated. It would take many
nuclear weapons to actually destroy the infrastructure and population of
the United States, but a single attack by a nuclear weapon could destabilize public morale to such an extent that it would paralyze
alyze th
the country for
an extended period of time.
In a small terrorist attack in which dozens die, like the suicide
bombsui
bo
ings in Israel, the probability that any one individual out of a population
popu
of 300 million will be a victim is small.. The probability of dyin
dying from an
ordinary accident or from disease in the next year is far hig
higher than that
of being killed in a suicide bombing.
11 disombing. The events of September
S
torted the perception of danger
people avoided ﬂying,
anger
nger for a while, and pe
and perhaps avoided crowded
landmark buildings. But as
rowded
ded places and lland
time passed, the sense
nse
se of being subject to aattack declined. The danger
was on most people’s
ple’s minds when they went
w to the airport, and perhaps
when they entered
ntered
red the Sears Tower or the Empire State Building or the
Capitol. But over time, the perceived
perceiv risk of being in the wrong place at
percei
the wrong
assimilated into the general background noise. As
rong time was assimila
assimilate
this happened,
people the demand that all steps be taken to
appened, for many p
guard against
turned to dismay at what they regarded as excesses,
inst terror
terr tur
inconveniences,
es, an
and intrusions.
With weapons of mass destruction, the probabilities and the persistence of fear are different. Assume that an American city were destroyed
by a nuclear device. Once a WMD attack had destroyed one city, the
number of targets a terrorist might want to hit next would be relatively
small, but for anyone living in one of the major cities, there would be the
immediate, reasonable fear that the enemy had more such weapons and
that at any instant they might strike again.
From a terrorist’s perspective, wasting a nuclear weapon on Spokane,
Washington, or Bangor, Maine, makes no sense. It is the major cities that
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are the centers of political, economic, and social life. For them to be
evacuated by frightened citizens would bring not only chaos but abandonment of entire economic and communications systems while millions of refugees ﬂed to nowhere in particular. This response to the fear
of mass annihilation from a completely random threat would be the ultimate objective of terrorism using WMDs.
Terrorists of many stripes—Palestinian, European, Japanese—have
been operating since the late 1960s, and most of these groups would have
jumped at the chance to inﬂict the kind of damage
of mass
ge a weapon
wea
w
destruction can engender. Many of these groups
technically
ps have been te
far more sophisticated than al Qaeda. So why has
as there never
ne been
be an
effective attack with a weapon of mass destruction?
estruction?
The simple answer is that while constructing
onstructing
structing and deploying
deployin a WMD
is easy to imagine, it is very difﬁcult
weapons are relult to execute. Existing we
atively few, heavily guarded, difﬁcult to move, and likely
like to kill the terlik
rorist well before the terrorist
kill anyone else. There
orist
rist gets a chance to ki
kil
have been many reports
ts off Soviet-era nuclear
nucl weapons, and biological
and chemical weapons,
the black market, but most of
ons, being available on tth
the offers were made by intelligence agen
agencies trying to lure terrorists into
a trap. If you
u were a terrorist offere
offered a suitcase nuke by a former Soviet
colonel, how could you possibly tell whether what you were looking at
was the
he real thing or just a box
b stuffed with wires and blinking lights?
The same
have to hold for chemical or biological
ame uncertainty would
wo
weapons as well. Intell
Intelligence services don’t have to know who is selling
real WMDs in order
ord to scare away the customers, and the allure of
or
acquiring these weapons contracted considerably when the number of
intelligence ofﬁcers offering them for sale as entrapment outnumbered
legitimate offers by one hundred to one.
There is, of course, the option of making such a weapon yourself, and
every year some undergraduate posts a diagram of how to build a nuclear
device. Between that sketch and success are the following steps: acquiring the ﬁssile material, along with all the necessary circuitry and casings;
acquiring the machinery needed to machine the ﬁssile material to the
precise tolerances needed in order to detonate it; engaging the experts
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who could actually do these things once you had the material and the
equipment; ﬁnding a very secure facility where these experts could work
and live, and so on. The chances of being detected are compounded at
each stage of this torturous process. Even if you could acquire the highly
guarded ﬁssile material, the machines needed for producing a nuclear
weapon are highly specialized, and their manufacturers are few and far
between. When a private individual shows up with his American Express
card to order one of these machines, the chances that he will be detected
are very good indeed.
With biological and chemical weapons, you add to these sa
same risks
the likelihood that the only person you’ll killll willl be yourse
yourself and your
ological weapons carry
ca an extra
immediate accomplices. Chemical and biological
layer of complexity in that they have too be dispersed. When a Japanese
group released sarin, an extremely deadly
subway,
ly nerve gas, in a Tokyo
To
the contamination remained localized
were killed,
calized and only a few people
pe
p
rs the terrorists had hoped
hope for. People always
not the substantial numbers
speak of how a speck off this or that could w
wipe out an entire city. Certainly—but ﬁrst you
u have to ﬁgure out how tto spread it around.
Only one country
weapon from scratch, and
untry
ntry ever produced a nuclear
nu
that was the United
nited States. The British
Brit
Britis got their nukes in compensation
for their contribution
American research effort. The French also
ontribution to the Ame
acquired
red
ed the technology from the Americans, which they then regifted
to Israel.
stole the knowledge from the Americans, then
el. The Russians sto
transferred
the
d it to both
b
th Chinese and the Indians. The Chinese gave the
technology too the Pakistanis.
The point is, the development of these
P
weapons through an independent research program is enormously difﬁcult, which is why Iran is still struggling and North Korea has never gotten it quite right. The U.S. was on guard against WMD, but they cannot
be an exclusive obsession.
Just as the ﬁnancial crisis has created a domestic imbalance in the
United States, September 11 has generated a strategic imbalance. This
will have to be addressed in the next decade, and difﬁcult decisions will
have to be made. A strategy designed to prevent regional hegemons from
threatening American interests is a balance-of-power strategy. It requires
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an American presence in multiple regions. The next decade, therefore,
will be about redeﬁning American strategy so that it can pursue these
interests. That will mean moving beyond the war on terror and redeﬁning interests throughout each region as well as the world. A good place to
begin thinking about this is Israel.
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R E D E F I N I N G P O L I C Y:
THE CASE OF ISRAEL

he United States
tes faces no more complex
comple international relationship
compl
than the one
Israel, nor one more poorly underne it maintains with Isra
stood, most
Americans and the Israelis. U.S.-Israeli
ost of all by the Ame
Am
relations would appear to poison U.S.-Islamic relations and complicate
the termination
rmination of warfare in the Middle East. In addition, there are
some who believe that Isra
Israel exercises control over U.S. foreign policy, a
Israe
view not conﬁned
fundamentalists. The complex reality, as
conﬁne to Islamic
I
well as the even
more complex perception of the tie that binds the
ven m
United States and Israel, will continue to be a fundamental issue for the
United States’ global strategy over the next decade.
U.S.-Israeli relations are also a case study for the debate between realists and idealists in foreign policy. America’s close relations with Israel are
based both on national interest and on the moral belief that the United
States must support regimes similar to itself. This latter idea has, of
course, become an intense philosophical battleground. On the idealist
side are those who focus on the kind of regime Israel has: an island of
democracy in a sea of autocrats. But there are also those who argue that
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because of its treatment of the Palestinians, Israel has forfeited any moral
claims. On the realist side are those who argue that Israel gets in the way
of better relations with the Arabs and those who argue that they are allies
in the war against terrorism.
If there is any place where ﬁnding a coherent path that incorporates
both strategic and moral interest is more difﬁcult, I can’t think of one.
But to truly understand this complex state of affairs, we must go back in
history.
Given the antiquity of the Middle East, it is fortunate
ortuna that underortunate
standing its contemporary political geography requires
equires going bback only
as far as the thirteenth century. This was the
he time
me when the
th Byzantine
Byza
eas bordering the Bl
Black SSea and
Empire was fading and control of the areas
the eastern Mediterranean shifted too the Ottoman Turks. By
B 1453 the
Turks had conquered Constantinople,
century they
ople, and by the sixteenth
sixtee
were in command of most of the
he territory that had once
onc fallen to Alexanrth
h Africa, Greece, and the
th
t Balkans, as well as
der the Great. Most of North
the area along the eastern
was under
astern
n shore of the Mediterranean,
Me
Ottoman control from
Columbus to the twentieth century.
om the time of Columb
Columbu
All this camee to an end when the Ottomans,
who had allied with
O
Germany, were
War I. To the victors went the spoils,
ere defeated in World W
which included
Ottoman province known as Syria. A
ncluded
cluded the extensive O
secrett wartime deal between tthe British and the French, the Sykes-Picot
agreement,
ment, had divided this
tth territory between the two allies on a line
roughly running
unning from Mount Hermon due west to the sea. The area to
the north was
as to be
b placed under French control; the area to the south
was to be placed under the control of the British. Further divisions gave
rise not only to the modern country of Syria but to Lebanon, Jordan,
and Israel as well.
The French had sought to be an inﬂuence in this region since the
days of Napoleon. They had also made a commitment to defend the
Arab Christians in the area against the majority Muslim population.
During a civil war that raged in the region in the 1860s, the French had
allied with factions that had forged ties with France. Paris wanted to
maintain that alliance, so in the 1920s, when the French were at last in
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control, they turned the predominantly Maronite (Christian) region of
Syria into a separate country, naming it after the dominant topographical characteristic, Mount Lebanon. As a state, then, Lebanon had no
prior reality. Its main unifying feature was that its people felt an afﬁnity
with France.
The British area to the south was divided along similarly arbitrary
lines. During World War I, the Muslim clan that ruled the western Hejaz
region of the Arabian Peninsula, the Hashemites, had supported the
British. In return, the British promised to install this
is grou
group as rulers of
Arabia after the war. But London made commitments
ments to other
othe tribes as
well. Based in Kuwait, a rival clan, the Saud, had launched
aunched a war against
ag
the Turks in 1900, trying to take control of the eastern and ccentra
central parts
of the Arabian Peninsula. In a struggle that
World
hat broke out shortly after
af
a
War I, the Sauds defeated the Hashemites,
hemites,
tes, so the British
Britis gave
g Arabia to
them—hence today’s Saudi Arabia.
the consoabia. The Hashemites received
rec
re
hey ruled until 1958
958, w
lation prize of Iraq, where they
1958,
when they were overthrown in a military coup.
up.
The Hashemites left in Arabia were also
als moved to an area to the
north along the eastern bank of the Jorda
Jordan River. Centered on the town
of Amman and
obvious
identity, this new protectorate
nd lacking any other obvi
ob
became known
nown as Trans-Jordan, as in “the other side of the Jordan
River.”” After the British withdrew
in 1948, Trans-Jordan became conwith
wit
temporary
rary Jordan, a country
count that, like Lebanon and Saudi Arabia, had
never existed
ted before.
bef
West of the
River and south of Mount Hermon was yet
he Jordan
Jor
Jo
another region that had once been an administrative district of Ottoman
Syria. Most of it had been called Filistin, undoubtedly after the Philistines, whose hero Goliath had fought David thousands of years before.
The British took the term Filistin, ran it through some ancient Greek,
and came up with Palestine as the name for this new region. Its capital
was Jerusalem, and its residents were thereafter called Palestinians.
None of these remnants was a nation in the sense of having a common history or identity except for Syria itself, which could claim a lineage going back to biblical times. Lebanon, Jordan, and Palestine were
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French and British inventions, created for their political convenience.
Their national history went back only as far as Mr. Sykes and Monsieur
Picot and some British double-dealing in Arabia.
Which is not to say that the inhabitants did not have a historical connection to the land they lived on. If not their homeland, the territory
was certainly a home, but even here there was complexity. Under
Ottoman rule, the ownership of the land, particularly in Palestine, had
been semifeudal, with absentee landlords collecting rent from the felaheen, or peasants, who actually tilled the soil.
Enter the Jews. Members of the European Diaspora
aspora had be
been moving
into this region since the 1880s, joining relatively
communively small
mall Jewis
Jewish comm
ties that had existed there (and in most other
centuries.
ther Arab regions) fo
for cen
This immigration was part of the Zionist
which—motivated
nist
st movement, which—
by the European idea of the nation-state—sought
create a Jewish
tion-state—sought
state—sought to cr
homeland in the region the Jews
ws had last controlled in biblical times.
The Jews came in small
all numbers, settling on land purchased with
funds raised by Jews in
this land was bought from
n Europe.
rope. Frequently thi
the absentee landlords,
rds, who sold it out from
fro under their Arab tenants.
From the Jewish
h point of view, this was a legitimate acquisition of land.
From the tenants’
nants’
nts’ point of view, it
i was
w a direct assault on their livelihood, as well as an eviction from land their families had farmed for generations.
arrived, the acquisition of land, the title to which
ons.
ns. As more Jews arrive
arrived
was frequently
anyway, became less scrupulous and even more
requently
equently dubious an
intrusive.
While thee Arabs
Arab generally (but not universally) saw the Jews as alien
invaders, they did not agree on something perhaps more important: to
whom did the residents of Palestine owe national allegiance?
The Syrians regarded Palestine the way they regarded Lebanon and
Jordan—as an integral part of Syria. They opposed an independent
Palestine, just as they opposed the existence of an independent Jewish
state, for the same reason they opposed Lebanese and Jordanian independence: for them, the Sykes-Picot agreement was a violation of Syria’s
long-standing territorial integrity.
The Hashemites, formerly from the Arabian Peninsula, had even
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greater problems with the Palestinians. The Hashemites were, after all,
an Arabian tribe transplanted on the east bank of the Jordan. After the
British left in 1948, they became rulers by default of what is today the
West Bank. While sharing Arab ethnicity and the Muslim faith with
the Palestinians who were native to the area, these transplants were profoundly different in culture and history. In fact, the two groups were
quite hostile to each other. The Hashemite (now Jordanian) view was
that Palestine was legally theirs, at least the part left after Israel gained
independence. Indeed, from the time that the Jews became
more numerecame m
ous and powerful in Palestine, the Hashemite rulers
lers of Jordan ssaw these
new emigrants from eastern Europe and elsewhere
against the
ewhere
re as allies agains
native Palestinians.
To the southwest of Israel were thee Egyptians, who at vario
various points
vari
had also been dominated by the French
rench and the British, as well
w as by the
Ottomans. In 1956 they experienced
enced a military coup that
tha brought Gamal
Abdel Nasser to power. Nasser
existence
of Israel, but he
asser
ser opposed the existen
existe
had a very different vision
dream was the creon of the Palestinians.
Palestinians Nasser’s
Na
ation of a single Arab
Arab Republic, which he sucab nation, a United Ar
Ara
ceeded in establishing
shing very brieﬂy with tthe Syrians. For him, all of the
countries of thee Arab world were iille
illegitimate products of imperialism
and all should
one, under the leadership of the largest
hould
ould join together as on
and most powerful Arab cou
country, Egypt. Viewed in that context, there
coun
was noo such thing as Palestine,
and the Palestinians were simply Arabs
Pales
occupyingg a certain
piece of land.
certa ill-deﬁned
ill-d
All the Arab
rab states
ssta within the region, then, save the Jordanians,
wanted the destruction of Israel, but none supported, or even discussed,
an independent Palestine. The Gaza strip, occupied by Egypt during the
1948 Israeli war of Independence was administered as part of Egypt for
the next twenty years. The West Bank remained a part of Jordan. The
Syrians wanted all of Jordan and Palestine returned to them, along with
Lebanon. This was complicated enough, but then the Six Day War of
1967 shufﬂed the deck once more.
In 1967, Egypt expelled UN peacekeeping forces from the Sinai
Peninsula and remilitarized it. They also blockaded the Straits of Tiran
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and the Bab el Mandeb, cutting off the port of Eilat from the Red Sea. In
response, the Israelis attacked not only the Egyptians but also the Jordanian West Bank, which had shelled Jerusalem, and the Golan Heights
in Syria, which had shelled Israeli settlements.
Israel’s success, including the occupation of Jordan west of the river,
transformed the entire region. Suddenly a large population of unwilling
Palestinian Arabs was under the rule of an Israeli state. Israel’s initial
intent seems to have been to trade the conquered areas for a permanent
peace agreement with its neighbors. However, at a meeting h
held in Khartoum after the 1967 war, the Arab states replied
“three
d with the famous
famo
fam
no’s”: no negotiation, no recognition, no peace.
ace. At this point
poin the Israeli
I
permanent
perma
occupation of these formerly Palestinian areas became permanent.
It was also at this point that the Palestinians
lestinians
stinians ﬁrst came to bbe viewed as
a separate nation. The Egyptians had sponsored a group
gro known as the
Palestine Liberation Organization
young man named
ation and installed a yo
err still clung to the idea of
o an Arab federation,
Yasir Arafat to lead it. Nasser
but no other nations chose
Nasser wasn’t prehose to accept his leadership.
le
leader
pared to submit to anyone else, which left tthe PLO and its constituent
organizations, such
uch as al-Fatah, by default
defau the sole advocates for a Palestinian state.
The Jordanians
ordanians were happy tto have the Palestinians living in Israeli
territory,
ory, as an Israeli problem.
problem They were also happy to recognize the
probl
PLO as representing the Palestinian
people, and just as happy that the
P
Israelis didn’t
dn’t allow
allo the Palestinians to be independent. The Syrians supported their own organizations,
such as the Popular Front for the Liberoor
ation of Palestine, which advocated that Israel should be destroyed and
that the Palestinians should be incorporated into Syria. So the recognition of Palestinian nationalism by the Arabs was neither universal nor
friendly. Indeed, Arab support for the Palestinians seemed to increase in
proportion to the distance the Arabs were from Palestine.
It should be obvious from this summary that the moral argument
that rages about the rights of Israel, which any American president must
deal with, is enormously complex. Beyond the substantial displacement
of populations that occurred with the creation of modern Israel, the
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immigration of European Jews did not constitute the destruction of a
Palestinian nation, because no such nation had ever existed. The Palestinian national identity in fact emerged only out of resistance to Israeli
occupation after 1967. And the hostility toward Palestinian national
claims was as intense from Arabs as it was from Jews. Israeli foreign policy was shaped by these realities and took advantage of them in order to
impose the current political order on the region. But whatever was the
case in the past, there is certainly today a self-aware Palestinian nation,
and that is part of what must inform U.S. policy going
ng forward.
forw
for
Apart from dealing with this incredibly convoluted
nvoluted
voluted history,
histo
history which
weighs on any moral judgment, U.S. policy in this
is region must
m accomac
ver the Israelis’ histo
historical claim,
modate two other basic facts. First, whatever
from a twentieth-century perspective,
from
ve,, the Jews were settlers
sett
another continent who displaced the natives.
atives. Then again,
aga it is difﬁcult
for Americans, who displaced their own native popu
population
even more
popul
all case against Israel for usurping Palestinian
thoroughly, to make a moral
land and mistreating thee indigenous
igenous people.
A more powerfull moral argument is the oone that Roosevelt made in
support of Francee and England against Nazi
N Germany: Israel (excluding
the West Bank
country, and the United States
nk and Gaza) is a democratic
democ
democr
is the “arsenal
senal
enal of democracy.” This
Th means that the United States has a
speciall relationship with democratic
states, as well as obligations that
dem
de
transcend
the United States must support demoend geopolitics. Therefore,
Ther
The
cratic Israel
el exclusive
exclu
of other moral or even geopolitical considerations.
Realists would
They would argue that the moral claims of
ould disagree.
d
any side can have no hold on the United States, and that the United
States must shape its policies to its national interest. However, as I have
argued, pursuing a national interest without reference to a moral purpose leaves the national interest shallow and incomplete. More important, deﬁning the national interest in the region on it own terms is
extraordinarily difﬁcult. The moral compass must be there, but it points
in many directions. The pursuit of the national interest is less obvious
than it might appear.
Morality rooted in historical claims can be shaped to suit, and is by
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all sides. A simple moral judgment doesn’t deal with the realities on the
ground, and simply arriving at a coherent moral position is breathtakingly difﬁcult. As for the realist position, it is extraordinarily difﬁcult to
extract what that might be. So the question is, how do we frame a realistic foreign policy that will serve the moral purpose and national interest
in the decade to come? To ﬁnd the answer, we need to consider the history of the relationship between Israel and the United States.

F

the united states and israel
rael
ael

PR

O

O

The United States recognized Israeli independence
ependence in 1948
1948,, but tthe two
countries were hardly allies in any sense
nse
se of the term. While the
t United
ght too exist, that fact never
nev
n
States always recognized Israel’s right
really drove
U.S. policy. The primary American
erican interest in 1948,
1948 when
w
Israel came
into being, was the containment
Union, and the American
nment
ment of the Soviet Unio
focus was primarily on Turkey
Greece.Greece
key and Greece.G
Greece.Gree had an internal ComTurk had an external Soviet
Tur
munist insurgency. Both Greece and Turkey
threat as well. For
Turkey was the key to the region. It
or the United States, Turk
Tur
was only a narrow
the Bosporus, that blocked the Soviet
arrow
ow strait in Turkey, tth
ﬂeet in the
the Mediterranean Sea in force. If
he Black Sea from entering
enter
trait fell into Soviet hands,
han
ha
that strait
the Soviets would be able to challenge
American
threaten southern Europe.
ican power and threa
The major impediment
to the U.S. strategy of containment in the
impedim
im
Middle East was that
tth the British and French were trying to reestablish
the inﬂuence in the region that they had held before World War II. Seeking to develop closer ties in the Arab world, the Soviets could and did
exploit hostility to the Europeans’ machinations. Things came to a head
in 1956, after Nasser took power and nationalized the Suez Canal.
Neither the British nor the French (who were ﬁghting to suppress an
anticolonial revolt in Algeria and who were striving to reclaim their
inﬂuence in Lebanon and Syria) wanted Egypt to control the canal. Neither did Israel. In 1956, the three nations hatched a plot for an Israeli
invasion of Egypt, but with a twist. After Israel reached the canal, British
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and French forces would intervene, seizing the canal to secure it from the
Israeli invasion and potential conﬂict with Egypt. It was one of those
ideas that must have made sense when sketched on a cocktail napkin
after a few drinks.
In the American view, the adventure was not only doomed to failure
but would drive Egypt into the Soviet camp, giving them a strong and
strategic ally. Since anything that might increase Soviet power was unacceptable to the United States, the Eisenhower administration intervened
against the Suez scheme, forcing British and French
withdrawal and
nch
ch wi
with
Israel back to the 1948 lines. In the late 1950s, there was no love lost
between Israel and the United States.
The strategic problem for Israel was that
hat its national security
secur requirere
ments always outstripped its industrial
trial
al and military base. In other
words, given the challenges it faced
Syria, and potened from
om Egypt and SSyria
tially from Jordan, not to mention
ntion the Soviet Union, it
i could not produce the weapons it needed
d in order to protect itself.
itsel To ensure a steady
source of weapons, it needed
eeded
d a major foreign patron.
pat
Israel’s ﬁrst patron
n was the Soviet Union,
Union which saw Israel as an antiBritish power that
ally. The USSR supplied weapons
at might become an ally
to Israel through
ugh
h Czechoslovakia, but
bu this relationship crumbled quickly.
Then France,
replaced the Soviets as Israel’s
ance,
nce, still ﬁghting in Algeria,
Al
A
benefactor.
actor. The Arab countries
countri supported the Algerian rebels, and thus it
was in France’s interest to have
h a strong Israel standing alongside France
in opposition.
supplied the Israelis with aircraft, tanks,
tion. So the French
F
and the basic techno
technology for their nuclear weapons.
techn
At this time the United States still saw Israel as of marginal importance to its broader strategic goals in the area. mainly to alienate the
Arabs. After the Suez crisis, however, the United States began to reconsider its strategic relationships. The Americans had intervened on behalf
of Egypt in Suez, but the Egyptians migrated into the Soviet camp
regardless. The French and British had left behind a series of regimes, in
Syria and Iraq in particular, that were inherently unstable and highly susceptible to the Nasserite doctrine of militarily driven Arab nationalism.
Syria had begun moving into the Soviet camp as early as 1956, but in
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1963 a left-wing military coup sealed that position. A similar coup
occurred that same year in Iraq.
By the 1960s, American support for the Arabs had begun to look like
an increasingly questionable enterprise. Despite the fact that the only
assistance the United States was providing Israel was food, the Arab
world had turned resolutely anti-American. The Soviets were prepared
to fund projects the United States wouldn’t fund, and the Soviet model
was more attractive to Arab socialists. The United States remained fairly
aloof for a while, content to let France maintain the relationship
with Tel
relatio
relation
Aviv. But when the United States began supplying
to
ng antiaircraft systems
sy
anti-Soviet regimes in the region, Israel was included
ded on the gift list.
lis
In 1967, Charles de Gaulle ended the
to
he Algerian war and
an sought
sou
resume France’s prior relationship with
th
h the Arab world, and he
h did not
want Israel attacking its neighbors.
his
ors. When the Israelis
Israeli disregarded
d
demands and launched the Six Day War, they lost access to French
weapons. Israel’s victory over
verr its Arab neighbors in tthe 1967 conﬂict generated pro-Israeli support
which was bogged down
ort in
n the United States,
Sta
in Vietnam; the Israelis
aelis seemed to provide a model of swift and decisive
warfare that revitalized
spirit. The Israelis capitalized on
vitalized
italized the American sp
that feeling to aggressively woo the U
United States.
Struggling
gling with the Vietnam War
W and public opinion, Lyndon Johnson saw
with Israeli military successes as
aw American public infatuation
inf
in
useful in two ways. First, the generation for support of any war might
strengthen
n suppo
support for the Vietnam War. Second, the Israeli victory had
strengthened an already
powerful Soviet hand in Egypt and Syria, makalr
al
ing Israel a useful ally. A stretegic basis for the U.S.-Israeli relationship
emerged. The Soviets had penetrated Syria and Iraq in the mid-1960s
and were already building up the military of both countries. The Soviets’
strategy for dealing with their encirclement by U.S. allies was to try to
leapfrog them, recruiting their own allies to their rear and then trying to
increase the political and military pressure on them. Turkey, which had
always been at the center of U.S. strategic thinking, was the key for the
Soviets, as it was for the Americans. The coups in Syria and Iraq—well
before 1967—had intensiﬁed the strategic problem for the United States.
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Turkey was now sandwiched between a powerful Soviet Union to the
north and two Soviet clients to the south. If the Soviets placed their own
forces in Iraq and Syria, Turkey could ﬁnd itself in trouble, and with it
would go the entire American strategy of Soviet containment.
The Israelis now represented a strategic asset, allowing the United
States to also play leapfrog in return. In order to tie down Iraqi forces,
the United States armed Iran, important in its own right because it
shared a border with the Soviets. Israel did not share a border with the
Soviets, but it did border Syria, and a pro-American
to tie
n Israel
Israe served
s
down the Syrians while making a Soviet deployment
Syria more
yment into SSyr
complex and risky. In addition, Israel stood in
Egypt. The
n opposition
position to Egypt
ns, they were using the p
Soviets were not only arming the Egyptians,
port of
Alexandria as a naval base, which could
d develop into a threat tto the U.S.
Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean.
Contrary to widespread belief,
elief, the Egyptians and Syrians did not
become pro-Soviet because of U.S. support for Israel.
Israe In fact, it was the
Isra
other way around. Thee Egyptian
yptian shift and the Syrian coup happened
before America replaced
source of weapons, a developaced France as Israel’s so
sou
ment that in factt happened in response to Egyptian and Syrian policies.
Once Egypt and
nd Syria aligned with
wi the Soviets, arming the Israelis
became a low-cost solution for restricting
Egyptian and Syrian forces
r
while forcing the Soviets on tthe defensive in those countries. This helped
secure the Mediterranean for
f the United States and relieved pressure on
Turkey. It was at this po
point, and for strategic—not moral—reasons, that
the United States
supplying a great deal of aid to Israel.
ates began
bbe
The U.S. strategy worked. The Egyptians expelled the Soviets in
1973. They signed a peace treaty with Israel in 1978. While the Syrians
remained pro-Soviet, the expulsion of Soviet forces from Egypt blunted
the Soviet threat in the Mediterranean. However, another threat had
emerged in the meantime: Palestinian terrorism.
The PLO had been crafted by Nasser as part of his extended struggle
with the monarchies of the Arabian Peninsula, an effort to topple the
royal houses and integrate them into his United Arab Republic. Soviet
intelligence, wanting to weaken the United States by contributing to
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instability in Arabia, trained and deployed PLO operatives. The situation became critical in September 1970, when Yasir Arafat engineered an
uprising against the Hashemite rulers of Jordan, key allies of the United
States and covert allies of Israel. At the same time, Syria moved armor
south into Jordan, clearly intending to use the chaos to reassert Syrian
authority. The Israeli air force intervened to block the Syrians, while the
United States ﬂew in Pakistani troops to support Jordanian forces to put
down the uprising. About ten thousand Palestinians were killed in the
ﬁghting, and Arafat ﬂed to Lebanon.
This conﬂict was the origin of the group known
September,
own
wn as Black Se
which, among other things, carried out the massacre
cre of Israeli
Israe athletes
athle at
ptember was the co
covert arm of
the Munich Olympics in 1972. Black September
Arafat’s Fatah movement, but what made
was
ade it particularly important
impo
imp
that it also served Soviet interests in Europe.
the Sovirope. During the
th 1970s,
1
ets had organized a destabilization
mobilizing terrorist groups
tion campaign, mobilizin
any,
ny, among others, and supporting organizain France, Italy, and Germany,
tions such as the Irish Republican
blican Army.
The Palestinianss became a major forc
force in this “terrorist international,” a development
further bind the United States and
opment
pment that served to fur
Israel together.
destabilization of NATO, the United
her. To prevent the de
dest
States wanted
terrorist organizations,
anted
nted to shut down the Soviet-sponsored
So
S
whosee members were being tr
trained in Libya and North Korea. For their
part, the Israelis wanted to
t destroy the Palestinians’ covert capability.
The CIA and M
Mossad, Israel’s foreign intelligence agency, cooperated
Mossad
intensely for the n
next twenty years to suppress the terrorist movement,
ne
which did not weaken until the mid-1980s, when the Soviets shifted to a
more conciliatory policy toward the West. During this time, the CIA
and Mossad also cooperated in securing the Arabian Peninsula against
covert Soviet and PLO operations.
The collapse of the Soviet Union—and indeed, the shift in policy
that took place after Leonid Brezhnev’s death—changed this dynamic
dramatically. Turkey was no longer at risk. Egypt was a decaying, weak
nation of no threat to Israel. It was also quite hostile to Hamas. Formed
in 1987, Hamas was a derivative of the Muslim Brotherhood that had
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threatened the regime of Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak. Syria was
isolated and focused on Lebanon. Jordan was in many ways now a protectorate of Israel. The threat from the secular, socialist Palestinian
movement that had made up the PLO and that had supported the terrorist movements in Europe had diminished greatly. U.S. aid to Israel
stayed steady while Israel’s economy surged. In 1974, when the aid began
to ﬂow in substantial amounts, it represented about 21 percent of the
Israeli gross domestic product. Today it represents about 1.4 percent,
according to the Congressional Research Ofﬁce.
Once again, it is vital to understand that U.S.-Israeli
did
-Israeli cooperation
coopera
coope
not generate anti-Americanism in the Arab world
from
d but resulted
resul
fro it.
The interests that tied Israel and the United
to
ed States together from
fr 1967
1
1991 were clear and substantial. Equally
llyy important to understand
underst
understa is the
fact that since 1991, the basis of the relationship
ionship has been much
mu less clear.
The current state of play makes
what the
kes it necessary to ask precisely
pr
p
United States needs from Israel
srael
rael and what, for that matter, Israel needs
from the United States. As we consider American
foreign policy over the
Ame
next ten years, it is also vital to ask exactly how a close tie with Israel
serves U.S. national
nal interests.
interests
As for the moral
the Israelis and the Palestinioral issue of rights between
bbet
ans, the historical
istorical record is chaotic.
chaotic To argue that the Jews have no right
chaoti
in Palestine
only if you are prepared to assert that
estine is a defensible position
posi
po
Europeans
eans have no right to be in America or Australia. At the same time,
there is an
n obvious
obviou gulf between the right of Israel to exist and the right
of Israel to occupy
ccupy the home territory of large numbers of Palestinians
who don’t want to be occupied. On the other hand, how can you
demand that Israel surrender control when large numbers of Palestinians
won’t acknowledge Israel’s right to exist? The moral argument becomes
dizzying and cannot be a foundation for a foreign policy on either side.
Supporting Israel because we support democracies is a far more persuasive argument, but even that must be embedded in the question of
national interest. And it must be remembered that the United States has
been inconsistent in applying this principle, to say the least.
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contemporary israel
The Israel of today is strategically secure. It has become the dominant
power among the bordering states by creating a regional balance of
power among its neighbors that is based on mutual hostility as well as
dependence by some of them on Israel.
By far the most important element of this system is Egypt, which
once represented the greatest strategic threat to Israel. The Egyptians’
decision in the 1970s that continued hostility toward
Israel and alignard Isr
Israe
ment with the Soviet Union was not in their interests led to a peace
treaty in which the Sinai became a demilitarized
ized zone. This kept EgyptE
ian and Israeli forces from impinging on
n each other. With
Without a threat
from Egypt’s military, Israel was secure,
itself did not
ure,
e, because Syria by itse
its
represent an unmanageable threat.
The peace between Egypt and Israel always appea
appears to be tenuous,
but it is actually built on profoundly
geopolitical forces. Egypt
rofoundly
ofoundly powerful geop
cannot defeat Israel, forr reasons
geographical as well as technosons that are geogra
ge
logical. To defeat Israel,
srael,
rael, Egypt would have to create a logistical system
through the Sinai
of thousands of troops, a
ai that could support hundreds
hun
system that would
and difﬁcult to defend.
uld be hard to build an
The Israelis
nor could they stand a prolonged
sraelis cannot defeat Egypt,
Egy
Eg
war off attrition. To win they would
have to win swiftly, because Israel has
w
a small
all standing army aand must draw manpower from its civilian
reserves, which iis unsu
unsustainable over an extended period. Even in 1967,
when victory came within days, the manpower requirements for the battle paralyzed the Israeli economy. Even if Israel could defeat the Egyptian
army, it could not occupy Egypt’s heartland, the Nile River basin. This
region is home to more than 70 million people, and the Israeli army simply does not have the resources even to begin to control it.
Because of this stalemate, Egypt and Israel would risk much and gain
little by ﬁghting each other. In addition, both governments are now battling the same Islamic forces. The Egyptian regime today still derives
from Gamal Abdel Nasser’s secular, socialist, and militarist revolution. It
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was never Islamic and was always challenged by devout Muslims, particularly those organized around the Muslim Brotherhood, the Sunni organization that is the strongest force in opposition to established regimes
throughout the Arab world. The Egyptians repressed this group. They
fear that a success by Hamas might threaten the stability of their regime.
Therefore, whatever grumbling they might do about Israeli Palestinian
policy, they share Israel’s hostility to Hamas and work actively to contain
Hamas in Gaza.
Israel’s accord with Egypt is actually the most important
portan relationship
portant
it has. So long as Egypt remains aligned with Israel,
el, Israel’s national
nation secunati
rity is assured, because no other combination
threaten
n of neighbors ccan thre
it. Even if the secular Nasserite regime fell, it would be a gene
generation
before Egypt could be a threat, and then
hen
n only if it gained the patronage
p
of a major power.
Nor does Israel face a threat
though the Jordan
at from Jordan, even th
River line is the most vulnerable
faces. It is several hunrable
able area that Israel fac
dred miles long, and the
he distance
stance between that line and the Tel Aviv–
Jerusalem corridor is less than ﬁfty miles.
miles However, the Jordanian
mile
military and intelligence
elligence forces guard this
th frontier for Israel, a peculiar
circumstance that
reasons.
hat exists for two reason
reas
First, the
he Jordanian-Palestinian hostility is a threat to the Hashemite
regime,
e, and the Israelis serve eessential Jordanian national security interests by suppressing the Pale
Palestinians. Second, the Jordanians are much too
few and much too
to easily
easi defeated by the Israelis to pose a threat. The
only time thatt the Jordan
River line could become a threat would be if
J
some foreign country (Iraq or Iran, most likely) were to send its military
to deploy along that line. Since desert separates the Jordan River from
these countries, deploying and supplying forces would be difﬁcult. But
more than that, such a deployment would mean the end of the
Hashemite kingdom of Jordan, which would do everything it could to
prevent a signiﬁcant deployment and would be backed by the Israelis.
Israel and Jordan are in this way joined at the hip.
That leaves Syria, which by itself poses no threat to Israel. Its forces
are smaller than Israel’s fully mobilized ones, and the areas in which it
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could attack are too narrow to exploit effectively. But far more important, Syria is a country that is oriented toward the west, and therefore
toward Lebanon, which it not only regards as its own but where its ruling elite, the Alawites, have close historic ties.
Lebanon is the interface between the northern Arab world and the
Mediterranean. Beirut’s banks and real estate, as well as the Bekaa Valley’s smuggling and drug trade, are of far more practical interest to the
g to them. Their
Syrians than any belief that all of Ottoman Syria belongs
practical interests are in dominating and integratingg Lebanon
Leban
Lebano informally
into their national economy.
Following the 1978 Camp David Accordss between
ween Egypt
Egyp and Israel,
I
and faced with hostility from Iraq, the Syrians
yrians found themselves
themse
iisolated
in the region. They were also hostile too Arafat’s Fatah movem
movement, going
so far as to invade Lebanon in 1975
Palestinians. Neverthe75 to ﬁght the Palest
Palestinia
less, they saw themselves at risk.
k. The Iranian revolution in 1979 created a
new relationship, however distant, and one that allowed
the Syrians to
aal
increase their strength in Lebanon,
ideological and ﬁnancial
ebanon, using Iran’s
Ir
resources. In the 1980s,
80s,
80
s, following Israel’s own
oow invasion of Lebanon, an
anti-Israeli Shiitee militia was formed, called
cal Hezbollah. In part, Hezbollah is simply a part of the Lebanese political
constellation. In part, it is a
p
force designed
igned to ﬁght Israel. Bu
But in return for receiving a free hand in
Lebanon
non from Israel, Syria gguaranteed to restrain Hezbollah actions
against
broke down in 2006, when the United
st Israel. This agreement
agreem
States forced
uniformed forces out of Lebanon, as punishment for
ced Syr
Syrian un
supporting jihadists
hadis in Iraq. As a result Syria renounced any promise it
hadist
had made to Israel.
The deeper the detail, the more dizzyingly complex and ambiguous
this region becomes, so a summary of the strategic relationships is in
order. Israel is at peace with Egypt and Jordan, a far from fragile peace
based on substantial mutual interests. With Egypt and Jordan aligned
with Israel, Syria is weak and isolated and poses no threat. Hezbollah is a
threat, but not one with the weight of fundamentally threatening Israel.
The primary threat to Israel comes from inside its boundaries, from
the occupied and hostile Palestinians. But while their primary weapon,
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terrorism, can be painful, terrorism cannot ultimately destroy the
Israelis. Even when Hezbollah and other external forces are added, the
State of Israel is not at risk, partly because the resources those forces can
bring to bear are inadequate, and partly because Syria, fearing Israeli
retaliation, limits what these groups can do.
Indeed, Israel’s problems have been lessened by the split among the
Palestinians. Fatah, Arafat’s organization, was until the 1990s the main
force within the Palestinian community. Like the Nasserite movement it
came from, it was secular and socialist, not Islamist.
During the 1990s,
t.. Durin
Duri
Hamas, an Islamic Palestinian movement, arose,
se,
e, which has ssplit the
Palestinians, essentially creating a civil war.. Fatah
ah controls
contro the West
Bank; Hamas controls Gaza. The Israelis,, playing the balance-of-power
balance-ofbalanc
game within the Palestinian community
tyy as well as in the region,
region are now
friendly and supportive of Fatah and
nd hostile
ostile to Hamas. The
Th two groups
are as likely to ﬁght each other as they are to ﬁght Israel.
Israel
Israe
The danger of terrorism
beyond the personal
sm
m for the Israelis, bbe
tragedies it engenders, iss thatt it can shift Israeli
policy away from strateIsra p
gic issues and toward
rd
d simple management oof the threat. The killing of
Israelis by suicidee bombers is never going to be acceptable, and no Israel
government can
dismisses the concern. But the balance of
n survive if it dismis
dismisse
power makes
threats by nation-states, and the threat of
akes
kes Israel secure from thr
th
terrorism
ism
sm within the occupied
occupie territories is secondary.
Thee problem for Israel remains the same as it was in biblical times.
Israel has always been
able
b
ab to control Egypt and whatever powers were to
the east and north.
orth. It
I was only the distant great powers, such as Babylon,
Persia, Alexandrian Greece, and Rome, that were able to overwhelm the
ancient kingdom of the Jews. These empires were the competitors that
Israel didn’t have the weight to manage and sometimes engaged with
catastrophically by overestimating its strength or underestimating the
need for diplomatic subtlety.
Terrorism puts Israel in the same position today. The threat of this
violence is not that it will undermine the regime but that it will cause the
regime to act in ways that will cause a major power to focus on Israel.
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Nothing good can come from Israel’s showing up too brightly on the
global radar screen.
From the Israeli point of view, Palestinian unhappiness or unrest or
even terrorism can be lived with. What Israel cannot accommodate is the
intervention of a major power spurred on by Israeli actions against the
Palestinians. Great powers—imperial powers—can afford to spend a
small fraction of their vast resources on issues that satisfy marginal interests or that merely assuage public opinion. That small fraction can dwarf
the resources of a country like Israel, which is why Israel m
must maintain
its regional arrangements and prudently manage
Palestinians and
age
ge the Palestin
Palest
their terrorism.
The only such imperial power today is the United States
States. As ssuch, it
has varied global interests, some of which
during a time
hich
ch it has neglected du
dur
of preoccupation with terrorism and radical Islam. The
T United States
must uncouple its foreign policy
terrorism and realign
cy from this focus on ter
terr
with countries that do nott see terrorism as the singular
problem of the
sin
world and that do not regard
occupation of territory with large
ard Israeli occup
occupatio
numbers of Palestinians
interests.
nians
ians as being in their in
int
At the same time, there are numerous regional powers, such as Russia
and Europe, that
at can have enormou
enormous impacts on Israel, and Israel cannot
afford to be indifferent to their in
interests. Unless Israel reevaluates its own
view of terrorism and the Palestinians,
it may ﬁnd itself isolated from
Pa
P
many of its traditional allies,
including the United States. This would
all
al
not destroy
would be a precondition for its destruction.
oy Israe
Israel but w
As we’ve seen,
U.S. support for Israel was not the main driver of Museen, U
lim hostility to the United States, and no evolution of events in Israel
directly affects core American interests. Accordingly, the United States
would gain little by breaking with Israel, or by forcing the Israelis to
change their policies toward the Palestinians. In fact, the net effect of an
estrangement between the United States and Israel would be panic
among Israel’s neighbors. As mentioned earlier, support for the Palestinians increases the farther away you get from them, and that support in the
Arab world is largely rhetorical.
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Apart from skirmishes in Lebanon, Israel maintains a stable balance
of power and does it without American assistance. Jordan and Egypt
actually depend on Israel in many ways, as do other Arab countries. The
Israelis are not going to be overwhelmed by the Palestinians, and thus
the complex regional balance of power in the eastern Mediterranean will
stay in place regardless of what the United States does or doesn’t do. All
of which leads to the conclusion that as far as the Israeli-Palestinian conﬂict goes, we should let sleeping dogs lie.
The best option for the American president is to marginal
marginalize the conmargin
ﬂict as a concern without actually doing anything
shift. The
ngg to signify a sh
United States should quietly adopt a policy
cy of disengage
disengagement from
ly accepting the cur
current iimbalIsrael, which would appear to mean simply
ance of power. Yet in the longer term, itss purpose would be to rreestablish
the balance of power, containing Israell within its framework,
without
fram
framew
endangering Israel’s existence. It would, however, compel
compe Israel to reconcomp
ests
sts are
are.
sider what its national interests
Publicly distancing the United States from
Israel would not only
f
appear to open opportunities
Egypt, it would also present
ortunities for Syria and E
domestic political
States. The Jewish vote is
al problems within the United
U
small, but Jewish
wish
h political inﬂuence is outsized because of carefully organized and
d funded lobbying efforts.
efforts
effort Add to this mix Christian conservatives who regard Israel’s int
interests as theologically important and the
inter
president
ent faces a powerful bloc that he doesn’t want to antagonize. For
these reasons
president should continue sending envoys to build road
ons the preside
maps for peace,
ce, an
and he should continue to condemn all sides for whatever outrages they commit. He should continue to make speeches supporting Israel, but he must have no ambitions for a “lasting peace,”
because any effort toward achieving that goal could in fact destabilize the
region.
The things the United States needed from Israel in the past no longer
exist. The United States does not need Israel to deal with pro-Soviet
regimes in Egypt and Syria while the U.S. is occupied elsewhere. Israel is,
however, valued for sharing intelligence and for acting as a base for supplies to support U.S. ﬁghting in the region. Israel is not faced with the
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likelihood of major conventional war anytime soon. It does not need
vast and sudden deliveries of tanks or planes, as it did in 1973. Nor does
it need the ﬁnancial assistance the United States has provided since 1974.
Israel’s economy is robust and growing.
For Israel, foreign aid means far less than close ties with U.S. hedge
funds do. Israel is quite capable of handling itself ﬁnancially. What the
foreign aid signiﬁes to Israel, which has no formal treaty with the United
States, is a public commitment by the United States to Israel. Israel uses
that as a card both in the region and to comfort Israeli
public opinion.
raeli p
pub
What the United States once got in return for that
stable partner
hat
at aid is a stabl
sta
in the region, which could not manage without
thoutt the mon
money. Now the
United States has a partner regardless of the aid. On the negative
side of
neg
the ledger, the aid provides grounds for Islamicist argumen
arguments that the
argument
United States is the source of all their
including ruthless
eir problems, in
inclu
behavior on the part of the Israelis.
sraelis. Given that the aaid is marginal in
importance, that price is tooo high. Giving up this commitment to aid
would actually help Israel
ael byy eliminating a prime
prim argument of the antiIsraeli lobby in the United States.
Of course, this
dressing for the core policy of simply
his is all window dressin
allowing thee balance
alance of power to bbe reestablished. Israel was of great
value to the
he United States during the second part of the Cold War. After
the Cold
old War, the beneﬁts tto the United States of the relationship have
declined
have risen. The equation does not call for a
ned while the costs h
break in relation
relations with Israel. It calls for a recalibration based on current
realities. Israel
el does
doe not need foreign aid and is not in strategic danger
from conventional forces. There is a mutual need for intelligence sharing
and weapons development, but that is by deﬁnition a fairly quiet development.
There is no moral challenge here. No democratic ally is being abandoned, and Israel’s survival is not at issue. At the same time, while settlement in the West Bank may be a fundamental national interest to Israel,
it is not of interest to the United States. These are two sovereign nations,
which means that both get to deﬁne the relationship. And every relationship has to be viewed in terms of its value to the broadest sense of the
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national interest. What the United States needed from Israel thirty-ﬁve
years ago is not what it needs today.
From the Israeli side, the primary pressure to reach an agreement
with the Palestinians comes from concerns that they will ﬁnd themselves
alienated from the United States and particularly Europe over their treatment of the Palestinians. Economic relations are important to Israel, but
so are cultural ties. But the Israelis have internal pressures. Given the
Palestinian disarray, the idea of reaching a settlement with a Palestinian
state that is unable or unwilling to control terrorist attacks
ttacks from
fr its territory has limited support. Any settlement would
to
d require concessions
conces
conc
the Palestinians that the Israelis would not want
ant too make and that, given
g
the weakness of the Palestinians, they are not inclined to mak
make.
The Arab-Israeli balance of power is out of kilter. Egypt and
aan Jordan
have opted out of the balance, and
realities on the
d Israel
el is free to create
creat re
ground. It is not in the interest
st of the United States for
f Israel, or any
country, to have freedom off action in a region. As I h
have said, the balance
of power must be the governing
erning principle of the United States. The
United States must reshape
eshape the regional balance
balan of power partly by movbala
ing closer to Arab
abb states, partly by drawing
drawi back from Israel. This does
not pose an existential
Israel, which would pose a moral chalstential threat to Israe
Isra
lenge. Israel
falling and does not depend on the United
ael is in no danger of falli
fallin
States to survive. That was in the past. It is not the case in the next
decade.
e. The United States needs distance. It will take it. There will be
domestic politica
political resisttance. There will also be domestic political support. This is not an
a abandonment of Israel, but relations between two
nations can’t be frozen in an outdated mode.
The complicating factor in this analysis is the rest of the Islamic
world, particularly Iran and Turkey. The former threatens to become a
nuclear power, and the latter will become a powerful force in the region,
shifting away from close ties with Israel. Having begun with a narrow
focus on Israel, we need to switch to a broader lens. And that is how, as a
case study, the balance of power of an empire works.
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S T R AT E G I C R E V E R S A L :
T H E U N I T E D S TAT
AT
TES,
IRAN, AND THE MIDDLE EAST

eyond the special
pecial case of Israel, th
the area between the eastern
Mediterranean
anean
nean and the Hindu Kush
Ku remains the current focus of
U.S. policy.
the United States has three principal
licy. As we’ve noted, th
interests there: to maintain a regi
regional balance of power; to make certain
regio
that the
and to defeat the Islamist groups
he ﬂow of oil is not interrupted;
inte
in
centered
threaten the United States. Any step the United
red there that threa
threat
States takes
any
es to address
ad
a one of these objectives must take into account
the other two,
o, which
whi signiﬁcantly increases the degree of difﬁculty for
wh
achieving even one.
Adding to this challenge is that of maintaining the balance of power
in these regions: the Arabs and the Israelis, the Indians and the Pakistanis, and the Iraqis and the Iranians. Each of these balances is in disarray,
but the most crucial one, that between the Iranians and the Iraqis, collapsed completely with the disintegration of the Iraqi state and military
after the U.S. invasion of 2003. The distortion of the India-Pakistan balance is not far behind, as the war in Afghanistan continues to destabilize
Pakistan.
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Three Regional Balan
Balances
Balanc

As we saw
w in
n the last chapter, th
the weakness of the Arab side has created a situation
no longer have to concern themuation in which the Israelis
Isra
selves with their opponents’ re
reactions. In the decades ahead, the Israelis
o this to create new realities on the ground,
will tryy to take advantage of
while the United States,
States in keeping with its search for strategic balance,
will try to limit
Israeli moves.
mit Isra
Israe
The Indo-Pakistani balance is being destabilized in Afghanistan, a
complex war zone where American troops are pursuing two compelling
goals, at least as stated ofﬁcially. The ﬁrst is to prevent al Qaeda from
using Afghanistan as a base of operations; the second is to create a stable
democratic government. But denying terrorists a haven in Afghanistan
achieves little, because groups following al Qaeda’s principles (al Qaeda
prime, the group built around Osama bin Laden, is no longer fully functioning) can grow anywhere, from Yemen to Cleveland. This is an especially signiﬁcant factor when the attempt to disrupt al Qaeda requires
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destabilizing the country, training the incipient Afghanistan army, managing the police force of Afghanistani recruits, and intruding into
Afghan politics. There is no way to effectively stabilize a country in
which you have to play such an intrusive role.
Unscrambling this complexity begins with recognizing that the
United States has no vital interest in the kind of government Afghanistan develops, and that once again the president cannot allow counterterrorism to be a primary force in shaping national strategy.
But the more fundamental recognition necessary
balary
ry for ensuring
e
ance over the next ten years is that Afghanistan and Pakistan are
a in fact
one entity, both sharing various ethnic groups
ps and
d tribes, with
wi the political border between them meaning very little.
population
ittle. The combined popu
of these two countries is over 200 million
lion
on people, and the United
Un
Uni States,
with only about 100,000 troops in
going to be able to
n the region,
egion, is never ggoin
impose its will directly and establish
ablish order to its liking.
liking
Moreover, the primary strategic
Afghanistan but
trategic issue is not actually
actu
Pakistan, and the truly signiﬁcant
ﬁcant balance of
o power
pow in the region is actually that between Pakistan
akistan
kistan and India. Ever sin
ssince independence, these two
countries partitioned
of the British Empire have
oned from the same portion
por
maintained uneasy
relations. Both are nuclear
easy and sometimes violent
v
powers, and they are obsessed with each other. While India is the
stronger,
more defensible terrain, although its heartland
ger, Pakistan has the m
mor
is more
re exposed to India. Still, the two have been kept in static opposition—which
where the United States wants them.
hich is ju
just wh
Obviously,
inherent in maintaining this complex baly, the challenges
c
ance over the next ten years are enormous. To the extent that Pakistan
disintegrates under U.S. pressure to help ﬁght al Qaeda and to cooperate
with U.S. forces in Afghanistan, the standoff with India will fail, leaving
India the preeminent power in the region. The war in Afghanistan must
inevitably spread to Pakistan, triggering internal struggles that can
potentially weaken the Pakistani state. This is not certain, but it is too
possible to dismiss. With no signiﬁcant enemies other than the Chinese,
who are sequestered on the other side of the Himalayas, India would be
free to use its resources to try to dominate the Indian Ocean basin, and it
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would very likely increase its navy to do so. A triumphant India would
obliterate the balance the United States so greatly desires, and thus the
issue of India is actually far more salient than the issues of terrorism or
nation-building in Afghanistan.
That is why over the next ten years the primary American strategy in
this region must be to help create a strong and viable Pakistan. The most
signiﬁcant step in that direction would be to relieve pressure on Pakistan
by ending the war in Afghanistan. The speciﬁc ideologyy of the Pakistani
government doesn’t really matter, and the United States
can’t impose its
tates
ates can
ca
views on Pakistan anyway.
Strengthening Pakistan will not only help
p restore
tore the bbalance with
India, it will restore Pakistan as a foil forr Afghanistan as well.
we In both
these Muslim countries there are many
nyy diverging groups and interests,
and the United States cannot manage
It can,
age their
eir internal arrangements.
arrangem
arran
however, follow the same strategy
ategy that was selected after the fall of
the Soviet Union: it can allow
low
ow the natural balance that existed prior to
the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan
fghanistan
nistan to return, to tthe extent possible. The
United States can then
to build a strong Paken spend its resources helping
he
h
istani army to hold
old
ld the situation together.
together
Jihadist forces
will probably reemerge,
orces
es in Pakistan and Afghanistan
A
Af
but they are
re just as likely to do so with
w the United States bogged down in
Afghanistan
gone. The war simply has no impact on this
nistan as with the U.S. go
dynamic.
mic. There is a sligh
slight chance that a Pakistani military, with the
incentive of U.S. suppo
support, might be somewhat more successful in suppressing the terrorists,
errori but this is uncertain and ultimately unimportant.
erroris
Once again, the key objective going forward is maintaining the IndoPakistani balance of power.
As in the case of stepping back from Israel, the president will not be
able to express his strategy for dealing with Afghanistan, Pakistan, and
India openly. Certainly there will be no way for the United States to
appear triumphant, and the Afghan war will be resolved much as Vietnam was, through a negotiated peace agreement that allows the insurgent forces—in this case the Taliban—to take control. A stronger
Pakistani army will have no interest in crushing the Taliban but will set-
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The balance of power between Iran and Iraq remained intact until 2003
when the United States invasion destroyed both Iraq’s
government
and
aq’s gove
go
pt the Iranian
Iranians in check
army. Since then the primary force that has kept
tates has announced
annou
has been the United States. But the United States
that it
intends to withdraw its forces from Iraq,
q, which, given the state of the
Iraqi government and military, will leave
power in the
avee Iran the dominant po
amental
tal challenge bo
both for American
Persian Gulf. This poses a fundamental
streategy and the extremely complex
omplex region. Consider the alliances that
might occur absent the United
nited
ted States.
Iraq’s population is about
ut 30
3 million.
on. Saudi
Saud Arabia’s population is
about 27 million. The
Peninsula’s population is about 70
he entire Arabian Penins
Penin
million, but that
hat is divided among multiple nations, particularly
between Saudi
The latter has about one third of this
di Arabia and Yemen. Th
T
population,
on, and is far away from the vulnerable Saudi Arabian oil ﬁelds.
In contrast,
population of 70 million. Turkey has a popntrast, Iran alone has a p
ulation
million. In the broadest sense, these ﬁgures and how
n of about 70
7 million
these populations
combine into potential alliances will deﬁne the geopoulations comb
ulation
litical reality of th
the Persian Gulf region going forward. Saudi Arabia’s
population—and wealth—combined with Iraq’s population can counterbalance either Iran or Turkey, but not both. During the Iran-Iraq war
of the 1980s, it was Saudi Arabia’s support for Iraq that led to whatever
success that country enjoyed.
While Turkey is a rising power with a large population, it is still a limited power, unable to project its inﬂuence as far as the Persian Gulf. It
can press Iraq and Iran in the north, diverting their attention from the
gulf, but it can’t directly intervene to protect the Arabian oil ﬁelds.
Moreover, the stability of Iraq, such as it is, is very much in Iran’s hands.
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Iran might not be able to impose a pro-Iranian regime in Baghdad, but it
has the power to destabilize Baghdad at will.
With Iraq essentially neutralized, its 30 million people ﬁghting each
other rather than counterbalancing anyone, Iran is for the ﬁrst time in
centuries free from signiﬁcant external threat from its neighbors. The
Iranian-Turkish border is extremely mountainous, making offensive military operations there difﬁcult. To the north, Iran is buffered from Russian power by Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia, and in the northeast
by Turkmenistan. To the east lie Afghanistan and
Pakistan, both in
d Paki
Pakista
chaos. If the United States withdraws from Iraq, Iran
ran will be free
fre from an
immediate threat from that enormous power
er as well. Thu
Thus Iran is, at
least for the time being, in an extraordinary
ary position, secure from overland incursions and free to explore to thee southwest.
With Iraq in shambles, the nations
could
tions of the Arabian Peninsula
Pen
not resist Iran even if they acted
mind that nuclear
ed in concert. Bear in m
weapons are not relevant to this reality. Iran would sstill be the dominant
Persian Gulf power even
were destroyed. Indeed, a
n if itss nuclear weapons
weapo w
strike solely on Iran’s
n’s’s nuclear facilities could
coul prove highly counterproductive, causing Iran to respond in unple
unpleasant ways. While Iran cannot
impose its own
wn government on Iraq,
Ira
Iraq it could, if provoked, block any
other government
vernment
ernment from emerging by creating chaos there, even while
U.S. forces
orces are still on the gro
gground, trapped in a new round of internal
warfaree but with a smaller n
number of troops available.
Iran’s ultimate response
respo to a strike on its nuclear facilities would be to
try to block the
Strait of Hormuz, where about 45 percent of the world’s
he Str
Stra
exported seaborne oil ﬂows through a narrow channel. Iran has antiship
missiles and, more important, mines. If Iran mined the strait and the
United States could not clear that waterway to a reasonable degree of
conﬁdence, the supply line could be closed. This would cause oil prices
to spike dramatically and would certainly abort the global economic
recovery.
Any isolated attack on Iran’s nuclear facilities—the kind of attack
that Israel might undertake by itself—would be self-defeating, making
Iran more dangerous than ever. The only way to neutralize those facili-
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ties without
out incurring collateral damage
d
is to attack Iran’s naval capability as well, and to use air power
pow to diminish Iran’s conventional capabilpo
ity. Such
uch an attack would take months (if it were to target Iran’s army),
fectiveness, lik
fectiven
and its effectiveness,
like that of all air warfare, is uncertain.
For the United States to achieve its strategic goals in the region, it
must ﬁnd a way to counterbalance Iran without maintaining its current
deployment (already reduced to 50,000 troops) in Iraq and without
actually increasing the military power devoted to the region. A major air
campaign against Iran is not a desirable prospect; nor can the United
States count on the reemergence of Iraqi power as a counterweight,
because Iran would never allow it. The United States has to withdraw
from Iraq in order to manage its other strategic interests. But coupled
with this withdrawal, it must think radical thoughts.
In the next decade, the most desirable option with Iran is going to be
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delivered through a move that now seems inconceivable. It is the option
chosen by Roosevelt and Nixon when they faced seemingly impossible
strategic situations: the creation of alliances with countries that had previously been regarded as strategic and moral threats. Roosevelt allied the
United States with Stalinist Russia, and Nixon aligned with Maoist
China, each to block a third power that was seen as more dangerous. In
both cases, there was intense ideological rivalry between the new ally and
the United States, one that many regarded as extreme and utterly inﬂexible. Nevertheless, when the United States faced unacceptable
alternanaccep
naccepta
tives, strategic interest overcame moral revulsion
sides. The
on on both sid
alternative for Roosevelt was a German victory
II. For
tory in World War
W II
n weakness caused by
b the VietNixon, it was the Soviets using American
nam War to change the global balancee of pow
power.
Conditions on the ground put the United States in a similar
sim position
today vis-à-vis Iran. These countries
ntries despise each other.
other Neither can easruth
uth be told, they have some
so interests in comily destroy the other, and, truth
mon. In simple terms, the American president,
in order to achieve his
presid
strategic goals, must seek accommodation w
with Iran.
wi
The seemingly
gly
ly impossible strategic situation driving the United
States to this gesture
discussed, the need to maintain the ﬂow
sture is, as we’ve disc
discus
of oil through
ough the Strait of Hormuz,
Hormu and to achieve this at a time when
Horm
the country
devoted to this part of the world.
untry must reduce the forces
fo
Thee principal reason that
tha Iran might accede to a deal is that it sees the
th
United States
and unpredictable. Indeed, in less than ten
ates as dangerous
danger
years, Iran hass foun
found itself with American troops on both its eastern and
western borders. Iran’s primary strategic interest is regime survival. It
must avoid a crushing U.S. intervention while guaranteeing that Iraq
never again becomes a threat. Meanwhile, Iran must increase its authority within the Muslim world against the Sunni Muslims who rival and
sometimes threaten it.
In trying to imagine a U.S.-Iranian detente, consider the overlaps in
these countries’ goals. The United States is in a war against some—but
not all—Sunnis, and these Sunnis are also the enemies of Shiite Iran.
Iran does not want U.S. troops along its eastern and western borders. (In
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point of fact, the United States does not want to be there either.) Just as
the United States wants to see oil continue to ﬂow freely through Hormuz, Iran wants to proﬁt from that ﬂow, not interrupt it. Finally, the Iranians understand that the United States alone poses the greatest threat to
their security: solve the American problem and regime survival is
assured. The United States understands, or should, that resurrecting the
Iraqi counterweight to Iran is simply not an option in the short term.
Unless the United States wants to make a huge, long-term commitment
of ground forces in Iraq, which it clearly does not, the ob
obvious solution
obvi
to its problem in the region is to make an accommodation
mmodation wi
with Iran.
The major threat that might arise from this
accommodahis strategy
trategy of aaccomm
tion would be that Iran oversteps its bounds
occupy the
nds and attempts to occu
oil-producing countries in the Persian
the logistical
n Gulf directly. Given th
limitations of the Iranian army, this
his would
uld be difﬁcult. Also
Als given that it
would bring a rapid American
action on
n intervention, such aggressive
agg
the part of the Iranians would
Iran is
ould be pointless and self-defeating.
s
already the dominant powerr in the region, and the United States has no
need to block indirect
rect
ect Iranian inﬂuence ov
oover its neighbors. Aspects of
Iran’s inﬂuence would range from ﬁna
ﬁnancial participation in regional
projects to signiﬁcant
igniﬁcant
niﬁcant inﬂuence over
ove OPEC quotas to a degree of inﬂuence in the
he internal policies of the Arabian countries. Merely by showing
a modicum
Iranians could gain unquestioned preeminence,
dicum of restraint, Iran
Irania
and economic
conomic advantage, while seeing their oil ﬁnd its way to the market. Theyy could also see
se substantial investment begin to ﬂow into their
economy oncee more.
mo
Even with an understanding with the United States, Iranian domination of the region would have limits. Iran would enjoy a sphere of inﬂuence dependent on its alignment with the United States on other issues,
which means not crossing any line that would trigger direct U.S. intervention. Over time, the growth of Iranian power within the limits of
such clear understandings would beneﬁt both the United States and
Iran. Like the arrangements with Stalin and Mao, this U.S.-Iranian
alliance would be distasteful yet necessary, but also temporary.
The great losers in this alliance, of course, would be the Sunnis in the
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Arabian Peninsula, including the House of Saud. Without Iraq, they are
incapable of defending themselves, and as long as the oil ﬂows and no
single power directly controls the entire region, the United States has no
long-term interest in their economic and political well-being. Thus a
U.S.-Iranian entente would also redeﬁne the historic relationship of the
United States with the Saudis. The Saudis will have to look at the United
States as a guarantor of its interests while trying to reach some political
accommodation with Iran. The geopolitical dynamic of the Persian Gulf
would be transformed for everyone.
The Israelis too would be threatened, although
much as the
ugh
gh not as m
muc
Saudis and other principalities on the Persian Gulf.
f. Over the years, Iran’s
anti-Israeli rhetoric has been extreme, but its actions have be
been cau
cautious.
Iran has played a waiting game, usingg rhetoric
inaction. In the
hetoric to cover inacti
inactio
end, the Israelis would be trapped by thee American deci
decision.
decisio Israel lacks
the conventional capability for the kind of extensi
extensive air campaign
extensiv
nian
an nuclear program. C
needed to destroy the Iranian
Certainly it lacks the
military might to shapee the geopolitical alignments
alig
alignme of the Persian Gulf
region. Moreover, an
n Iran presented with its
it dream of a secure western
border and domination
ination
nation of the Persian Gulf
Gu could become quite conciliatory. Compared
opportunities,
red
d to such opportunit
opportunitie Israel for them is a minor, distant, and symbolic issue.
Until
ntil now, the Israelis still
sti had the potential option of striking Iran
unilaterally,
generating an Iranian response in the Strait of
erally, in hopes of ge
Hormuz, thereby drawi
drawing the United States into the conﬂict. Should the
Americans and
Iranians move toward an understanding, Israel would no
d Iran
longer have such sway over U.S. policy. An Israeli strike might trigger an
entirely unwelcome American response rather than the chain reaction
that Israel once could have hoped for.
The greatest shock of a U.S.-Iranian entente would be political, on
both sides. During World War II, the U.S.-Soviet agreement shocked
Americans deeply (Soviets less so, because they had already absorbed
Stalin’s prewar nonaggression pact with Hitler). The Nixon-Mao
entente, seen as utterly unthinkable at the time, shocked all sides. Once
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it happened, however, it turned out to be utterly thinkable, even manageable.
When Roosevelt made his arrangement with Stalin, he was politically
vulnerable to his right wing, the more extreme elements of which already
regarded him as a socialist favorably inclined to the Soviets. Nixon, as a
right-wing opponent of communism, had an easier time. President
Obama will be in Roosevelt’s position, without the overwhelming threat
of a comparatively much greater evil—that is, Nazi Germany.
President Obama’s political standing would be enhanced
by an air
enhan
enhanc
strike more than by a cynical deal. An accommodation
modation wit
with Iran will
be particularly difﬁcult for him because it will bee seen as an exam
example of
weakness rather than of ruthlessness and
president
nd cunning. Irania
Iranian pre
Ahmadinejad will have a much easierr time selling such an arrangement
arr
ar
to his people. But set against the options—a
Iran,
extended air
ons—a nuclear Iran
I
strikes with all attendant consequences,
sequences, the long-term,
long-term multidivisional,
highly undesirable presence
cee of American forces in
i Iraq—this alliance
seems perfectly reasonable.
ble.
Nixon and China
diplomatic shifts can take place
naa showed that major dip
quite suddenly. There is often a long p
period of back-channel negotiations, followed
driven either by changing circumwed
d by a breakthrough d
stances orr by skillful negotiations
negotiations.
The
he current president will
w need considerable political craft to position the
he alliance as an aid to the war on al Qaeda, making it clear that
Shiite-dominated
minated Iran is as hostile to the Sunnis as it is to Americans. He
minate
will be opposed
osed by
b two powerful lobbies in this, the Saudis and the
Israelis. Israel will be outraged by the maneuver, but the Saudis will
be terriﬁed, which is one of the maneuver’s great advantages, increasing
American traction over its policies. The Israelis can in many ways be
handled more easily, simply because the Israeli military and intelligence
services have long seen the Iranians as occasional allies against Arab
threats, even as the Iranians were supporting Hezbollah against Israel.
They have had a complex relationship over the last thirty years. The
Saudis will condemn this move, but the pressure it places on the Arab
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world would be attractive to Israel. Even so, the American Jewish community is not as sophisticated or cynical as Israel in these matters, and its
members will be vocal. Even more difﬁcult to manage will be the Saudi
lobby, backed as it is by American companies that do business in the
kingdom.
There will be several advantages to the United States. First, without
fundamentally threatening Israeli interests, the move will demonstrate
that the United States is not controlled by Israel. Second, it will put a
generally unpopular country, Saudi Arabia—a state that ha
has been accustomed to having its way in Washington—on notice that the
th United
States has other options. For their part, the Saudiss have nowhere
to
now
t go,
ees the United Stat
States pr
and they will cling to whatever guarantees
provides
them in the face of an American-Iranian
an
n entente.
ente
Recalling thirty years of hostilities
American public
lities with Iran, the Am
A
will be outraged. The president will have to frame his maneuver
by offerm
ngg the homeland again
agains
ing rhetoric about protecting
against the greater threat.
He will of course use Chinaa as an example of ssuccessful reconciliation
with the irreconcilable.
le.
e.
The presidentt will have to deal with th
the swirling public battles of foreign lobbies and
d make the case for it. But he will ultimately have to
maintain his moral bearings, remembering
that in the end, Iran is not
rem
America’s
ica’s
ca’s friend any more than
th Stalin and Mao were.
If ever
ver there was a need for secret understandings secretly arrived at,
this is it, and much
mu of this arrangement will remain unspoken. Neither
country will want to
t incur the internal political damage from excessive
public meetings and handshakes. But in the end, the United States needs
to exit from the trap it is in, and Iran has to avoid a real confrontation
with the United States.
Iran is an inherently defensive country. It is not strong enough to be
either the foundation of American policy in the region or the real longterm issue. Its population is concentrated in the mountains that ring its
borders, while much of the center of the country is minimally or completely uninhabitable. Iran can project power under certain special con-
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ditions, such as those that obtain at the moment, but in the long run it is
either a victim of outside powers or isolated.
An alliance with the United States will temporarily give Iran the
upper hand in relations with the Arabs, but within a matter of years
the United States will have to reassert a balance of power. Pakistan is
unable to extend its inﬂuence westward. Israel is much too small and distant to counterbalance Iran. The Arabian Peninsula is too fragmented,
and the duplicity of the United States in encouraging it to increase
its arms is too obvious to be an alternative counterweight.
weight. A more realistic alternative is to encourage Russia to extend its
ts inﬂuence to
t the Iranian border. This might happen anyway, butt as we will see,
see that would
w
produce major problems elsewhere.
The only country capable of being
and a
ngg a counterbalance to Iran
I
potential long-term power in the region
will achieve that
n is Turkey, and iit wi
status within the next ten yearss regardless of what the U
United States does.
Turkey has the seventeenth
h largest economy in the world and the largest
in the Middle East. It has the strongest ar
army in the region and, aside
from the Russians and
nd possibly the British, probably the strongest army
in Europe. Likee most countries in the Muslim world, it is currently
divided between
Islamists within its own borders. But
ween
en secularists and Is
Isla
their struggle
restrained than what is going on in other parts
uggle
ggle is far more restraine
restrain
of the Muslim wor
world.
Iranian
anian domination of the Arabian Peninsula is not in Turkey’s interest because
se Turk
Turkey has its own appetite for the region’s oil, reducing its
dependency on Ru
Russian oil. Also, Turkey does not want Iran to become
more powerful than itself. And while Iran has a small Kurdish population, southeastern Turkey is home to an extremely large number of
Kurds, a fact that Iran can exploit. Regional and global powers have been
using support for the Kurds to put pressure on or destabilize Iraq,
Turkey, and Iran. It is an old game and a constant vulnerability.
In the course of the next decade the Iranians will have to divert major
resources in order to deal with Turkey. Meanwhile, the Arab world will
be looking for a champion against Shiite Iran, and despite the bitter his-
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tory of Turkish power in the Arab world during the Ottoman Empire,
Sunni Turkey is the best bet.
In the next ten years, the United States must make certain that
Turkey does not become hostile to American interests and that Iran and
Turkey do not form an alliance for the domination and division of the
Arab world. The more Turkey and Iran fear the United States, the greater
the likelihood that this will happen. The Iranians will be assuaged in the
short run by their entente with the Americans, but they will be fully
aware that this is an alliance of convenience, not a long-term
ong-term
ng-ter friendship.
It is the Turks who are open to a longer-term alignment
gnment
nment with the
t United
States, and Turkey can be valuable to the United
places,
nited States in oother pl
particularly in the Balkans and the Caucasus,
block to
sus, where it serves aas a bl
Russian aspirations.
As long as the United States maintains
of its agreeains the basic terms
te
ment with Iran, Iran will represent
Turkey. Whatever the
resent a threat to Turke
inclinations of the Turks, they
hey
ey will have to protect th
tthemselves, and to do
that, they must work to undermine
power in the Arabian Peninermine Iranian p
powe
sula and the Arab countries
ountries to the north of the peninsula—Iraq, Syria,
and Lebanon. They
not only to limit Iran but also to
hey will engage in this no
improve theirr access
ccess to the oil to their
the south, both because they will need
that oil and
nd because they will want
wan to proﬁt from it.
As Turkey and Iran compete
compe in the next decade, Israel and Pakistan
comp
will bee concerned with local
loca
loc balances of power. In the long run, Turkey
cannot be contained
contain by Iran. Turkey is by far the more dynamic country
economically, and th
therefore it can support a more sophisticated military.
More important, whereas Iran has geographically limited regional
options, Turkey reaches into the Caucasus, the Balkans, Central Asia,
and ultimately the Mediterranean and North Africa, which provides
opportunities and allies denied the Iranians. Iran has never been a signiﬁcant naval power since antiquity, and because of the location of its
ports, it can never really be one in the future. Turkey, in contrast, has frequently been the dominant power in the Mediterranean and will be so
again. Over the next decade we will see the beginning of Turkey’s rise to
dominance in the region. It is interesting to note that while we can’t
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think of the century without Turkey playing an extremely important
role, this decade will be one of preparation. Turkey will have to come to
terms with its domestic conﬂicts and grow its economy. The cautious
foreign policy Turkey has followed recently will continue. It is not going
to plunge into conﬂicts and therefore will inﬂuence but not deﬁne the
region. The United States must take a long-term view of Turkey and
avoid pressure that could undermine its development.
As a solution to the complex problems of the Middle East, the American president must choose a temporary understanding
with Iran that
nding w
gives Iran what it wants, that gives the United States
tates room to withdraw,
w
and that is also a foundation for the relationship
hostility to
nship of mutual
mutua hostil
the Sunni fundamentalists. In other words,
put the
rds, the president m
must p
Arabian Peninsula inside the Iranians’’ sphere
phere of inﬂuence while
wh
whi limiting
their direct controls, and while putting
others, at an
uttingg the Saudis, among
am
enormous disadvantage.
This strategy would confront
nfront
front the reality of Iranian
Iran power and try to
shape it. Whether it is shaped
solution to the balhaped
d or not, the longer-term
longerlon
ance of power in thee region will be the rise oof Turkey. A powerful Turkey
would counterbalance
balance Iran and Israel, while stabilizing the Arabian
Peninsula. In
will begin to react by challenging the
n due
ue course the Turks w
Iranians, and thus the central balance
of power will be resurrected, stabibala
lizingg the region. This will cr
create a new regional balance of power. But
that iss not for this decade.
I am arguing that this
t is a preferred policy option given the circumstances. But I am also
aal arguing that this is the most logical outcome. The
alternatives are unacceptable to both sides. There is too much risk.
Therefore, when the alternatives are undesirable, what remains—however preposterous it appears—is the most likely outcome.
To see how that would affect wider circles of power and their balance,
we turn to the next concern, the balance between Europe and Russia.
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THE RETURN OF RUSSIA

he collapse off the Soviet Union appea
appear
appeared to signal Russia’s demise
as an international
rnational player, but news
new of that death was premature.
A nation
ion
n so large, so ﬁlled with
w resources, and so strategically
located doesn’t
into the air. In the 1990s, the USSR’s fall
oesn’t simply dissolve int
nonetheless
heless shattered the va
vast empire assembled by the czars and held
together
Communists, leaving Moscow in control of a fraction of
er by the Communis
what it held
Muscovy alone (and Siberia), the region that had
eld in 1989
11989.. M
been the kernel
nel of the empire, remained in Russian hands. As long as
that core remained, however, the game wasn’t over. The Russian Federation, sorely weakened, still survived, and it will play an increasingly signiﬁcant role in the next decade.
While Russia suffered breakaway regions and an economy in shambles, the United States emerged as the sole remaining global power, able
to dominate the planet in a casual, almost indolent fashion. But the
Soviet collapse gave the United States only a limited time frame in which
to drive a stake into the heart of its old rival, ensuring that it stayed
down. The United States could have applied stress to the Russian system
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by supporting secessionist movements or by increasing economic pressure. Such moves might very well have caused the entire Russian Federation to crumble, enabling its former junior partners to absorb what was
left and form a new balance of power in Eurasia.
At the time, however, the effort did not seem worth the risk, mostly
because Russia appeared unlikely to emerge from its chaos for generations. Destroying what was left of Russian power did not even appear to
be necessary, because the United States could create the regional balance
of power it wanted simply by expanding NATO and
alliance system
d the aall
eastward.
But the United States was also deeply concerned
ncerned
ned about tthe future
futu of
the Soviet nuclear arsenal, which was even
n more massive tha
than the American one. Further chaos in the region would
weapons vulould have made the we
nerable to terrorists and black marketers,
risks. The United
rketers,
s, among other risk
States wanted nuclear weapons
Soviet Union to be
ns within the former So
under the control of one state
watched and shaped, and
ate that could be watch
watc
that state was Russia, not
ot Ukraine or Belar
Belarus oor all the rest. Thus while
the Russian nuclearr arsenal had not preserv
preserved the Soviet Union, it did
preser
save the Russian Federation—at least fro
from U.S. intervention.
During the 1990s
non-Russian members of the former Soviet
1990s the non-Rus
non-Russi
Union, countries
ountries such as Kazakhstan
Kazakhs and Ukraine, were desperate to be
Kazakh
organized.
aggressively
integrating them into NATO, the
nized.
ized. By rapidly and ag
agg
United
the strength and cohesiveness of these
d States could have increased
iin
encirclingg nation
nations to bbottle up Russia and the former Soviet republics as
well, and Russia
have been helpless to stop the process.
ssia would
wo
w
Yet while the United States had plans to do exactly this, it did not
move quickly enough. Only eastern Europe and the Baltic states were
absorbed into NATO, a signiﬁcant strategic shift that becomes more signiﬁcant when you consider this fact: when the Soviet Union still controlled East Germany, the distance between NATO forces and St.
Petersburg was about a thousand miles, but after the Baltics were admitted into NATO, the distance was about one hundred miles. This sense of
being encircled, diminished, and encroached upon shapes Russian
behavior going forward.
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With NATO on its doorstep, the Russians understandably became
alarmed. From their point of view, this alliance was ﬁrst and foremost
military, and however kindly its disposition might be at the moment, its
future intentions were unpredictable. The Russians knew all too well
how easily moods can swing, recalling painfully how Germany had gone
from being a chaotic, poor, and barely armed country in 1932 to becoming the dominant military force in Europe six years later. Ru
Russia saw no
reason for the West to expand NATO unless sooner
ooner or later tthe West
ke. After all, th
the Rus
wanted NATO to be in a position to strike.
Russians
argued, they were certainly not about to invade
nvade Europe.
There were those in NATO, particularly
and the forcularly
larly the Americans an
mer satellites of the Soviet Union, who wanted to take advantage
of the
adv
tegic reasons. But others
opportunity to expand for strategic
others, particularly the
Europeans, had started thinking
nking of NATO in a d
different way. Rather
than seeing NATO as a military
on war, they saw it as a
tary alliance focused
foc
regional United Nations,
incorporate friendly, liberal
ations, designed to in
democracies intoo an organization whose primary function was to maintain stability.
The inclusion
nclusion of the Baltics was the high-water mark of NATO
expansion,
to intervene. Vladimir Putin’s rise to
sion, after which events began
b
power created a very different
differe Russia from the one that had existed under
Boris Yeltsin
1990s. Meanwhile, the one institution that had never
sin in tthe 199
stopped functioning
tionin was the intelligence services. Having held Russia
tioning
and its empire together for generations, they operated through the 1990s
almost as an autonomous state or crime organization. Putin had been
trained in the KGB, and as a result he saw the world geopolitically rather
than ideologically. In his mind, a strong state was essential to Russian stability, so from the moment he took power in 2000, he started the process
of restoring Russian muscle.
For more than a century, Russia had been trying to become an industrial power that could compete with the West. Seeing that Russia could
never catch up, Putin shifted the nation’s economic strategy to focus on
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developing and exporting natural resources such as metals, grain, and
particularly energy. The strategy was brilliant in that it created an economy that Russia could sustain and that would sustain Russia. It strengthened the Russian state by making Gazprom an arm of the Russian
government with a monopoly on natural gas. And it created European
dependence on Russian energy, thus making it less likely that the Europeans—particularly the Germans—would seek or support confrontation.
The turning point in relations between the United
ted
ed States
State
Sta and Russia
came in 2004, when events in Ukraine convinced
Russians that the
ed the Russia
Russian
U.S. intended to destroy or at least tightly control
nation,
ontroll them. A large n
rontier of Russia, and
a fro
Ukraine covers the entire southwestern frontier
from the
Russian point of view, it is the key to Russian national security.
security
securit
The Russian territory lying between
Kazakhstan is only
tween
n Ukraine and K
Kaza
three hundred miles wide, and all of Russia’s inﬂuence iin the Caucasus—
N
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along with a good deal of the oil in the pipelines to the south—ﬂows
through this gap. At the center of the gap is Volgograd, formerly Stalingrad. During World War II, the Soviets sacriﬁced one million lives in the
battle to keep that gap from being closed by the Germans.
The initial winner of the Ukrainian election in 2004, President Viktor Yanukovich, was accused of widespread electoral fraud, of which he
was no doubt guilty, and demonstrations took place to demand that the
election be annulled, that Yanukovich step down, and that new elections
be held. This uproar, known as the Orange Revolution,
was seen by
lution,
ution w
Moscow as a pro-Western, anti-Russian uprising
sing designe
designed to take
Ukraine into NATO. The Russians also charged
being a
ged that
hat rather than
t
be
strated coup, spons
sponsored by the
popular uprising, it was a carefully orchestrated
CIA and the British MI6. Accordingg to the Russians, Wes
Western nonWest
governmental organizations and consulting
Ukraine
onsulting
ting groups had ﬂooded
ﬂoo
to stage the demonstrations, unseat a pro-Russian government,
and
g
ational
ional security.
directly threaten Russian national
Certainly the Americans
cans and the British had
h supported these NGOs,
and the consultants who were now managing
managin the campaigns of some of
the pro-Western candidates in Ukraine h
had formerly managed elections
in the United
d States.
tates. Western money
mone from multiple sources clearly was
going intoo the country, but from the American point of view, there
was nothing
othing covert or menacing
menaci in any of this. The United States was
mena
simplyy doing what it had d
done since the fall of the Berlin Wall: working
with democratic
to build democracies.
ocratic groups
g
This is where
here the
th United States and Russia profoundly parted company. Ukraine was divided between pro-Russian and anti-Russian factions, but the Americans merely saw themselves as supporting
democrats. That the factions seen as democratic by the Americans were
also the ones that were anti-Russian was, for the Americans, incidental.
For the Russians, it was not incidental. They had vivid memories of
the containment policy the United States had long practiced vis-à-vis the
Soviet Union, only now the container appeared smaller, tighter, and far
more dangerous. They saw U.S. actions as a deliberate attempt to make
Russia indefensible and an encroachment on vital Russian interests in
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the Caucasus, a region in which the United States already had a bilateral
agreement with Georgia.
Containment was indeed the American strategy, of course, however
benignly it was expressed. The fundamental American interest is always
the balance of power, and having refrained from trying to destroy the
Russian Federation in the 1990s, the United States moved to create a
regional balance in 2004, with Ukraine as its foundation and with the
clear intent to include most of the former Soviet Union countries in this
counterweight to Russian power.
Russian fears were compounded when theyy saw what tth
the United
States was doing in Central Asia. Even so,
States
o, when
hen the United
U
decided in the wake of September 11 to bring down the Taliban
governTali
g
ment in Afghanistan quickly, the Russians
ways. First,
sians
ans cooperated in two w
they provided access to the Northern
pro-Russian faction
thern Alliance, a pro
pro-R
going back to the Russian occupation
upation and the civil war
wa that followed it.
Second, Russia used its inﬂuence
ﬂuence
uence to obtain air and ground bases in the
three countries bordering
Afghanistan—Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and
ring Afghanistan—U
Afghanistan—Uzbe
Turkmenistan—from
States could support its invasion
m which the United Sta
Stat
forces. Russia also
privileges over its territory, which was
lso
so granted ﬂight privileg
extremely useful
eful
ul for travel from the West
W Coast or Europe.
It wass Russia’s understanding that these bases in the bordering countries were temporary, but after
aaft three years, the Americans showed no
signs of leaving anytime soon.
In the interim the invasion of Iraq had
s
taken place,
Russian objections, and the United States was now
ace, ove
over Russ
bogged down
what was clearly a long-term occupation. It was also
n in w
heavily involved in Ukraine and Georgia and was building a major presence in Central Asia. Whereas these actions might not seem so harmful
to Moscow’s interests when viewed individually, taken together they
looked like a concerted effort to strangle Russia.
In particular, the U.S. presence in Georgia could be seen only as a
deliberate provocation, because Georgia bordered on the Russian region
of Chechnya. The Russians feared that if Chechnya seceded from the
Russian Federation, the entire structure would disintegrate as others followed its lead. Chechnya is also located on the extreme northern slope of
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the Caucasus, and Russian power had already retreated hundreds of
miles from its original frontiers deep in those mountains. If the Russians
retreated any farther, they would be out of the Caucasus entirely, on ﬂat
ground that is hard to defend. Moreover, a signiﬁcant oil pipeline went
through Grozny, the Chechnyan capital, and its loss (although currently
inoperative due to Chechnyan sabotage) would have a signiﬁcant impact
on the Russian energy export strategy.
Going back to the 1990s, the Russians believed that the Georgians
were permitting a ﬂow of weapons into Chechnyaa throug
through what was
throu
called the Pankisi Gorge. They also believed that
hat the United
Unit States,
which had Special Forces advisers in Georgia,, was at best doing
do nothing
not
to stop the trafﬁc and at worst encouraging
ng it.
Proceeding from its core policy, thee United States was tryin
trying to build
friendships in the region, especiallyy in Georgia, but it w
was oobvious to all
that the U.S. was no longer capable
It still
apable of serious power projection.
p
had naval and air power in
ground, its forces were
n reserve, but on the gro
tapped out in Iraq and Afghanistan.
anist
This was signiﬁcant
but then the Iraq war
cant
ant enough psychologically,
psychologi
psychologic
created a huge political
olitical effect as well. The
Th split that developed between
the United States
over Iraq, and the general
tates
es and France and Germany
Ge
G
European antipathy toward the B
Bush administration, meant that Germany in particular was far less
le inclined than it had been to support
American
can plans for NATO expansion or confrontations with Russia. In
addition, the Russians
had
Rus
h made Germany dependent on Russian natural gas by supplying
plying nearly half of Germany’s needs, so the Germans were
in no position to seek confrontation. The combination of military
imbalance and diplomatic tension severely limited American options,
yet by habit the United States continued to try to increase its inﬂuence.
In his state-of-the-nation address on April 25, 2005, Putin declared
the fall of the Soviet Union to be the “greatest geopolitical catastrophe of
the century.” This was his public announcement that he intended to act
to reverse some of the consequences of that fall. While Russia was no
longer a global power, within the region it was—absent the United
States—overwhelmingly powerful. Given the wars in Iraq and Afghani-
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stan, the United States was now absent. In light of this, Putin moved to
increase the capability of his military. He also moved to strengthen his
regime by increasing revenues from commodity exports, a fortuitous
decision given the rise of commodity prices. He used the intelligence
capabilities of the FSB and SVR, heirs to the KGB, to identify and control key ﬁgures in the former Soviet Union. Since most had been politically active under the Soviet regime, they were either former
Communists or at least well known to the FSB from their ﬁles. Everyone
has vulnerabilities, and Putin used his strongest resource
ource
urce tto exploit those
weaknesses.
In August 2008, the Georgian government,
ment, for reason
reasons that have
never been completely clear, attacked South
uth Ossetia. Once p
part of Georgia, this region had broken away and
independent
d had been effectively ind
in
since the 1990s, and it was allied with Russia. Putin responded
as if Rusrespon
resp
sia had been expecting the attack:
ack: he struck back within
withi hours, defeating
the Georgian army and occupying
country.
cupying
upying part of that cou
coun
The main point of the attack was to demonstrate
that Russia could
demon
de
still project power. The Russian army had collapsed in the 1990s, and
Putin needed to dispel the perception th
that it was no longer relevant. But
he also wanted
ted
d to demonstrate to the
t countries of the former Soviet
Union that
hat
at American friendship aand guarantees had no meaning. It was
a small
all attack against a sma
small nation, but a strike against a nation that
had drawn
the United States. The operation stunned both
rawn very close to th
the region
n and eeastern Europe, as did the lack of an American response,
along with the
effective indifference of the Europeans. U.S. inaction,
he ef
effe
limited to diplomatic notes, drove home the fact that America was far
away and Russia was very close, and as long as the United States continued to commit its ground forces to the Middle East, its inability to act
would persist. Russian supporters in Ukraine, aided by Russian intelligence, began the process of reversing the results of the Orange Revolution. In 2010, elections replaced the pro-Western government with the
man whom the Orange Revolution had overthrown.
By moving too slowly, the United States allowed the Russians to
regain their balance, just as the U.S. was losing its own strategic balance
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in Iraq. At the very moment that it needed to concentrate power on the
Russian periphery to lock into place its containment system, the United
States had its forces elsewhere, and its alliances in Europe were too weak
to be meaningful. It is to avoid such missteps and missed opportunities
that the American president will need to adopt a new and more consistent strategy in the decade ahead.
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tin’s strategy
trategy of focusin
In the long run, Russia is a weak country. Putin’s
focusing on
energy production and export is a superb
b short-term tool, bbut it works
only if it forms the basis for major economic
this
onomic
nomic expansion. To achieve
ac
h its underlying stru
larger objective, Russia has to deall with
structural weaknesses, yet these weaknesses aree rooted in geographical p
problems that are
not readily overcome.
Unlike much of thee industrial
dustrial world, Russia
R
Russ has both a relatively
small population forr its size and a populat
population that is highly dispersed,
populatio
tied together by little
ittle more than a security apparatus and a common culture.
Even the
and St. Petersburg, are not the
he major cities, such as Moscow
M
centers
megalopolis. They are stand-alone entities, separated
rss of a giant megalopolis
megalopol
from each
distances of farmland and forest. Leaving apart
ach other by vast di
dis
the fact that
hat the Russian
Russia population is in decline, the current distribution of population
makes a modern economy, or even efﬁcient distribuation m
tion of food, difﬁcult, if not impossible. The infrastructure connecting
farming areas to the city is poor, as is the infrastructure connecting
industrial and commercial centers.
The problem in connectivity stems from the fact that Russia’s rivers
go the wrong way. Unlike American rivers, which connect farming country to ports where food can be distributed, Russian rivers merely create
barriers. Neither the czars and their railway bonds nor Stalin with his
enforced starvation ever came close to overcoming the problem, and the
cost of building a connective tissue for the Russian economy—extensive
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rail systems and roads—remains staggering. Russia has always wielded a
military force that outstripped its economy, but it cannot do so forever.
Russia must concentrate on the short term while it has the twin
advantages of German dependence on its energy and America’s distraction in the Middle East. It must try to create lasting structures—some of
them domestic, some foreign—that can hold together even in the face of
economic limitations.
The domestic structure is already emerging, with Russia, Belarus,
and Kazakhstan having reached agreement on an economic
conom union and
conomic
now discussing a common currency. Armenia, Kyrgyzstan, aan
and Tajikistan have expressed interest in joining in, and
d Russia
sia has ﬂoated
ﬂoa the idea
of Ukraine joining as well. This is a relationship
into a
tionship
ionship that will evolve
ev
political union of some sort, like the European
that
uropean
ropean Union, an alignment
align
will go far in re-creating the central
Union.
al features
ures of the former
form Soviet
S
The international structure Russia needs is perhaps more important
and problematic. It begins with a relationship with Europe, particularly
Germany. Russia needs access
ss to technology, which
whi the Germans have in
abundance, while Germany
ermany needs access to Russian natural resources.
Germany foughtt two wars to get hold oof these resources but failed. Its
interest in these
diminished, but its means are now
esee resources has not di
diplomatic
icc rather than military. The
T desire to exploit this complementary relationship
elationship
lationship will be at the
th heart of Russian strategy during the next
ten years.
rs.
Germany
force of the European Union, which, as we
any is the
th driving
driv
will see, carries
es wit
with it unexpected burdens. Germany has little interest
in American operations in the Middle East and no interest whatever in
expanding NATO, and with it American inﬂuence, to the Russian
periphery. It wants to keep its distance from the United States, and it
needs options other than the EU. Closer cooperation with Russia is not
a bad idea from Germany’s point of view, and it is an outstanding idea
from Russia’s point of view. Putin knows the Germans well enough to
understand their fear and distrust of Russia. But he also knows them well
enough to realize that they have outgrown the postwar world, are facing
serious economic problems of their own, and need Russian resources.
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The simultaneous reconstruction of a Russian-dominated sphere of
inﬂuence and the creation of structural relations with Germany is an
idea that Russia needs to push, and push quickly, since time is not on its
side. It must convince Germany that it can be a reliable partner without
taking any steps to disrupt the EU or Germany’s relations with it. These
developments will be a ballet backed by real, if transitory, power.
To have any chance for maneuvering in the coming years, Russia
must split the United States from Europe. At the same time, it will do
everything it can to keep the United States bogged
down in Iraq,
gged d
do
Afghanistan, and, if possible, Iran. From the Russian
ussian point oof view, the
U.S.-jihadist war is like Vietnam: it relieves Russiaa of the bu
burden of dealing with the American military, and it actually makes the Americans
Am
dependent on Russian cooperation in
imposing sancn measures such as impo
tions on countries like Iran. The Russians
Americans indeﬁns can play the Am
A
nitely by threatening to ship weapons to anti-American
anti-Americ groups and to
countries such as Iran and Syria. This locks the U
United States in place,
trying to entice the Russians
ussians
ns when in fact the only thing the Russians
want the Americans
permanently bogged down in
nss to do is to remain p
pe
the war.
This Russian
of the American overcommitsian
n strategy reveals the price
p
ment to the war on terror. It al
also shows that it is imperative for the
United
ed
d States to ﬁnd an effective
effe
effect response to radical Islam, as well as an
effective
Russians. Lurking behind each Russian move is
ive response to the R
a potential
al geopo
geopolitical nightmare for the Americans.

the american strategy
The American interest in Eurasia—understood as Russia and the European peninsula—is the same as U.S. interest everywhere: for no single
power or coalition to dominate. The uniﬁcation of Russia and Europe
would create a force whose population, technological and industrial
capability, and natural resources would at the very least equal America’s,
and in all likelihood outstrip them.
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During the twentieth century, the United States acted three times to
prevent the kind of Russian-German entente that could unify Eurasia
and threaten fundamental American interests. In 1917, Russia’s separate
peace with the Germans turned the tide against the Anglo-French in
World War I. It intervened in World War II, supplying the British and
especially the Soviets, who bled the Wehrmacht and prevented a German takeover of the vast Russian territories. In 1944, the United States
then invaded Western Europe, blocking not only the Germans but the
Soviets as well. From 1945 to 1991, the United States devoted
devo
devote enormous
resources to preventing the Soviets from dominating
ting Eurasia.
The response of the United States to a Russian-German
must
ssian-German
German entente
e
be the same during the next ten years as itt was in the twentie
century.
twentieth ce
The United States must continue to doo everything it can to blo
block a German-Russian entente and to limit the effect
sphere of inﬂuffect that Russia’
Russia’s sp
ence might have on Europe, because the very presen
presence of a militarily
presenc
powerful Russia changes thee way Europe behaves.
Germany is the European
and if it shifts its position,
opean
n center of gravit
gravity, an
other European countries
untries
ntries will have to shift
shif accordingly, with perhaps
enough countriess moving to tilt the balan
balance of the entire region. As Russia reconstitutes
hold on the countries of the former
tess and solidiﬁes its h
hol
Soviet Union,
take most of those countries along. Hownion,
ion, it will be able to tak
ever informal
nformal the relationshi
relationship might be at the beginning, it will solidify
into something
substantial over time, because the parts simply ﬁt
omething more subs
subst
together too
oo neat
neatly for iit to be otherwise. This would be a historic redefinition of U.S.-European
relations, a fundamental shift not only in the
S.-Eur
S.-Euro
regional but also in the global balance of power, with outcomes that are
highly unpredictable.
While I see a confederation between Belarus and Russia as likely,
such a move would bring the Russian army to the frontiers of Europe.
Indeed, Russia already has a military alliance with Belarus. Add to that
Ukraine, and Russian forces would be on the borders of Romania, Hungary, Slovakia, Poland, and the Baltic countries—all former Russian
satellites—thus re-creating the Russian empire, albeit in different institutional form.
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Yet the countries behind the front tier are more concerned about the
United States than they are about Russia. They see the Americans more
as economic competitors than as partners, and as a force pulling them
into conﬂicts that they want no part of. The Russians, on the other hand,
seem to be economically synergistic with the advanced European countries.
The European nations also see the former Russian satellites as a physical buffer against Moscow, further guaranteeing that they can work with
Russia and still be secure in their own region. They underst
understand the conunder
cern the eastern Europeans have but believe that
att the economic
econom beneﬁts
of the relationships, as well as the eastern Europeans’
on
ropeans’
ans’ dependence
depend
o the
economy of the rest of Europe, will keep the Russians in line
line. The Europeans could diminish their relationship
ip with the Americans, bu
bbuild a new,
mutually beneﬁcial relationship with the Russians, and
a still have the
beneﬁt of a strategic buffer ass an insurance policy. T
This would pose a
profound risk to the United
ted
d States. Therefore the American president
must act to contain Russia,
nation’s long-term, inherent
ussia,, allowing that nati
weaknesses to take their toll. He can’t wai
wait until the U.S.-jihadist war
ends. He must act
ct immediately.
immediat
If Germany
ny and Russia continue tto move toward alignment, then the
countries between the Baltic Sea and the Black Sea—what used to be
called
countries—become indispensable to the United
d the Intermarium coun
count
States and its policy. Of tthese countries, Poland is the largest and the
most strategically
placed. It is also the one with both the most to lose and
tegically place
a keen awareness
ness of
o that potential for loss. Membership in the European
Union is one thing to the Poles, but being caught in a Russo-German
entente is another. They and the other eastern Europeans are terriﬁed of
being drawn back into the spheres of inﬂuence of one or both of their
historic enemies.
Most of these countries were not independent until World War I
brought the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian, Russian, Ottoman, and
German empires. In general, they were divided, subjugated, and
exploited. In cases such as Hungary, the oppression was mild. In other
cases, it was brutal. But all these nations remember occupation by the
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Nazis and later by the Soviets, and those occupations were monstrous. It
is true that the German and Russian regimes today are different, but for
the eastern Europeans, occupation wasn’t so long ago, and the memory
of what it meant to be caught in the German-Russian force ﬁeld has
shaped their national character. It will continue to shape their behavior
in the decade to come.
This is particularly true for Poland, which at various times has been
absorbed into Germany, Russia, and Austria. The historical compromise, when there were compromises to be made, was th
the partition of
Poland, which remains Poland’s nightmare going
the
ng forward. When
W
country became independent after World War
ﬁght a war
ar I, itt had to ﬁg
w to
prevent Soviet encroachment. Twenty years
rs later, the German
Germans and Soviets invaded simultaneously, based on a secret pact to do just that. The
following half century of Cold War communism
ommunism was an unmitigated
nightmare.
The Poles have suffered in
n direct relation to the strategic importance
of their location, bordering
ering both Germany and Russia and occupying
the North European
like a thoroughfare from the
n Plain, which extends lli
French Atlantic coast to St. Petersburg
Petersburg. The other eastern European
countries share
re the Polish view, but they
th are geographically safer, behind
the Carpathian
athian
thian Mountains.
Mountain
Exposed
will have little choice but to go along
posed on either side, Poland
Pol
P
with whatever the German
Germans and Russians decide, which would be disastrous for the Un
States. It is therefore in the American interest to
United St
guarantee Poland’s
land’s independence from Russia and Germany, not only
formally but by creating a viable and vibrant Polish economy and military that can serve as the model and driver for the rest of eastern Europe.
Poland is the historical bone in the throat of both Germany and Russia,
and it is in the American interest to make sure that it is ﬁrmly lodged
there. A Poland aligned with Germany is a threat to Russia, and the
reverse is true as well. Poland must remain a threat to both, because the
United States cannot let either feel too secure.
Over the next ten years, an American relationship with Poland would
serve two functions: it might prevent or limit the Russo-German
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entente, but failing that, it could
ould create a counterbal
counterbalance. The United
counterbala
States urgently needs Poland,
strategy for
nd,
d, because there is no alternative
aal
balancing an alliance between
Germany. From the Polish
een Russia and Ger
dship with the Americans
American would serve to protect it
America
point of view, friendship
from its neighbors,
bors,
ors, but here there is a special problem. The Polish
national mentality
the failure of Britain and France to
ntality
ality was seared by th
come to Poland’s defense against Germany at the beginning of World
guarantees Poland’s hypersensitivity to betrayal will
War II, despite guarantees.
cause it to prefer accommodation
with hostile powers to alignment with
accommo
an unreliable
For
able partner.
par
F this reason, the president must avoid appearing tentative or he
hesitant in his approach. This means making a strategic
hes
decision that is in some ways unhedged—always an uncomfortable
stand, because good presidents always look to keep their options open.
But insisting on too much maneuvering room might close the Polish
option immediately.
When the George W. Bush administration set out to create a ballistic
missile defense system for eastern Europe, the United States hedged. It
decided to build a system that would defend against small numbers of
missiles ﬁred by rogue countries, particularly Iran. It planned to place a
radar system in the Czech Republic and made plans to install the missiles
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in Poland. This was in addition to sending the Poles sophisticated
weapons such as the F-16 ﬁghter and Patriot Missiles. The system could
have been located anywhere; it was located in Poland in order to make it
clear that Poland was essential to American strategic interests and to
intensify U.S.-Polish cooperation outside the context of NATO. The
Russians understood this and tried to do everything they could to
block it.
The Russians opposed placing the missiles in Poland, even though
the system could defend against only a few missiles and
had
nd the Russians
R
overwhelming numbers. In reality, the issue for the Russians w
was never
missile defense—it was the fact that the United
strateed States
ates was placing
pla
st
gic systems on Polish soil. A strategic system
and the
em has to be defend
defended, an
Russians understood that the BMD system
of a
ystem
tem was just the beginning
begin
signiﬁcant American commitment to Poland.
oland
When the Obama administration
wanted to
stration came in, its leaders
le
“reset” their relations with the
he Russians. The Russians
Russia made it clear that
while they did not wantt to goo back to Cold War
W hostilities, things could
go forward only if the
from Poland. By that
hee BMD system was withdrawn
with
withd
time, the Poles regarded
egarded the system as a symbol of America’s commitment to them.
m. This, despite the fact that
th the BMD system did not actually protect
ect
ct Poland from anything
anythin and might even make it a target.
Nevertheless,
sensitive to betrayal, urgently wanted the relatheless, the Poles, sens
sensit
tionship
ip with Washington. When Obama decided to shift the BMD system from Poland to ships
ship offshore, the Poles panicked, believing that the
United States was about
to make a deal with the Russians. The United
a
States had not shifted its position on Poland at all, but the Poles were
convinced that it had.
If Poland believes that it is a bargaining chip, it will become unreliable, and thus in the course of the next decade the United States might
get away with betraying Poland only once. Such a move could be contemplated only if it provided some overwhelming advantage, and it is
difﬁcult to see what that advantage could be, given that maintaining a
powerful wedge between Germany and Russia is of overwhelming interest to the United States.
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The condition of the Baltic countries is a different matter. They represent a superb offensive capability for the United States, pointing, as
they do, like a bayonet at St. Petersburg, the second largest city of Russia,
and with the eastern border of Lithuania only about one hundred miles
from Minsk, the capital of Belarus.
Nonetheless, the United States hasn’t the force or the interest to
invade Russia. And given that the American position is strategically
aggressive and tactically defensive, the Baltics become a liability. About
three hundred miles long and nowhere more than
miles
n two hundred
h
hu
wide, they are almost impossible to defend. They
ey do, however,
however
howev serve to
block the Russian navy in St. Petersburg. So the Baltics remain
rem an asset,
American presibut one that might be too expensive to maintain. The Ame
dent must therefore appear to be utterly
tterly
erly committed to the Baltics to
deter the Russians, while extracting
from the
ting maximum concessions
concessi
conc
Russians for an American agreement
greement to withdraw from the region.
uch a maneuver should be delayed as long as
Given Polish skittishness, such
possible. Unfortunately,
aware of this fact and will
y, thee Russians will be
b aw
probably bring pressure
Baltics sooner rather than later,
ssure
sure to bear on the Balt
Bal
making this a clear
friction.
ear and early point of fric
Whateverr happens to Germany
Germany, it is of extreme importance to the
United States
strong bilateral relationship with Denmark,
tates to maintain a stron
whosee waters block the exits from
the Baltic Sea. Norway, whose North
f
Cape provides facilities tto block the Russian ﬂeet in Murmansk, has
value to the Un
United SStates, as does Iceland, a superb platform from
which to search
rch fo
for Russian submarines. Neither country is a member of
the European Union, and Iceland is resentful of Germany because of
economic actions taken during the 2008 ﬁnancial crisis. Thus both can
be gathered in at relatively low cost.
The rest of the frontier with Russia will be the Carpathian Mountains, behind which lie Slovakia, Hungary, and Romania. It is a strategic
imperative for the United States to maintain friendly relations with these
three countries and to help them develop their military capability. But
given the obstacle that the Carpathians present to an invader, the military capability required is minimal. Because these countries are less at
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risk than Poland and therefore freer to maneuver, there also will be a
greater degree of political complexity. But so long as the Russians don’t
move past the Carpathians and the Germans do not reduce these countries to complete economic dependency, the United States can manage
the situation with a simple strategy: strengthen these economies and militaries, make it advantageous to remain pro-American, and wait. Do
nothing to provoke the Russians in their sphere of inﬂuence. Do nothing
to sabotage Russian economic relations with the rest of Europe. Do
nothing to worry the rest of the Europeans that the U.S. is going
go to drag
them into a war.
In the Caucasus, the United States is currently
with Georgia,
ently aligned wi
Geo
a country that remains under Russian pressure
essure and whose internal
interna poliin
tics are in the long run unpredictable,, to say the least. The ne
next line of
n
countries, Armenia and Azerbaijan,
n, is also
lso problematic.
problematic The
Th former is a
Russian ally, the latter closer too Turkey. Because of historical
hostility to
histo
hist
Turkey, Armenia is always closer
tries to balance
loser to Russia. Azerbaijan
Azerba
among Turkey, Iran, and
d Russia.
ssia.
It is one thing forr the United States to sta
stake out a position in Poland,
stak
a country of 40 million people. Remaining
committed to Georgia, a
Remain
country of only
less developed than Poland, is much
nly 4 million that is far le
more difﬁcult.
in the form of a pro-Russian govﬁcult.
cult. And defeat in Georgia,
Geor
Geo
ernment
and forces to leave, would not only
ent
nt that would ask U.S. advisers
a
unravel
el the American position
posit in the Caucasus but create a crisis of conﬁdence in Poland as we
well.
The situation
tion in the Caucasus can be handled only by Turkey.
Whereas Russia’s border moved north, unveiling the three historic states
of Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia, Turkey’s border has remained stable. For the United States, it does not matter where the Russian tier is, so
long as it is somewhere in the Caucasus. The only disastrous outcome
would be a Russian occupation of Turkey, which is inconceivable, or a
Russo-Turkish alliance, which is a more realistic danger.
Turkey and Russia have been historical rivals, two empires on the
Black Sea, both competing in the Balkans and the Caucasus. More
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important, the Russians look at the Bosporus as their blocked gate to the
Mediterranean. Turkey may well collaborate with the Russians in the
next decade, particularly given dependency on Russian oil, but the idea
that it would shift its own border in the Caucasus southward or abandon
the Bosporus in any way is out of the question. Simply by existing, then,
Turkey serves American interests in relation to Russia. And since the
United States has no interest in the speciﬁcs of where Russia is contained
in the Caucasus, as long as it is contained, it follows that a vast American
commitment to Georgia makes little sense. Georgia
drain on the
gia is a d
United States with little beneﬁt. So the American
can strategy in Georgia
should be eliminated. It is left over from the period
Ameriod in which the A
k- and cost-free. At a time when
cans believed that such positions were riskrisks and costs are rising, the United
d States must manage its
it exposure
more carefully, recognizing that Georgiaa is more liability
liabilit than
th asset.
In the next decade there willll be a small window in which
the United
w
States can extract itself from
Caucasus without causing
m Georgia and the Cauc
psychological damage to its new coalition. But most likely, abandoning
Georgia would create
uncertainty in Poland and in the
ate psychological uncer
uncert
Intermarium that
cause those countries to recalculate
at could very quickly cau
their stance. Waiting until Poland aand Russia confront each other would
simply increase
ncrease
crease the magnitude of the stress. Therefore, rethinking Georgia ass soon as possible has four
fo advantages. First, it gives the United
States time to stabilize the Intermarium’s psychology. Second, it makes it
clear that the United
States
is making this move for its own reasons, not
Un
S
because of Russian
ussian pressure. Third, it will demonstrate to the Turks that
the United States can shift positions, making an increasingly conﬁdent
Turkey more wary of the United States—and sometimes wary is good.
Fourth, the United States can ask for Russian concessions in Central Asia
in return for backing off in the Caucasus.
As long as the United States is still ﬁghting in Afghanistan, it needs
unfettered access to the nearby countries it relies on for logistical support. American oil companies also need access to Central Asian oil and
gas deposits. In the long run, the United States is leaving Afghanistan,
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and in the long run, the United States can’t be a dominant force in the
region. Geography simply precludes American dominance, and the Russians know that.
The United States made promises to Georgia that it now isn’t going
to keep. But when we look at the broader picture, this betrayal increases
America’s ability to keep other commitments. Georgia is of little importance to the United States, but it is of enormous importance to the Russians, guaranteeing the security of their southern frontier. The Russians
would be prepared to pay a substantial price for Georgia,
and U.S. willorgia, aan
ingness to exit voluntarily and soon should command
premium.
mand a premi
premium
That price would be not to supply Iran with weapons and
an to join
jo in
an effective sanctions regime if the U.S. overture
verture to Iran fails. If the overture succeeds, then the United States
Russia halt
es can demand that R
weapons shipments into the region,
n, particularly
ticularly to Syria.
Syria If made simultaneously with the overture to Iran, an agreement like this would lend
the overture greater weight.. It would give the Unite
United States more credibility and expanded options.
ions. It could also buy
bu time
tim in Poland to build up
American assets there.
e.
As a U.S. foothold
is much less viable than
thold in the Caucasus, Georgia
G
Azerbaijan, which
and Iran and maintains close
ch not only borders Russia
R
relations with Turkey but is a maj
major source of oil. Whereas Armenia is a
majo
Russian
an
n ally and Georgia lacks
lac a strong economic foundation, Azerbaijan hass economic resources
resource and can be a platform for American operations. So in
decade there will need to be a strategy of withdrawal
n the ne
next dec
and a strategyy of realignment.
Both will do. The current strategy will
rre
not.
If the United States convinces Russia that its withdrawal from Georgia is elective, phased, and above all reversible, it can extract concessions
that have real meaning while rationalizing its strategic position. In a
sense it is a bluff, but a good president needs to be able to bluff, as well as
to rationalize a betrayal.
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Russia does not threaten America’s global position, but the mere possibility that it might collaborate with Europe and particularly Germany
opens up the most signiﬁcant threat in the decade, a long-term threat
that needs to be nipped in the bud. The United States can’t expect Germany to serve the role it played in the Cold War as the frontier set
against the Soviet empire. In the next decade, the United States must
work to make Poland what Germany was in the 1950s,
s, although
althou the Rusalth
sian threat will not be as signiﬁcant, forceful, or monochromatic
monochroma as it was
frontation goes on
then. At the same time that the geopolitical confrontation
on, the
United States and Russia will be engaged
d in economic and p
politic
political collaboration elsewhere. This is not yourr daddy’s Cold War. The two countries might well collaborate in Central
Caucasus while
entral Asia or even the
th C
and and the Carpathians
Carpathians.
confronting each other in Poland
In the long run, the Russians
ussians
sians are in trouble and can’t sustain a major
role in international affairs.
ffairs.. Their depend
dependence on commodity exports
ﬁlls their coffers butt doesn’t build their economy.
Their population is in
econ
eco
severe decline. Their geographic structur
structure is unchanged. But in geopolitics, a decadee iss not the long run. The
T mere collapse of the Soviet Union
took a decade
For this decade, the threat of Russia and
cade to run its course. F
Europe
pe will persist, and it w
will preoccupy the president as he attempts to
restoree balance to U.S. glo
global strategy.
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E U RO P E ’ S R E T U R N TO H I S TO RY

ontemporaryy Europe is a search for an exit from hell. The ﬁrst
half of thee twentieth century was a slaughterhouse, from Verdun
to Auschwitz.
schwitz.
hwitz. The second half
ha was lived under threat of a possible
U.S.-Soviet
et nuclear war fought out
o on European soil. Exhausted by
blood and turmoil, Europe bbe
began to imagine a world in which all conﬂicts were economic and bbureaucrats in Brussels managed them. They
even began
“the end of history,” in the sense that all Hegelian
n to tal
talk of “t
conﬂicts of ideology
deolog had been resolved. For the twenty years following
deology
the collapse of the Soviet Union, it appeared to them that they had
found their utopia, but now the future is much less certain. Looking
ahead to the next ten years, I do not see a return to trenches and concentration camps, but I do see geopolitical tensions on the continent growing, and with them the roots of more serious conﬂict.
Two problems make up the European dilemma for the decade ahead.
The ﬁrst is deﬁning the kind of relationship Europe will have with a
resurgent Russia. The second is determining the role that Germany,
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Europe’s most dynamic economy, will play. The paradox of Russia—
weak economy and substantial military force—will persist, as will the
dynamism of Germany. The remainder of the European states must
deﬁne their relationship with these two powers as a prerequisite for deﬁning their relationship one another. The strain of this process will lead to
the emergence of a very different sort of Europe in the next decade, and
it will present a signiﬁcant challenge to the United States. To understand
what needs to be done in terms of U.S. policy, we ﬁrst have to consider
the history that has brought us to this juncture.
Europe has always been a bloody place. After 1492,
new discov1492, when n
ne
eries fueled the competition for far-ﬂung empires,
a
pires, the continent
contin hosted
ho
struggle for world domination involvingg Spain, Portugal, Fran
France, the
Netherlands, and Britain, countries that
hat bordered either the
th Atlantic
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Ocean or the North Sea. Austria-Hungary and Russia were left out of the
contest for colonial empires, while Germany and Italy remained clusters
of feudal principalities, fragmented and impotent.
For the next two centuries Europe consisted of four regions—Atlantic
Europe, southeastern Europe, Scandinavia, and Russia—with a buffer
zone in the center running from Denmark to Sicily. This buffer was a
region fragmented into tiny kingdoms and duchies, unable to defend
itself but inadvertently providing Europe with a degree of stability.
Then Napoleon redeﬁned Europe. When he pushed
east into Gerushed
shed eeas
many and south into Italy, he wrecked the complex
mplex balance tthat had
existed in those two inchoate nations. Worse,, from
view, he
m his point of view
energized Prussia, goading it into becoming
ng a major European
Europea power.
pow It
was the Prussians, more than anyone, who
Napoleon’s defeat
ho engineered Napoleo
Napole
at the Battle of Waterloo. A half century
nturyy later, after a brief
bri and
a successful
war with France in 1871, Prussiaa united the rest of Germ
Germany into a cohesive state. The uniﬁcation off Italy was by and large completed at about
the same time.
Suddenly there was a new geopolitical reality
from the North Sea to
rea
re
the Mediterranean.
an. Germany in particular
particula was troublesome, because of
its enormous productivity
oductivity and rapid ggrowth and also because its geography madee it profoundly insecure.
insecure History had placed Germany on the
north of the North European Plain, an area with a few rivers to serve as
defenses,
es, but some of the most
m productive parts of this new nation-state
were on the
he opp
opposite bbank of the Rhine, completely unprotected. To
the west was France
France. To the east was Russia. Both had enjoyed the cenFranc
turies when Germany was fragmented and weak, but now there was a
frightening new Germany, economically the most dynamic country in
Europe, with a powerful military and with a deep sense of insecurity.
Germany in turn was frightened by its neighbors’ fears. Germany’s
leaders knew their nation could not survive if it was attacked simultaneously by France and Russia. They also believed that at some point such
an attack would come, because they understood how intimidating they
appeared to their neighbors. Germany could not permit France and Rus-
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sia to start a war at the time or place of their choosing, and thus Germany, driven by its own fear, devised a strategy of preemption coupled
with alliances.
Europe in the twentieth century was deﬁned by these fears, which,
being imposed by geography, were both rational and unavoidable. To no
one’s surprise, that same geography is in place today. The Europeans
tried to abolish the consequences of geography by eliminating nationalism, but as we have already begun to see, nationalism is not easily suppressed, and geography must have its due. These
issues remain
hese iss
particularly compelling in the case of Germany, which remains,
remain as in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the economic
Europe,
conomic
mic engine of Eu
profoundly insecure and surrounded by nations with poten
potentially divergent interests. The question going forward
orward
ward is whether the ggeopolitical
logic that led to the wars of the past
result or whether,
st willl have the same resu
in the years to come, Europe can
an pass the test of comit
comity it failed so often
before.
Both world wars were
ere launched
aunched accordi
according tto a single scenario: Germany, insecure because
swept across France
ause of its geographical position,
p
in a lightning attack.
tack. The goal in both cases
ca was to defeat France quickly,
then deal with
th
h Russia. In 1914,
1914, th
the Germans failed to defeat France
quickly, the
he troops dug in, and the
th conﬂict became a protracted war. The
Germans
ﬁghting France, Britain, and Russia simultamans found themselves ﬁg
neously
and the west. At the same time that it appeared
ly in both the east an
the Bolshevik
would save Germany by taking Russia out of
hevik revolution
revolutio
re
the war, the United
Unite States sent troops to Europe, playing its ﬁrst major
role on the world stage and blocking German ambitions.
In 1940 Germany succeeded in overrunning France, only to discover
that it still could not defeat the Soviet Union. One reason for that was
the second act of America’s dramatic emergence. The United States provided aid to the Soviets that kept them in the war until the Anglo-American invasion of France three years later could help destroy Germany for
the second time in a quarter century.
Germany emerged from World War II humiliated by defeat but also
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morally humiliated by its unprecedented barbarism, having committed
atrocities that had nothing to do with the necessities of geopolitics. Germany was divided and occupied by the victors
Germany was physically devastated, but its actions had resulted in
the devastation of something far more important. For ﬁve hundred
years, Europe had dominated the world. Before the wave of self-destruction that began in August 1914, Europe directly controlled vast areas of
Asia and Africa and indirectly dominated much of the rest of the planet.
Tiny countries like Belgium and the Netherlands controlled
ntrolle areas as vast
ntrolled
as the Congo or today’s Indonesia.
The wars that followed the creation of Germany
these
many destroyed
dest
empires. In addition, the slaughter of thee two wars, the des
destruction of
destruct
generations of workers and extraordinary
aryy amounts of capital, left
le
l Europe
exhausted. Its empires dissolved into
nto fragments
agments to be fought
fo
fough over by the
only two countries that emerged
ed from the conﬂict with
wit the power and
interest to compete for what
att was left, the United SStates and the Soviet
Union. However, both primarily
arily pursued it as a system of alliances and
commercial relationss rather than formal imperial
domination.
imp
Europe went from being the center oof a world empire to being the
potential battleground
world war. At the heart of the Cold
tleground
ground for a third w
wo
War was the
marched into the center of Gerhe fear that the Soviets, having
h
many, would seize the rest of
o the continent. For Western Europe, the
dangerr was obvious. For th
the United States, the greatest threat was that
Soviet manpower
anpower and resources would be combined with European
anpowe
industrialism and technology
to create a power potentially greater than
tte
the U.S. Fearing the threat to its interests, the United States focused
on containing the Soviet Union around its periphery, including Europe.
Two issues converged, setting the stage for the events that will be
played out over the next ten years. The ﬁrst was the question of Germany’s role in Europe, which ever since its nineteenth-century uniﬁcation had been to trigger wars. The second was the shrinking of European
power. By the end of the 1960s, not a single European country save the
Soviet Union was genuinely global. All the rest had been reduced to
regional powers, in a region where their collective power was dwarfed by
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the power of the Soviet Union and the United States. If Germany had to
ﬁnd a new place in Europe, Europe had to ﬁnd its new place in the
world.
The two World Wars and the dramatic reduction of status that followed had a profound psychological impact on Europe. Germany
entered a period of deep self-loathing, and the rest of Europe seemed
torn between nostalgia for its lost colonies and relief that the burdens of
empire and even genuine sovereignty had been lifted from it. Along with
European exhaustion came European weakness, but
utt som
some of the trappings of great-power status remained, symbolized
d by permanent
permanen seats for
Britain and France on the United Nations Security
ity Council.
Counc But even
the possession of nuclear weapons by some
me of these nations m
meant little.
Europe was trapped in the force ﬁeld created
superpowers.
eated by the two superp
super
The German response to its diminished
iminished
shed position was
w in
i microcosm
the European response: Germany
problem as
ny recognized its fundamental
fundam
being that of an independent
ent
nt actor trapped between
betwee potentially hostile
powers. The threat from
m thee Soviet Union was ﬁxed. However, if Germany could redeﬁnee its relationship with France,
and through that with
Fr
Fra
the rest of Europe,
e, it would no longer be caught in the middle. For Germany, the solution
with the rest of Europe,
lution
tion was to become integrated
in
and particularly
cularly with France.
Fran
Forr Europe as a whole, in
integration was a foregone conclusion—in
one sense
threat, in another by pressure from the
nse imposed by the Soviet
S
United States.
strategy for resisting the Soviets was to
ates. The
T American
Am
organize its Europe
European allies to defend themselves if necessary, all the
Europ
while guaranteeing their security with troops already deployed to the
continent. There was also the promise of more troops if war broke out,
and ultimately the promise to use nuclear weapons if absolutely necessary. The nuclear weapons, however, would be kept under American
control. Conventional forces would be organized into a joint command,
within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. This organization created a multilateral, uniﬁed defense force for Europe that was, in effect,
controlled by the United States.
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The Americans also had a vested interest in European prosperity.
Through the Marshall Plan and other mechanisms, the United States
created a favorable environment in which to revive the European economy while also creating the foundations for a European military capability. The more prosperity was generated through association with the
United States, the more attractive membership in NATO became. The
greater the contrast was between living conditions in the Soviet bloc and
in Western Europe, the more likely that contrast was to generate unrest
in the east. The United States believed ideologically
in
ly and practically
p
free trade, but more than that, it wanted to see greater in
integration
among the European economies, both for its
bind the
ts own
n sake and to bin
potentially fractious alliance together.
The Americans saw a European economic
conomic union as a bbuttress for
NATO. The Europeans saw it as a way not only to recover
reco from the war
but to ﬁnd a place for themselves
elves in a world that had reduced them to
wers
ers at best. Power, if tthere was any to be
the status of regional powers
regained, was to be found
This was the only
und in
n some sort of federation.
ffeder
way to create a balance
nce between Europe and
an the two superpowers. Such
a federation would
uld also solve the German
Germa problem by integrating Germany with Europe,
urope, making the extraordinary German economic
machine a part of the European system. One of the key issues for the
next ten years is whether th
the United States will continue to view European integration
same way.
ntegration in the sam
In 19922 the Maastricht
Treaty established the European Union, but
Maastr
M
the concept was in
i fact an old European dream. Its antecedents reach
back to the early 1950s and the European Steel and Coal Community, a
narrowly focused entity whose leaders spoke of it even then as the foundation for a European federation.
It is coincidental but extremely important that while the EU idea
originated during the Cold War, it emerged as a response to the Cold
War’s end. In the west, the overwhelming presence of NATO and its
controls over defense and foreign policy loosened dramatically. In the
east, the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of the Soviet Union
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found sovereign nations coming out of the shadows. It was at this point
that Europe regained the sovereignty it had lost but that it is now struggling to deﬁne.
The EU was envisioned to serve two purposes. The ﬁrst was the integration of western Europe into a limited federation, solving the problem
of Germany by binding it together with France, thereby limiting the
threat of war. The second was the creation of a vehicle for the reintegration of eastern Europe into the European community. The EU turned
from a Cold War institution serving western Europe
pe in tthe context of
east-west tensions into a post–Cold War institution
ution designe
designed to bind
together both parts of Europe. In addition, itt was seen as a step to
toward
returning Europe to its prior position as global power, if not as in
individual nations, then as a collective equal too the United States. An
And it is in
A
this ambition that the EU has run into trouble.
trou

O

thee crisis of the eu

PR

In the late eighteenth
thirteen newly liberated British
teenth century, when th
colonies formed
med
d a North American cconfederation, it was as a practical
solution too economic and political issues. But the United States of America, as that confederation came
cam to be known, was also seen as a moral
ca
mission
higher truths, including the idea “that all men are
n dedicated to highe
created equal
qual and that they are endowed by their creator with certain
inalienable rights.”
ghts.” The United States was also rooted in the idea that
with the beneﬁts of liberal society came risks and obligations. As Benjamin Franklin put it, “They who can give up essential liberty to obtain
a little temporary safety, deserve neither liberty nor safety.” In the United
States, with such sentiments at its core, the themes of material comfort
and moral purpose went hand in hand.
The United States was also created as a federation of independent
countries, sharing a common language but profoundly different in other
ways. When those differences led to secession, most of the remaining
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states of the United States waged war to preserve the Union. That willingness to sacriﬁce would have been impossible unless the United States
was seen as a moral as well as a practical project.
In the United States, the Civil War established that the federal government was sovereign, and absolutely sovereign in foreign affairs. The
federal victory put to rest the claims of the Confederate states that sovereignty rested with each of them individually.
In the European Union, by contrast, the confederate model is still in
place, and sovereignty rests with each individual nation-st
nation-state. Even at
nation
the level of its most basic premise, then, the European
sets severe
ropean
opean Union se
limits on its claims to authority and its right to command
ommand sacriﬁce.
sa
sacriﬁce This
union is stranger still, in that not all Europe
urope is part of it. Some of its
members share a currency; others don’t.
defense poln’t.. There is no uniﬁed d
de
icy, much less a European army.
the constituent
y. Moreover,
oreover, each of th
nations has its own history, unique
individual relationship
nique identity, and indiv
to the idea of sacriﬁce. Thee military authority to aact internationally, an
indispensable part of global
by the individual
al power, is also retained
ret
states. The EU remains
created for the convenains an elective relationship,
relations
relation
ience of its members,
nations can leave.
mbers,
bers, and if it becomes inconvenient,
i
There is no barr on withdrawal.
Fundamentally,
union, and economics, unlike
amentally, the EU is an economic
e
defense,
maximizing prosperity. This limitation means
nse,
se, is a means for ma
maxi
that sacriﬁcing
acriﬁcing safety for a higher purpose is a contradiction in terms,
because the
European Union has conﬂated safety and well-being as its
he Euro
moral purpose.
There is simply no basis for the kind of inspiring rhetose. Th
The
ric that could induce anyone to ﬁght and die to preserve the ideals of the
European Union.
As we look toward the decade ahead, the delicate balance of power
established to contain Germany is coming apart—not because Germany
wants it to, but because circumstances have changed dramatically.
The dissolution started during the ﬁnancial crisis of 2008. Germany
had been one of the leading economic powers since the 1960s, when the
western portion successfully emerged from the devastation of World
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War II. The collapse of communism in 1989 forced the prosperous west
to assimilate the impoverished east, an economic liability. While this was
painful, over the next decade Germany absorbed its poor remnant and
remained the most powerful country in Europe, content with the economic and political arrangements of the EU. Germany was its leading
power, yet still one of many. It had no appetite for further dominance,
nor any need for it.
When the ﬁnancial crisis of 2008 hit, Germany suffered, as did
others, but its economy was robust enough to roll with th
the shock. The
ﬁrst wave of devastation was most severe in eastern
the region
tern
ern Europe, th
that had only recently emerged from Soviet domination.
banking
mination. T
The ban
system of many of the countries there had
acquired by
ad been created or aacquir
western European countries, particularly
Sweden, and
arlyy banks in Austria, Sw
Italy, but also by some German banks.
Czech Repubnks. In
n one country, th
the C
lic, the banking system was 96 percent owned by other European countries. Given that the EU had
ad accepted many of tthese countries—the
Czech Republic, Poland,
and Bulgaria, as
d, Slovakia,
ovakia, Hungary,
Hungary Romania,
Ro
well as the Baltic nation-states
Lithuania, and Estonia—there
tion-states
ion-states of Latvia, Lith
Lit
seemed to be no reason to be troubled by this. But although these eastern
European countries
EU, they still had their own currenuntries
tries were part of the E
cies. Those
see currencies were not only
on weaker than the euro, they also had
higherr interest rates.
rate
In an earlier chapter we discussed the problem created by the housing
boom and
mortgages denominated in euros, Swiss
d eastern
easter European
Eur
francs, and even
yen. Banks in other EU countries owned many of the
ven ye
yen
eastern European banks. Those banks in western Europe used euros and
were under the ﬁnancial oversight of the European Central Bank and the
EU banking system. The eastern European countries were in the strange
position of not owning their domestic banking systems. Rather than
simply being supervised by their own governments, their banks were
under foreign and EU supervision. A nation that doesn’t control its own
ﬁnancial system has gone a long way to losing its sovereignty. And this
points to the future problem of the EU. The stronger members, like Germany, retained and enhanced their sovereignty during the ﬁnancial cri-
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sis, while the weaker nations saw sovereignty decline. This imbalance
will have to be addressed in the decade to come.
Given that the European Union was a single economic entity, and
given the fact that the eastern European countries had few resources and
limited control over their own banks, the expectation was that the European Union’s healthier countries would bail out the eastern banks. This
was not only the expectation in the east, but also of the European countries who invested there. Germany had the strongest economy and banking system, so it was expected to take the lead.
But Germany balked. It did not want to underwrite
nderwrite the
th rescue of
eastern Europe. There was far too much money
Germany
ney involved,
nvolved, an
and Ger
simply didn’t want to shoulder the burden.
Germans
urden. Instead, th
the Ge
encouraged the eastern Europeans to go to the International Monetary
Fund for a bailout. This would reduce
bureduce the German and
an European
E
den, diluting their responsibility
ity with contributions from
fro the Americans
and other benefactors of thee IMF.
This fallout from thee 2008
08 crisis undersc
underscored just how far Europe was
from being a single country. It also called attention
to the fact that Geraat
many was the prime
Europe. If Germany had wanted
rime decision-maker in E
a bailout, Europe
one.
urope
pe would have had oon
But the
he ﬁnancial ripples didn’t end there. As recession hit Europe, tax
receipts
pts fell and borrowing for
fo social services rose. Some countries were
caughtt in a tremendous sq
squeeze, their troubles compounded by domestic political
For those who used the euro, some of the basic
cal pres
pressure. F
tools for managing
naging a problem like this didn’t exist. For example, a declining currency makes imports more expensive and exports cheaper and
more competitive. That hurts on the consumption side but helps create
jobs and increases tax revenue. Adjusting the value of your currency is a
core mechanism for managing recession, but countries such as Greece
didn’t control their own currency; they didn’t even have their own currency. Their asymmetry of power turned the EU into a battleground.
Germany didn’t want the responsibility for bailing out weaker countries,
but the weaker countries didn’t have full control over their economies so
they couldn’t take control of their own destiny. The question going for-
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ward is whether the EU, especially in light of European history, can
withstand this centrifugal force. The answer lies in part in whatever the
Germans choose to do.
The euro serves a series of countries in different stages of development and in different parts of their business cycle, and the currency that
helps one country doesn’t necessarily help another. Obviously, the European Central Bank is more worried about the condition of the German
economy than about that of a smaller country, and that affects valuation
decisions.
From its founding in 1993 until 2008, the EU
period of
U enjoyed a p
unprecedented prosperity, and for a while that
submerged
all
at prosperity
osperity submerge
su
of the issues that had never been fully resolved.
olved. The measure of a political entity is how it handles adversity, and
nd with the crisis of 2008,
20 all the
unresolved issues emerged, and with
that the fedth them
em the nationalism
national
eration was intended to bury. At times this nationalism
nationalis became quite
nationali
powerful politically. The majority
opposed help for Greece.
ajority
jority of Germans oppo
A majority of Greeks preferred
to EU terms,
referred
red bankruptcy to submitting
su
which they saw as German terms. The situation
calmed down after the
situa
ﬁnancial crisis eased,
we got a glimpse of the forces churning
sed, but in 2010
2
and bubblingg beneath
eneath the European calm.
c
The European
not disappear, certainly not within the
uropean Union will no
next ten
en years. It was founded
founde as a free trade zone and will remain one.
But it will not evolve int
into a multinational state that can be a major
player on the wor
stage. There is not enough common interest among
world stag
the nations too shar
share military power, and without military power Europe
does not have what I have called “deep power.” The Europeans struggled
between national sovereignty and a European solution to the economic
crisis. The challenge that ﬁnances posed for European unity blocks military integration even more intensely. Ultimately, there is a European
bureaucracy but no European state.
On the other hand, it is not clear at all that many of the economic
controls the EU has now will survive the decade. As the smaller countries
discovered, those controls put them at a severe disadvantage. They are
managed by a system that is in the control of larger countries. For citi-
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zens of the larger countries, working to build political coalitions to help
other countries that run into trouble is a tough sell. Devaluing the currency is a much simpler way of making cheaper exports and more expensive imports and thus improving the economy. But once again, Greece,
for example, didn’t have this option, because it didn’t have its own currency.
In the years immediately ahead, serious economic constraints will no
doubt persist. The hardship will not be unprecedented or unmanageable, but it will remain a factor, posing different problems
roblem for different
roblems
nations. Certainly economic stress will drivee wedges among
these
am
amo
nations and raise serious questions of the beneﬁts
currency. I
neﬁtss of a single
singl curre
have no doubt that the EU will survive, but I would be very surp
surprised if
some members of the eurozone didn’t
others placing
dn’tt drop out, with oth
othe
caveats on the degree to which they will cede control
contro to the Brussels
bureaucracy.
We have already seen the
European integration.
hee high-water mark of E
As the tide goes out over
ver the
he ten years to come,
com what will be exposed
above all else is the power of Germany.

reemergence of germany
the r
reemerg

Germany
any was born out oof a war with France, and it was crushed twice
after invading
ading F
France. Its postwar resolution was to align itself closely
with France econom
economically and become the new axis of Europe. But while
econo
the German military impulse seems to have been set aside, the problem
of the power dynamic persists. If France and Germany stand together,
they remain the European center of gravity. If Germany and France collide, that collision rips apart the fabric of Europe, leaving the federated
nations to divide and realign in some new conﬁguration.
I’m leaving Britain out of this equation for historical, geographical,
and economic reasons. The English Channel has always allowed Britain
to step back and engage Europe selectively. But beyond this geographical
reality, from the Spanish Armada to the German Blitz, Britain has
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viewed continental powers as a threat to its survival and has chosen to
stand apart. Part of its drive for empire was the desire to avoid being
entirely dependent on Europe. Britain normally didn’t build a wall
against Europe (although it did in extreme cases), but it limited its
involvement. Geography made this possible.
While Europe as a whole remains Britain’s largest trading partner, its
largest export target among nations is the United States. When Britain is
drawn deeply into Europe, the cause is more often war than economics.
British strategy has always been to block a uniﬁed Europe
urope aas a threat to
its national security, not least because the idea of a Europe militarily
m
dominated by France and Germany is intolerable.
rable.. For Brita
Britain to bbe the
ither
ther prudent nor n
necessa
junior partner in such an alignment is neither
necessary.
For all these reasons, British grand
incompatible with an
d strategy is incompatibl
incompatib
open-ended commitment to Europe.
ope. Rather, the Bri
British strategy has
been to align militarily with the United States. Britain
Britai never had the
Brita
weight to block the Soviets byy itself, nor to manage events in Europe. Its
alignment with the United
the major impeted States allows it to
t inﬂuence
inﬂ
rial power at relatively
ely
ly low cost. Over the next
ne decade, Britain will conn
tinue to hedge its bets on all sides, wh
while tilting, as the French and
Germans say, too the Anglo-Saxon bloc
bl and culture.
The Franco-German
ranco-German alignment
alignmen has its own problems. There are two
areas of tension today betwee
between France and Germany, and the ﬁrst one is
economic.
much more disciplined ﬁscally than France,
mic. Germany is m
which means
ans tha
that the ttwo countries are rarely in sync when it comes to
ﬁnancial cooperation.
The second tension revolves around defense polperati
peratio
icy. The French, and particular the Gaullists, have always seen a united
Europe as a counter to the United States, and this would require European defense integration, which inevitably would mean a force under
Franco-German control.
The Germans of course value what integration with France and
Europe brings, but they have no desire to take on either France’s economic problems or the creation of a European military force set against
the Americans. They simply don’t want the potential burdens of the former or the risks of the latter.
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Another problem facing the Germans is that once again, owing
largely to the ﬁnancial crisis and the U.S. was in Iraq, their relations with
the United States have declined. Germany is an exporting country, and
the United States is a major non-European customer. The Obama
administration created a stimulus package to get the American economy
out of recession, but the Germans took no such measures. Instead they
relied on the American stimulus to generate demand for German products. This meant that the United States went into debt to jump-start its
economy while (at least from the American point off view)
view tthe Germans
got a free ride. The Germans also wanted the Americans
participate in
mericans to pa
part
the bailout of European countries through the IMF.
these
MF. But beyond
b
ween the two countries,
coun
countries there
substantial economic disagreements between
was a real geopolitical split. The Americans,
ericans,
icans, as we’ve seen, have
h
ha signiﬁcant issues with the Russians, butt Germans
nothing to do with
mans wanted no
nothi
U.S. efforts to contain them.
m. Beyond their aversion
aversio to encouraging
rmans,
mans, as we’ve already sseen, depend on Rusanother Cold War, the Germans,
sia for a large part of theirr energy needs. In fact, they need Russian
energy more than the
he Russians need Germa
German money.
U.S. relations
Germany will vary over the next
nss with both Russia and G
ten years, butt we can anticipate a fund
fundamental shift. Whatever the atmofu
spherics, Russia’s growing presenc
presence to the east of the European peninsula
threatens
tens American interest
interests. Similarly, the more the United States sees
its global
dragging it into wars in places like Afghanistan, the
obal interests draggin
more Germany
rmany iis going to want to distance itself from its Cold War ally.
The greater the U
U.S. level of concern about Russia, the greater the disU.
tance between the Germans and the United States. The sixty-ﬁve-year
relationship that began at the end of World War II will not survive the
decade ahead unchanged.
Germany can afford to distance itself from America, in part because
its traditional problem of being squeezed from both sides is gone and it
has a close and friendly relationship with France. Germany no longer
borders Russia but now has Poland as a buffer. Germany needs natural
gas, which the Russians have in abundance, and the Russians need technology and expertise, both of which Germany has to spare.
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In addition, signiﬁcant population decline will soon affect Germany’s
industrial plant, as a labor shortage, combined with an aging population,
creates a formula for economic disaster. Even with its own decline, Russia will still have a surplus of labor that Germany can utilize, both by
importing Russian workers and by moving production to Russia. The
only way to counteract population decline is by encouraging immigration, but immigration and national identity in Europe are at odds.
If Germany doesn’t want to bring workers to its factories, it can move
its factories to where the workers are. Russia is also undergoi
undergoing
a decline
nderg
in population, but because it has such a weak economy
conomy
onomy focus
focused on primary commodities, it still has a surplus workforce,
force,, meaning people who
are unemployed or underemployed. If the Russians wan
want to move
beyond simply exporting energy and grain
modern indusain and develop a mode
mod
trial economy, they need technology
Germans have
gy and
d capital, and th
the G
both of those. The Germans want workers to man their
th factories and
natural resources to fuel their
of all sizes
heir
ir economy. German businesses
b
are already deeply involved
olved in Russia, add
adding to the new reality of a
Moscow-Berlin relationship
tionship
ionship that soon will be
b the pivot of Europe, more
dynamic if not more signiﬁcant than the other relationships each country has.
With France at Germany’s back—tied
there by economic interests—
back
bac
Russiaa will move closer to th
the European core, setting off a new dynamic
in the EU. Tension betwe
between the core and the periphery is already rife.
betwee
The core is Germany,
Germany France, the Netherlands, and Belgium, the
Ge
advanced industrial
dustria heartland of Europe. The periphery is Ireland,
dustrial
Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece, and eastern Europe. Still in the early stages
of economic development, these smaller countries need looser monetary
policies than their more advanced neighbors and will have wider economic swings, so they will be more vulnerable to instability.
Meanwhile, France has hedged its bets, positioning itself as both a
northern European power and a Mediterranean power, even to the point
of considering the formation of a Mediterranean Union alongside the
EU. In French thinking, this would include southern European countries, North African countries, Israel, and Turkey. This is an attractive
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idea in the abstract, but in reality the difference in developmental stages
between Libya and Italy is so profound that it dwarfs the difference
between Germany and Greece. Still, we can expect the French to dabble
in the Mediterranean, trying to compensate for being Germany’s junior
partner in the north.
Germany is uncomfortable in the role that was pressed on it during
the 2008–2010 crises. As the Germans reconsider their interest in the EU
periphery, the peripheral countries raise questions about the economic
beneﬁt of integrating with the Germans. They resent
nt losin
losing control over
vast areas of their economies, such as the bankingg sector, espec
especially when
especia
they are expected to stand on their own if a crisis occurs. That
those on
T tho
the periphery are expected to sustain their
monetary
eir economies with a mo
policy designed for the core adds to the
sides.
he pressure on both side
sides
The old periphery, from Greece
focused on ecoce to Ireland, is ﬁrmly fo
nomics. The new periphery, the
Poland in particuhe Intermarium—and P
lar—is deeply concerned about
bout Russia. And as we have seen, Poland is
especially uneasy over being a neutral buffer between
Germany and Rusbetw
sia, a role that historically
rically has never ended well
w for it.
Also uncomfortable
fortable
ortable with this alignment
alignme is Britain. The UK could live
with a Paris-Berlin
Berlin
rlin axis as long as it was
w countered by the United States,
with Britain
tain
ain as the balance point midway. But including Moscow puts
too much weight on the E
European mainland, posing a challenge to
Eu
British
strategic interests.
h commercial and st
str
As thee next decade
unfolds, Germany will resume its place on the
d
North European
Plain, but allied this time with its historic enemies,
pean P
France and Russia. Britain will move even closer to the United States.
Countries on the old periphery will be left to sort their way through the
complexities, but it will be the new periphery—eastern Europe—that
will be the focus of activity. The European Union will continue to function, as will the euro, but it will be difﬁcult for the EU to be the organizing principle of Europe when there are so many centrifugal forces.
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the american strategy
A fairly extraordinary policy lapse since the collapse of communism is
that the United States has never developed a strategy toward Europe.
This will soon change. During the 1990s, the United States simply
assumed a commonality of interests with the Europeans, but that
assumption was never tested during the benign conditions of that
decade. The emergence of the EU was never seen as a challenge to the
United States, but simply as a natural evolution thatt posed n
no problem.
Whereas the United States once proceeded out
utt of habit, tthe decade
anning.
g
ahead will require focused rethinking and planning.
When the American response to September
mber 11 opened up tthe ﬁr
ﬁrst signiﬁcant breach with the Franco-German
man
n bloc, it also revealed a serious
split in Europe. The United Statess wanted
ted far more direct
dir military help
d it wanted at least polit
politi
in Afghanistan than it got, and
political cover for the
war in Iraq. On the votes taken
ken by NATO—such aas guaranteeing support for Turkey if it supported
overwhelming
upported
rted the U.S. in
i Iraq—the
Ir
majority of countries
ess sided implicitly with tthe United States, but only
oted against that suppor
four countries voted
support: Germany, France, Belgium,
and Luxemburg.
that any NATO action requires unaurg.
g. It should be noted th
nimity. Nonetheless,
onetheless, many of the nations that supported the resolution
sent att least token forces to IIraq, while Britain made major contributions.
The geography
ography of this
ograph
th support is extremely important. The European
heartland, with
th the
th exception of the Netherlands, opposed the United
States. Most of the periphery—the Intermarium countries in particular—supported the United States, at least initially. Many of the countries
that fell in with the United States did so not because they genuinely
endorsed the American action but because of uneasiness with the
Franco-German bloc. They did not want to be merely subordinate members of Europe, and they saw the United States as an important counterweight to the French and Germans. There was a particularly interesting
confrontation between French president Jacques Chirac and the representatives of the Intermarium countries, who had signed a letter reject-
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ing the Franco-German stand and supporting the United States. When
that letter appeared, Chirac scolded them for being, in his terms, “badly
brought up.” At that point, the breach between these countries and
France—and Germany, for that matter—could not have been deeper.
The split in Europe over the Iraq war will, I think, become a rough
framework for strategic disagreements in Europe, and will redeﬁne U.S.
alliances there in the decade ahead.
Tension between the United States and France has varied, but even
after Barack Obama took ofﬁce, the Germans were resolute
resolu on the subject of confrontation with Islam. They did nott like Obama’s
Obama management of the conﬂict any more than they liked
did not
ed Bush’s,
ush’s, and they di
want to be drawn into it. As should be obvious
United States
vious by now, the U
and the Franco-German bloc simply have
ave different interests.
It is difﬁcult to imagine the Americans
cans convincing the
th Germans to
return to their prior relationship
States, or Germany
hip with the United St
Sta
convincing the United States
tess to be indifferent to th
the rise of Russia. In the
next ten years, an ideal solution
American
point of view would
tion from the A
Ameri
be to split the Franco-German
nco-German bloc, and in
i fact the president should
work to open ass wide a breach as possi
possible between the two countries.
Still, this can’t
n’t be the foundation of
o his strategy. The United States has
little to offer
with Germany provides that
ffer France, while its relationship
rel
country
advantages.
try both security and economic
eco
ec
The
must focus on limiting the power of the center
he United States mu
while simultaneously
all it can to thwart a Russo-German entente.
ultaneously doing
ultaneo
d
In other words,
rds, it
i must apply the principle of balance of power to
Europe, much as Britain did. Ironically, the ﬁrst phase of this U.S. strategy must be to retain its current relationship with Britain. The two
countries share economic interests, and both are maritime nations
dependent on the Atlantic. The geographical position that beneﬁted
Britain can now be used by the United States with continuing beneﬁts
for Britain. In return, Britain provides the United States with an ally
inside the European Union, as well as a platform for inﬂuencing other
countries on the Atlantic periphery, from Scandinavia to Iberia, where
Britain has close trading and political ties. These would include Sweden,
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Denmark, and the Netherlands. In the decade to come, American and
British national strategies will coincide to a great extent.
This U.S. balancing act in Europe also requires that the United States
cultivate its relationship with Turkey. As we discussed in the chapter on
the Middle East, a strong alliance with Turkey gives the United States
inﬂuence in the Black Sea and counters any Mediterranean strategy that
France might wish to develop. One of the things that will aid this
alliance will be European immigration policy. Europeans’ fear of Turkish
immigration will cause them to block Turkey’s entrance
into the EU.
trance
rance in
Turkey is certainly going to become stronger overr the next decade,
decad but it
dec
is not ready to operate on its own. The region
too unstable,
n around
und it is to
unst
and threats from Russia in the Caucasus will force it to maintain
maint a strong
relationship with the United States. This will not be entirely
entire to the
entir
Turks’ liking, but they have little choice.
hoice.
Whatever the United States
es does on the peripher
periphery of Europe, the
question of Germany remains
dominate the foreign
ins
ns paramount and will d
policy of many nationss in the coming yea
The United States must
years. T
avoid the appearance
Germany or indifferent to
ce of being hostile to G
Europe. It must not abandon NATO, rregardless of its ineffectiveness,
but must treat
institutions
with respect and all European
at all multilateral institut
institu
countries as if they are signiﬁcant
signiﬁcan powers. In other words, the United
States must create a sense of normality
in Europe, lest it stampede the
n
periphery
Franco-German camp. If the United States drives the
ery into the FrancoFranco-G
relationship
ip to a crisis ttoo soon, it will only strengthen Germany’s hand
in the region.. The inherent tension between Germany (or France and
Germany) and the other European countries will mature on its own.
There is no need for the United States to rush things along, because it is
Germany that is under pressure, not the Americans.
At the same time, the United States must, in this relatively friendly
context, take the necessary steps to deal with the possibility of a RussoGerman entente. To do this, the president must begin moving toward
bilateral relations with some key European countries, and he must do so
outside the usual framework of multilateral relations. The model to use
is Britain, a part of NATO and the EU, yet with a robust relationship
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with the United States on its own. Over the next few years the United
States must emphasize bilateral relations with countries on the periphery
of Europe, bypassing NATO while paying lip service to it.
The choice of relationships can be somewhat random, serving as they
do mostly to reinforce the image of the United States as benign and content with whatever Germany does. But some countries are genuinely
important to American interests. Denmark controls access to the
Atlantic for the Russians while providing access to the Baltic for the
United States. Italy is a country that has both a substantial
and
tantial economy
e
a strategic position in the Mediterranean. Norway,
orway, always
alway closer to
Britain than to the rest of Europe, can provide
advantages for
vide strategic
trategic advantag
ad
the United States, from military bases to the prospect of partnerships
in
partners
par
the Norwegian oil industry. And of course
ourse a relationship with
w
wi Turkey
provides the United States with options
ns in the Balkans,
Balkan the Caucasus,
Central Asia, Iran, and the Arabb world. But the United States should not
focus on these valuable countries
untries
ntries by themselves. It should reach out to a
range of countries, some
much more a burden than
me off which might bbe mu
an advantage. The Germans and French both
bot look down on the United
bo
States as unsophisticated.
should take advantage of
histicated. The United States
S
this in the nextt decade by making p
purposeful moves along with some
that seem
m arbitrary. Everything must
m be done to lead the Germans and
perhaps
aps
ps the French to a sense
sen that the United States is unfocused in its
actions.
nss
These relationships
are not ends in themselves—they are a cover for
relatio
the crucial prize
rize of Poland and the Intermarium (Slovakia, Hungary, and
Romania), which provide the geography for containing Russia. And here
the American strategy once again needs to be consciously deceptive. It
must lull Europe into a sense that the United States is simply drawing
closer to those countries that want to be drawn closer, and that among
these countries are Poland, the rest of the Intermarium, and the Baltics.
Any indication that the United States is directly seeking to block Germany or to create a crisis with Russia will generate a counterreaction in
Europe that might drive the periphery back into the arms of the center.
Europe as a whole does not want to be drawn into a confrontation. At
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the same time, the desire to have an alternative to a Paris-Berlin-Moscow
axis will be strong, and if the cost is low, the periphery will be attracted
to the United States—or Britain—as that alternative. At all costs, the
United States must prevent the geographical amalgamation of Russia
and the European peninsula, because that would create a power the
United States would be hard-pressed to contain.
Credibility will be the key point, particularly for Poland. The United
States must make a twofold argument to overcome Poland’s historical
scars. First, it must argue that the Poles deluded themselves
mselve in believing
mselves
that the French and British could defend them against the G
Germans in
Ger
1939, which was geographically impossible. Second,
nd, the U
United SStates
must offer the unpleasant reminder thatt the Poles did not resis
resist long
enough for anyone to come to their assistance—they
collapsed in the
ssistance—they collaps
collap
ﬁrst week of a German conquest that took
ook only six we
weeks to complete.
Poland, and the rest of the EU
helped if they can’t
U countries, cannot be he
help themselves.
This is the challengee for the American pr
president
presid as we enter the next
decade. He must move
ve with misdirection in order not to create concern
in Moscow or Berlin
erlin that might make tthose governments increase the
intensity of their
the United States can create a strucheirr relationship before th
ture to limit
mit it. At the same time, tthe United States must reassure Poland
and other
seriousness of its commitment to their interher countries of the se
seri
ests. These
done, but success will require the studied lack
hese things can be d
of sophistication
Ronald Reagan and the casual dishonesty of an
ication of a R
FDR. The president
esiden must appear to be not very bright yet be able to lie
esident
convincingly. The target of this charade will not be future allies but
potential enemies. The United States needs to buy time.
The ideal American strategy will be to supply aid to support the
development of indigenous military power that can deter attackers, or
that can at least hold out long enough for help to arrive. U.S. aid can also
create an environment of economic growth, both by building the economy and by providing access to American markets. During the Cold
War, this is how the United States induced West Germany, Japan, and
South Korea, among others, to take the risk of resisting the communists.
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Whatever argument the United States makes to Poland in the next
few years, the Poles’ willingness and ability to serve American purposes
will depend on three things. The ﬁrst is U.S. economic and technical
support to build a native Polish military force. The second is the transfer
of military technology to build up domestic industry, both in support of
national defense and for civilian use. The third is to supply sufﬁcient
American forces in Poland to convince the Poles that the American stake
in their country is entirely credible.
This relationship must focus on Poland but be extended
xtende to the other
xtended
Intermarium countries, particularly Hungary and Romani
Romania. Both of
these are critical to holding the Carpathian line, and both can res
respond
making availeffectively to the kinds of incentives the United States is m
able to them. The Baltics represent a separate
indefensible,
eparate
parate case. They are in
ind
but if war can be avoided, the Baltics
bone to place in
tics make an attractive bo
the Russians’ throat.
In all of this maneuvering,
avoid a war and second
ng,
g, the point is ﬁrst to av
to limit a relationship between
Germany that could, in suceen Russia and Germ
ceeding decades, create
reate
eate a power that coul
could challenge American hegemony. The present
Russians and Germans would be
ent intentions of the Ru
much more modest
odest than that, but tthe American president must focus
not on what
but what they will think later, when cirhat others think now bu
cumstances
tances change
change.

